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Hawke
IMcKeon&

sniscak LLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

100 North Tenth Street, Harrisburg, PA 17101 Phone: 717.236.1300

Thomas J. Sniscak 
(717) 703-0800 

tisniscak@hmslegal.com

Kevin J. McKeon 
(717) 703-0801 

kimckeon@hmslegal.com

Whitney E. Snyder 
(717) 703-0807 

wesnvder@hmslegal.com

Fax: 717.236.4841 www.hmslegal.com

May 6, 2019

Wilmer J. Baker 
430 Run Road 
Carlisle, PA 17015

Re: Wilmer Baker v. Sunoco Pipeline L.P.; Docket No. C-2018-3004294;
CORRESPONDENCE TO ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE 
ELIZABETH BARNES

Dear Mr. Baker:

Enclosed you will find a copy of correspondence/email addressed to ALJ Barnes requesting 
clarification of the May 3, 2019 Order.

If you have any questions regarding this letter and the enclosed, please contact the 
undersigned.

Kevin J. McKeon
Whitney E. Snyder
Counsel for Sunoco Pipeline LP.

WES/das ■
Enclosure



Debbie A. Schreffler

I#rom:

subject:

Whitney Snyder

FW: C-2018-3004294; Baker v. SPLP

From: Whitney Snyder

Sent: Monday, May 06, 2019 3:30 PM

To: ,ebarnes@pa.gov' <ebarnes(5>pa.eov>

Cc: Thomas Sniscak <tisniscak@hmslegal.com>

Subject: C-2018-3004294; Baker v. SPLP

Judge Barnes,

On behalf of Sunoco Pipeline L.P., we respectfully request clarification of your May 3, 2019 Order in Baker v. SPLP. We 

understand your ruling to mean that the parties are only required to submit witness statements summarizing testimony 

to be given at hearing along with proposed exhibits. We also seek clarification that SPLP will be held to the same 

standard for its May 27, 2019 rebuttal submission (ie. that we will present statements summarizing the testimony of the 

witness to be given at hearing along with exhibits, but will not be filing actual written testimony, and will be allowed to 

present our testimony in person at hearing).

I will mail a copy of this email to Mr. Baker.

Thank you,

^^jhitney E. Snyder

Hawke McKeon & Sniscak LLP 
www. hmsleaal. com
100 N. Tenth Street 
Harrisburg, PA 17101 
717-236-1300 
wesnvderfc&.hmsleaal.com

THIS E-MAIL MAY CONTAIN PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, COPYRIGHTED, OR OTHER LEGALLY PROTECTED INFORMATION. IF YOU ARE NOT THE 
INTENDED RECIPIENT (EVEN IF THE E-MAIL ADDRESS ABOVE IS YOURS), YOU MAY NOT USE, COPY, OR RETRANSMIT IT. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS 
BY MISTAKE PLEASE NOTIFY US BY RETURN E-MAIL, THEN DELETE. THANK YOU.

NEW IRS RULES RESTRICT WRITTEN FEDERAL TAX ADVICE FROM LAWYERS AND ACCOUNTANTS. THIS STATEMENT IS INCLUDED IN OUTBOUND 
EMAILS BECAUSE EVEN INADVERTENT VIOLATIONS MAY BE PENALIZED. NOTHING IN THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED TO BE USED, OR MAY BE USED, TO 
AVOID ANY PENALTY UNDER FEDERAL TAX LAWS. THIS MESSAGE WAS NOT WRITTEN TO SUPPORT THE PROMOTION OR MARKETING OF ANY 
TRANSACTION.

1



BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

WILMER BAKER

Complainant,

v.

SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

Respondent.

Docket No. C-2018-3004294

Sunoco Pipeline L.P. Bench Memorandum

To: Administrative Law Judge Elizabeth Barnes

Date: July 17, 2019

Re: When litigants proceed pro se, they assume the risk that their lack of expertise and legal
training will prove their undoing

It is well established in Pennsylvania law and the Commission’s precedent that when a lay person 

proceeds pro se in a legal proceeding, they assume the risk that their lack of expertise and legal 

training may negatively affect their case. As the Pennsylvania Supreme Court has explicitly held, 

“It is, we believe, preferable to simply recognize, as the Commonwealth Court has previously 

done, that ‘anv layperson choosing to represent himself in a legal proceeding must, to some 

reasonable extent, assume the risk that his lack of expertise and legal training will prove his

undoing.”’ Vann v. Com., Unemployment Comp. Bd. of Review, 508 Pa. 139, 148 (1985)(emphasis 

added); quoting Groch v. Unemployment Compensation Board of Review, 81 Pa.Cmwlth. 26, 30, 

472 A.2d 286, 288 (1984)). See also Dolores Herring v. Metropolitan Edison Company, No. F- 

2016-2540875, 2017 WL 3872590, at *3 (Order entered August 31, 2017) (The Commission, 

citing Vann and Groch, adopted the ALTs initial decision, noting “the Complainant in this case 

proceeded pro se by choice and bore the risk of doing so.”)



BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

WILMER BAKER

Complainant,

v.

SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

Respondent.

Docket No. C-2018-3004294

Sunoco Pipeline L.P. Bench Memorandum

To: Administrative Law Judge Elizabeth Barnes

Date: July 17, 2019

Re: Expert qualifications, Lay witness testimony, Authenticating documents, Hearsay
evidence

A. Standards for Expert Qualification

Pa. R.E. 702 sets forth the standard for the qualification of expert witnesses and provides

that:

A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, 

experience, training, or education may testify in the form of an 

opinion or otherwise if:

(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge 

is beyond that possessed by the average layperson;

(b) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge 

will help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine 

a fact in issue; and

(c) the expert’s methodology is generally accepted in the relevant 

field.

225 Pa. Code Rule 702; see Randall v. PECO Energy Co., No. C-2016-2537666, 2019 WL 

2250792, at *43 (Pa. P.U.C. May 9,2019), citing Gibson v. WCAB, 580 Pa. 470,485-86, 861 A.2d



939,947 (Pa. 2004) (holding, in part, that notwithstanding the statutory maxim of 2 Pa. C.S. § 505, 

which mandates a relaxation of the strict rules of evidence in agency hearings and proceedings, 

the “evidentiary Rules 602, 701, and 702 are applicable to agency proceedings in general...”). To 

the extent a witness is found to possess specialized knowledge to qualify as an expert on certain 

subject matters, the witness’s expert testimony is limited to those issues within their specific 

expertise. See Bergdoll v. York Water Co., No. 2169 C.D. 2006, 2008 WL 9403180, at *8-9 (Pa. 

Cmwlth. 2008) (unreported) (prohibiting independent contractors from offering expert testimony 

on water source and cause of sewer blockage; while witnesses were qualified to offer certain 

testimony as to facts and the extent of damage at issue, the source of the water and cause of the 

sewer blockage at issue “was not within their expertise”); see also, Application of Shenango Valley 

Water Co., No. A-212750F0002, 1994 WL 932364, at *19 (Jan. 25, 1994) (President of water 

company was “not qualified to provide expert testimony regarding the ratemaking value of utility 

property” when, notwithstanding his skills and expertise as to the operation of a public utility, he 

was “...not a registered professional engineer and has never been a witness concerning valuation 

of utility property in any proceeding before the Commission... lacks of knowledge regarding 

standard ratemaking conventions concerning capital stock as an item of rate base, cash working 

capital and the ratemaking requirements of Section 1311 of the Public Utility Code.”)(internal 

record citations omitted).

B. Lav Witness Testimony is Limited to Direct Personal Knowledge

Lay opinions on matters requiring scientific, technical or specialized knowledge are not

competent evidence to support a finding of fact. Pa. R.E 701(c) (“If a witness is not testifying as 

an expert, testimony in the form of an opinion is limited to one that is ... not based on scientific, 

technical, or other specialized knowledge within the scope of Rule 702.”). Although the 

Pennsylvania Rules of Evidence are not strictly adhered to by the Commission, the Pennsylvania

2



Supreme Court has recognized that anv relaxation of the rules of evidence in administrative

settings cannot permit lav witnesses to testify to technical matters ‘Svithout personal

knowledge or specialized training.” Gibson v. W.C.A.B., 861 A.2d 938, 947 (Pa. 2004) (holding 

Rules of Evidence 602 (personal knowledge), 701 (opinion testimony by lay witnesses) and 702 

(testimony by expert witnesses) generally applicable in agency proceedings); Nancy Manes, C- 

20015803,2002 WL 34559041, at *1 (May 9,2002) (the Commission abides by the Pennsylvania 

Supreme Court's standard “that a person qualifies as an expert witness if, through education, 

occupation or practical experience, the witness has a reasonable pretension to specialized 

knowledge on the matter at issue.”). Accordingly, the Commission has consistently found that 

a lav witness is not qualified to testify or offer exhibits related to anv issues outside of direct

personal knowledge. Lamagna v. Pa. Elec. Co., C-2017-2608014, 2018 WL 6124353, at *20 

(Oct. 30, 2018) (lay witness was “not qualified to testify or offer exhibits related to health and 

safety issues outside of her direct personal knowledge.”). Moreover, to the extent a lav witness 

offers references to reports or conclusions of others, these may not be considered as

substantial evidence because a lav witness cannot rely on such information in reaching a

conclusion - rather, that is the role of a qualified expert witness. Compare Pa. R.E. 701 with Pa. 

R.E. 703.

While a fact finder may weigh the opinion testimony of a qualified expert, any such 

testimony of an unqualified lay witness must be excluded and should not be given any evidentiary 

weight. Gibson v. W.C.A.B., 861 A.2d 938, 947 (Pa. 2004); Miller v. Brass Rail Tavern, Inc., 664 

A.2d525,528 (Pa. 1995). Accordingly, the Commission has consistently found that lav witness 

testimony on technical issues such as health, safety, and the probability of structural failure

as these necessarily “require expert evidence to be persuasive enough to support the

3



proPQsin2 party’s burden of proof.” Application of PPL Elec. Utilities Corp., A-2009-2082652, 

2010 WL 637063, at * 11 (Jan. 14, 2010) (emphasis added); Pickford v. Pub. Util. Comm'n, 4 A.3d 

707, 715 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2010) (ALI “properly disregarded” testimony from 13 lav witnesses 

related to concerns and personal opinions about damage to pipes, lead leaching, toxicity to

fish and home filtration expenses because “the nature of these opinions ... was scientific and

required an expert.”): Lamagna v. Pa. Elec. Co., C-2017-2608014, 2018 WL 6124353, at *20 

(Oct. 30,2018) (finding that lav witness testimony and exhibits re2arding technical health and 

safety issues “carry no evidentiary weight and ... were properly objected to and excluded.).

Moreover, that a lav witness may possess some level of knowledge and education in a 

related subject does not make him an expert on specialized and technical matters such as

geology, pipeline construction, pipeline safety, or emergency response, and such unqualified

testimony is not credible evidence. See Opinion and Order, Amended Petition of State Senator 

Andrew E. Dinniman for Interim Emergency Relief, P-2018-301453 et al. (June 14, 2018) 

(acknowledging lack of expert testimony regarding technical geological concerns, thereby 

necessarily rejecting testimony of lay witness on geological issues without regard for lay witness’s 

purportedly related education and experience.); see also. Joint Statement of Commissioners 

Coleman and Kennard, Amended Petition of State Senator Andrew E. Dinniman for Interim 

Emergency Relief, P-2018-301453 et al. (June 14, 2018) (acknowledging “no credible evidence of 

record to indicate that a clear and present danger exists with respect to the construction activities 

on ME2 and ME2X in West Whiteland Township’’ when hearing transcript was “devoid of any 

expert witness testimony that, to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty, there is a credible and 

immediate harm with the construction of these lines.”).

4



C. Authenticating an item of evidence

Pursuant to Rule 901 of the Pennsylvania Rules of Evidence, parties to a hearing 
are required to satisfy the requirement of authenticating or identifying an item of 
evidence. To do so, “the proponent must produce evidence sufficient to support a 
finding that the item is what the proponent claims it is.” Pa.R.E. 901. The rationale 
for requiring authentication is that it provides a measure of protection against fraud 
or mistaken attribution of a writing to a person who fortuitously has the same name 
as the author. Commonwealth v. Brooks, 508 A. 2d 316 (Pa. Super. 1986); 
Commonwealth v. Harrison, 434 A.2d 808 (Pa. Super. 1981). Improper 
authentication can lead to reversal on appeal. Kopytin v. Aschinger, 947 A.2d 739 
(Pa. Super. 2008). As it is the duty of the AU to ensure that the evidentiary record 
is solid and reliable, permitting improper authentication is a breach of that duty.

Evangeline Hojfman-Lorah v. PPL Electric Utilities Corporation, Docket No. C-20I8-2644957,

Initial Decision at 16 (Nov. 14, 2018)(ALJ Barnes).

D. Hearsay

Hearsay is an out-of-court statement made by a declarant that is offered by a party 
to prove the truth of the matter asserted in the statement. See Pa.R.E. 801. The 
general rule against hearsay is that hearsay is inadmissible at trial unless it falls into 
one of the recognized exceptions to the hearsay rule pursuant to the Pennsylvania 
Rules of Evidence, other rules prescribed by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, or 
statute. See Pa.R.E, 801, 802, 803, 803.1, 804. The rationale for the rule against 
hearsay is that hearsay lacks the guarantees of trustworthiness to be considered by 
the trier of fact; however, exceptions have been fashioned to accommodate certain 
classes of hearsay that are substantially more trustworthy than hearsay in general, 
and thus merit exception to the rule against hearsay. See e.g. Commonwealth v. 
Kriner, 915 A.2d 653 (Pa. Super. 2007); Commonwealth v. Cesar, 911 A.2d 978 
(Pa. Super. 2006); Commonwealth v. Bruce, 916 A.2d 657 (Pa. Super. 2007).
Under the relaxed evidentiary standards applicable to administrative proceedings, 
see 2 Pa. C.S. § 505, it is well-settled that simple hearsay evidence, which otherwise 
would be inadmissible at a trial, generally may be received into evidence and 
considered during an administrative proceeding. D'Alessandro v. Pennsylvania 
State Police, 937 A.2d 404, 411, 594 Pa. 500, 512 (2007) (D’Alessandro). The 
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania stated: “Hearsay is a statement, other than one 
made by the declarant while testifying at the trial or hearing, offered in evidence to 
prove the truth of the matter asserted.” Pa.R.E. 801(c). Hearsay evidence is 
normally inadmissible at trial unless an exception provided by the Pennsylvania 
Rules of Evidence, jurisprudence, or statute is applicable. Pa.R.E. 802. 
Complicating this general rule in the administrative law context, however, is 
Section 505 of the Administrative Agency Law: “Commonwealth agencies shall 
not be bound by technical rules of evidence at agency hearings, and all relevant 
evidence of reasonably probative value may be received. Reasonable examination 
and cross-examination shall be permitted.” 2 Pa. C.S. § 505. Therefore, hearsay 
evidence may generally be received and considered during an administrative

5



proceeding. See A. Y. v. Pa. Dep't of Pub. Welfare, Allegheny County Children & 
Youth Serv., 537 Pa. 116, 641 A.2d 1148, 1150 (1994).

However, whether simple hearsay may support a finding of an agency 
depends on whether the evidence meets the criteria of the Walker/Chapman rule. 
The Walker/Chapman rule provides that simple hearsay evidence may support an 
agency’s finding of fact so long as the hearsay is admitted into the record without 
objection and is corroborated by competent evidence in the record. See Walker v. 
Unemployment Compensation Board of Review, 367 A.2d 366, 370 (Pa. Cmwlth. 
1976) (Walker) (citations omitted); see also Chapman v. Unemployment 
Compensation Board of Review, 20 A.3d 603, 610, n.8 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2011) 
(Chapman).

Under Pennsylvania’s Walker/Chapman Rule, it is well-established that “[hjearsay 
evidence, properly objected to, is not competent evidence to support a finding.” 
Even if hearsay evidence is “admitted without objection,” the ALT must give the 
evidence “its natural probative effect and may only support a finding ... if it is 
corroborated by any competent evidence in the record,” as “a finding of fact based 
solely on hearsay will not stand.” Walker at 370 (citations omitted).

To be “properly objected to” in an administrative proceeding, the hearsay evidence 
must not fall within one of the recognized exceptions to the rule against hearsay. 
Hearsay that falls within one of the recognized exceptions to the hearsay rule is 
competent evidence that may be relied upon by the agency. See Chapman, supra, 
n. 8 (finding that the Board properly relied upon a party’s admission as competent 
evidence as a recognized exception to the hearsay rule); see also Sanchez v. PPL 
Electric Utilities Corporation, Docket No. C-2015- 2472600 (Order entered July 
21,2016) (Sanchez) (finding that testimony related to the issuance of a termination 
letter fell within the business records exception to the hearsay rule, and, therefore, 
was not simple hearsay, and was competent evidence to be relied upon in the 
proceeding to determine whether the complainant satisfied her burden of proof); 
see also Pa.R.E. 802, 803, 803.1 and 804.

Moreover, hearsay cannot corroborate hearsay. See Sule v. Philadelphia Parking 
Authority, 26 A.3d 1240, 1244 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2011), citing J.K. v. Department of 
Public Welfare, 721 A.2d 1127, 1133 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1998) (noting substantial 
evidence did not exist because there was no non-hearsay evidence to corroborate 
hearsay testimony).

Evangeline Hoffman-Lorah v. PPL Electric Utilities Corporation, Docket No. C-2018-2644957, 

Initial Decision at 16-18 (Nov. 14, 2018)(AU Barnes).
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The following attended the meeting of the Board of Supervisors of Upper

Frankford Township on July 30,2018. Anyone desiring to speak during the Public

Comment period must provide his or her name and address upon arriving at the

meeting. Thank you for your cooperation.

NAME (PRINT) ADDRESS



The following attended the meeting of the Board of Supervisors of Upper

Frankford Township on August 27,2018. Anyone desiring to speak during the

Public Comment period must provide his or her name and address upon arriving

at the meeting. Thank you for your cooperation.

NAME (PRINT) ADDRESS
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16.
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The following attended the meeting of the Board of Supervisors of Upper

Frankford Township on September 10,2018. Anyone desiring to speak during the

Public Comment period must provide his or her name and address upon arriving

at the meeting. Thank you for your cooperation.

NAME (PRINT) ADDRESS

5. _

6. _

7. _

8. . 

9. . 

10.. 

11.. 

12..

13..

14.. 

15.

16..

17..

18.. 

19*. 

20.. 

21.. 

22..

23..

24.. 

25.



The following attended the meeting of the Board of Supervisors of Upper

Frankford Township on September 24,2018. Anyone desiring to speak during the

Public Comment period must provide his or her name and address upon arriving

at the meeting. Thank you for your cooperation.

NAME (PRINT) ADDRESS

12.

13..

14..

15.. 

16, 

17- 

18,

19,

20, 

21, 

22.

23.

24.

25.
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The following attended the meeting of the Board of Supervisors of Upper

Frankford Township on October 30,2018. Anyone desiring to speak during the

Public Comment period must provide his or her name and address upon arriving

at the meeting. Thank you for your cooperation.

NAME (PRINT) ADDRESS

6. .

7. _

8. .
9. _

10, 

11.. 

12,

13..

14..

15.. 

16, 

17-.

18..

19..

20..

21..

22.

23.

24.

25.



The following attended the meeting of the Board of Supervisors of Upper

Frankford Township on December 3,2018. Anyone desiring to speak during the

Public Comment period must provide his or her name and address upon arriving

at the meeting. Thank you for your cooperation.

NAME (PRINT)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10. 
11. 

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

fcrtAir/), < r AA/zpr;

17.

18..

19*.

20..

21..

22.

23.

24.

25.

ADDRESS
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Certificate of Completion
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Awarded to:

In-Service,
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STEVE ARMOLD

for attendance of the following program:

Pipeline Emergency Response & Awareness for Excavator 
Operations

Attended: September 24,2014 Chambersburg, PA

Steve Roberts
Director of Corporate Training
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Sunoco Loglstloq Sunoco Logistics Mariner East-1 Emergency Responder Attendance List I
March 28, 2015 Mechanlcsburg Pump Station Orientation ' t
Name (Pteasa

DrtntclearM State County TownsMp/MunicIpallty Ageney/OepartmentPoaltlon Email Phone

PA Cumberiand ’^-•s /Ok® <

PA Cumberland & Xffii/Ci A^AuV •

Ajitiff- didi/4^ PA Cumberiand ar. ///frv Ft'6 4

PA Cumberiand / ‘•dZt*

tS/BCZ PA Cumberiand HMPD&ST& dfaPt&sfr/r f
fi-toJt fjiAjfo. PA Cumberiand ft

PA Cumberland ■HO'VNcdAft/ {Lj/iUtCrtiJ/wi* L^PC-*

"Towm -afliuux^ PA Cumberiand /AvnPbeM -rvP ftjUr
“Ti-Ffia^. J t> V) UV dm PA Cumberiand VklwnylenTLap. hl'O-VMprlflrtT^ vj i
AvtUo-'V OiflvujrTn PA Cumberiand iuWftC^TUA Fl/lZ. c

PA Cumberiand ^4seTr^S<ft=*,e*i u
PA Cumberland __ rye, / /£.

cSU/krM *f«?LT7 PA Cumberiand UytyvifhrtVl PD

PA Cumberland lieML* \

ftiGfi-A'&b Co\/&fiMA~U PA Cumberland Ciri-i^TAi 5-r
<7/n^ jlr&rzifrt PA Cumberiand 2-2. t
l^fthfiunn -ttO'+Pate.r PA Cumberiand 5hlrp w\ctrvstov)rt SK«NVir>=pW,\p»^ ^n\l j 1

PA Cumberiand f'AzAa.StatXTb.So J
J

JlrX S<\Cp5g ; PA Cumberiand CV\£>

fteum Pr^ir PA Cumberiand rf//cn TVjP finfakrty

PA Cumberiand 'O'Peacfi^Tv^ fijSSY

Zr^rV.^^ PA .Cumberland topsfer TVj# '
' fu PA Cumberiand FtftjfFttetrc&L

' PA : Cumberland 1
(



Sunoco Logistics Mariner East-1 Emergency Responder Attendance List I
March 28,2015 Mechantoburg Pump Station Orientation
Name (Piaasa ;v-State':';; County Townshlp/Munlclpallty

‘Ageney/Department Position;' Email Phone

PA ’SVl K-xt ^h- ^
• /

PA VC v»

dorV S^umWaiAK PA Cumberland
; /.

"Dewuii rte-Cttf PA Cumberland ^Yf : A

PA Cumberland
/

FV#Z PA Cumberland *r/ PijuliM*. (3e*i /

/4- 74 a/.T*K PA Cumberland XYC P-V-ti ’t/f-t /

UjOXrL PA Cumberland Uf^-+S ✓

MuVtt'f lAJ/inU&Vfi, /U PA Cumberland ^3/TiterLS ”ff

Uflf&f PA Cumberland A/b&
rP/Ufl/i.C> 6#^ d PA Cumberland MC, Efrerfitfi

PA Cumberland (Lrrri^S SaS&V 1

PA Cumberland ^UO^JSsifSj

PA Cumberland AAf^lkL \"5o

^Y- PA - Cumberland
Kno't^ZTlyO PA Cumberland uaP^ jis ■
I^CM Ki^C

PA Cumberland ijn-po yb \
'T^i« <//u^l>er<; fi & PA Cumberland UA&0 7 -3 DfA cA.’c^

PA Cumberland

PA Cumberland ■

PA Cumberland i

PA - Cumberland ■!

PA Cumberland . i

PA Cumberland i"
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Sunoco Logistics Mariner East-1 Emergency Responder Attendance List
lApril 29,2015 Upper Frankfort! / Newville Cumberland County PA . I

IPtoaaa'brtnt daartv>''' •^StateV;'- :Tpwnahip/Munj(Upallty 6: Agency/DapartmentPosltlonTItle^ Email

Troy WISE# PA fllBuJOUie OctoOCrU ftH&SQSHip/&& & fF/&7T PUC.7I7/$. aol. Co**t f 7J7) W6-//SS
[) '?. r ie-n w 86bb

PA N£a/ufU£ AijeoiJ&U ffy&fiCStitP &S£ ft) fr£
T'/WvVwa PA ^VoA\Cor«i \ :JMu»Ai,xVV^f>^ VriWa\\. r■nr*-' ftacn
few©. UW-Hta PA rxwer FnwMtforiVr rlfer fmKfisTyH jl/P C3 bnh» .CnrH flfl) Itl-qirxr.

PA UtfEA F{J(ViyW<j2.i7 U.?P£C ^*r«. Co • ^ fluTW A<£CP &. wet &>') 2X-V3S8

PA UPP^B- uflsc. cj*a in 3a«--7Sia3k
C 1 anJLcJk PA SX.L- ^c.S ^tv\uje/UJ^<PSAj'r*oo«> lo^fCKs :jyv-

Locvttfs ‘T7WLS PA l ^P^Pk* fvr-.n, IcferJ. (JbMr- ffrinV IV(L ^rt r* O lA)KrJLfHJft37aojfhrJl .f(W

PA uteu rwErer v^-vicj^\ l^.^arOrf>cesf,Aj?1"
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cV=A PA ~^>a.\.c-o ^Fx-- ^-'VP
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1 Sunoco Logistics Mariner East-1 Emergency Responder Attendance List

1 April 29,2015 Upper Frankford / Newvllle Cumberland County PA

^'.v ^lPiessa'iHlnt'BlMrM'
(’/State'-; : Township/Municipality AgencylDepartment Position Title

3ixrlCer4^" PA Sai^ Aieu'WTufcJ

PA IV u Sou'Mi /JiHo'feft'Tfrj o ifc 'foefcj 1'

i/3 tU D^a i/iS PA if Sou)1^ iiw’kn'Twpi/EC' 4A

PA it '( Sh.'//l A/^^Dh Tfcfl t^T- fire^ul

AlOi&ftsA foJLL£ /L PA uPPe/L. r/iA^foZxt 1 UP? 9 ;

Ksl’t ffisliint PA typo FriinWrlitA O/Tt
ChucK Ristline. PA OppLr TranHIiri CFft

PA (Iff*? X^AVCrrA r)PP^- n - C/re?.'»M#r

PA ijLpppf UA
PA Ufn/> FvnriPfurJ MFf-C - fire-Fi^Ti/cr ,

Chiuajca fceiclM PA fVO.nVftjrC^ - £ms y 1

PA Jt
Wr^-^cu CLtlui o PA J».7rp-^

PA BofrttL^k ^Ate- AAsuxji'M

PA \ l/p.**///rt C>p/'Oft>L PfirsiAtL i^h eCa.~A/nsASff, ?
rA P%ya/1 PA IAJ«S< PcrtKiVinrO \AJtfTT 9e.nt>S\3oro'JR: dniep J

PA Jl4cGr~'tt*\/A/tV&Co
3CfajUJL /jJdA/kjcUuL

PA UjuX fanm-bsw* “ "

Chfvii PA Aivn P&fvs 4m*p l/ul Pitta /ha/fcKtp. c
Drua f%Jrn PA ?(•«« -twp- Ppaa -Wp Ool P, rf ft

PA /i^yyv*' iihAv-ir&rT) /if pc.

tJfh. S5.'*}&r' PA fJbj\/l i nfat.f 1— ^ /v-iVj^iA <■]-. ’jo Ms fa flito/l L
jfflnfct {jwman PA LouerMftrth wnn fcf&M’v M>si — fitefitUkr

tyffJL Qyca~^ PA /Yt-Wy’*1///'. fr\ C*'*fctfol)0&g.C£r*%H;
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Sunoco Logistics Mariner East-1 Emergency Responder Attendance List
I October 29,2015 ME-1 Plainfield Pump Station Carlisle / Cumberland County PA

Name:;'.;:''-
(PtaaM print claariy)

State ; : County Townahlp/Municipality Agancy/Department Position -
: - Title' •■■■■:••'.••, :;••

PA sxli.

PA //'t. OVS $*./**
3V\ * rvx ^ »-mx .w > "Vt PA ^tfo^Vs’rs Sjo aex,-+ fvcK;

Cjjrf PA GXL- Ast4 ^«n.
f^jeJeX PA Sc^ •HCS .

/It/ Lthma* PA CunrAer&nc/ Zoke- Mttfih 1"A. /htf Ct. ffUfavtHei

iftfff- ShfJOn PA
1 ( y

Frun hPurA.

PA \ iN\'QPlUVC<

■rVeJ\d VyrnJiY^ PA f u luhP.r/flrJ IZwoa- FTatufcfwJ UPPC. \Ahjfnr tC

PA ri,*nhtslfi*-dl !Wr iirnkftxril OfFC. FTvVey'.or FT
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Sunoco Logistics Mariner East-1 Emergency Responder Attendance List
October 29,2015 ME-1 Plafnfleld Pump Station Carlisle / Cumberland County PA

'-Name"-
- . ;. (pjeM* prtnl cl«arM State.’; . ‘'-County. :: , Tbwnshlp/Muhlelpality; Agency/Oepartment Position. 

Title
Email •Phone l:
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Sunoco Pipeline L.R MERO

Meeting Sign-in Form
Session Name: Silver Spring Townshipf Cumberland County MERO
Date: S/16/2017
Location: Sliver Spring TWP Building

v-'C Email

* V / ///^ ii( f{/$*13J*"'' Cir^
0ixi4U jsA'l HfC
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SVbliu (Vwi Ibu-noCQ /
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/
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Si. Ivor. -Sfc0G.Agj b./&-.-O^

BlIHfel^fe'lWT^^BRlINEORMtelilOWGllEijiRlSiii AS A CERTIFICATE OF ATTENDANCE WILL BE SENT TO YOU
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Sunoco Pipeline L.R / . IVfER^P

Meeting Sign-in Form
Session Name: Silver Spring Township, Cumberland County MERO
Date: 5/16/2017
Location: Silver Spring TWP Building

Meeting/Attendee/Contact Organization: '';"'iPHon^':: ••f; Emaii;

Q/'i ht.n-A.j&Ccu-.J)

/

' joor- UKF^
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SUNOCO PIPELINE BUIE*3*%
An ENERGY TRANSFER Partnership tVICKU

Public Awareness Meeting Sign-in Form
Session Name:
Date: 10/16/17
Location: Cumberland County - Hampden Township FD

Meeting Attendee/Contact 
(Please Print Legibly)

Organization & Municipality Phone Email
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Public Awareness Meeting Sign-in Form
Session Name:
Date: 10/16/17
Location: Cumberland County - Hampden Township FD

Meeting Attendee/Contact
Please Print Legibly)

Organization & Municipality Phone Email
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Public Awareness Meeting Sign-in Form
Session Name:
Date: 10/16/17
Location: Cumberland County - Hampden Township FD
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Attachment A.6 - Cumberland County and Lower Frankford Twp. Attendees at MERO Session
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Cumberland County DPS 3 2 3 8

Amy Nye 1 1
Justin Shaulis 1 1
Michele Parsons 1 1 1 3
Mike Taylor 1 1
Robert Shively Jr. 1 1
Ted Wlsz 1 1

Cumberland County Hazmat 1 1 2
Bill Shirky 1 1
Robert Kauffman 1 1

Cumberland County LEPC 1 1 2
Jim Stickney 1 1
Steve Spangler 1 1

Lower Frankford Twp 1 1 2
Jim Burkholder ay



Attachment A.0 * Agencies at MERO Trainings in Cumberland County, PA
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Camp Hil! Borough 1 1

Carlisle Borough 1 1

Citizen Fire 5 5

Cumberland County DPS 8 3 2 3

Cumberland County FTF 1 1

Cumberland County Hazmat 2 1 1

Cumberland County LEPC 2 1 1

Cumberland Navy Fire 5 1 2 2

East Pennsboro Fire 3 1 2

Friendship Hose (Cumberland) 8 7 1

Hampden Twp Fire Co 17 3 9 5

Hampden Twp. Police 2 2

tower Allen Twp Fire Co #1 1 1 ■' ')

Lower Frankford Twp
/A 4

Lower Mifflin Twp

U

i

Mechanicsburg EMA i 1

Middlesex Twp i i

New Kingston Fire Company (NKFC) 9 9

North Middleton Twp 1 l

North Middleton Twp Fire Co 1 i

PA State Police - Cumberland Co. 1 i

Penn and Cooke Twp (Cumberland) 2 2

Penn Twp. VFC (Cumberland) 2 2

Shiremanstown Borough 3 1 1 2

Shiremanstown Fire 4 4

Silver Spring Ambulance 4 4

Silver Spring Fire Department 1 1

Silver Spring Twp 2 2

Silver Spring Twp EMA 5 i 3 1

Silver Spring Twp PD 2
1

1 j 1

South Newton Township VFC 4 4

Upper Allen Fire 7 7

Upper Frankford Fire Co...................... - -29 --4-- !— — !5 • - - 10 -

US Dept. Homeland Security 1 1

West Pennsboro EMA 1 1

West Pennsboro VFC 14 2 4 7 1

Grand Total 154 24 32 32 19 23 24



1205 Easy Road 
Carlisle, PA 17015 

(717)243-0855 
FAX (717) 258-4715

.e-mail: lowerfrankford@eoKieast.net

Wilmer Baker 
430 Run Road 
Carlisle, PA 17015

RE: Pipeline Questions

Mr. Baker:

June 11,2018

Thank you for attending the Board of Supervisors meeting on Tuesday, June 5, 2018. 1 reached 
out to Sunoco Logistics.

n.

CC: Wilmer Baker 
Dave McGinnis 
Thomas Nelson

Respectfully

Karen M. Heishman, secretary 
Lower Frankford Township
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For more information regarding pipeline safety and an overview of the pipeline industry 
please visit the following websites:

Pipeline Resources and Information
• 811 -www.call811.com
• Pipeline 101 - www.pipeline101.com
• Association of Oil Pipe Lines (AOPL) - www.aopl.org
• American Petroleum Institute (API) www.api.org
• Common Ground Alliance (CGA) - www.commongroundalliance.com 

Government/Regulatory Agencies
• Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) - phmsa.dot.gov
• Department of Transportation (DOT) - www.dot.gov

To learn more about Sunoco Pipeline L.P., or to take our survey, visit our website at www.sunocologistics.com 

Sunoco Pipeline L.P. operates the Inland and Harbor pipeline systems.

PRODUCTS THAT MAY BE TRANSPORTED IN YOUR AREA

PRODUCT LEAK TYPE VAPORS

HIGHLY VOLATILE LIQUIDS [SUCH
AS: BUTANE. PROPANE. ETHANE,
E/P MIX]. ONLY IN GLOUCESTER 
COUNTY. NJ: NATURAL GAS

Gas
Initially heavier than air, spread along ground and may 
travel to source of ignition and flash back. Product is 
colorless, tasteless and odorless.

HEALTH
HAZARDS

May be Ignited by heat, sparks, or flames and may form combustible mixture with air. Vapors 
may cause dizziness or asphyxiation and be toxic if inhaled at high concentrations. Contact with 
gas or liquefied gas may cause burns, severe injury and/or frostbite.

HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS [SUCH AS: 
CRUDE OIL. DIESEL FUEL, JET FUEL 
GASOLINE. AND OTHER REFINED 
PRODUCTS]

Liquid

Initially heavier than air and spread along ground and 
collect In low or confined areas. Vapors may travel to 
source of ignition and flash back. Explosion hazards 
indoors, outdoors or in sewers.

HEALTH
HAZARDS

Inhalation or contact with material may irritate or burn skin and eyes. Fire may produce
irritating, corrosive and/or toxic gases. Vapors may cause dizziness or suffocation. Runoff from 
fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

LOS PRODUCTOS QUE TRANSPORTAMOS EN SU AREA
PRODUCTO TIRO DE FUG A VAPORES

LlQUIDOS ALTAMENTE VOLATILES (TALES COMO: 
BUTANO, PROPANO, ETANO, E/T MIXJ. SOLO EN 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY. NJ: GAS NATURAL

Gas

Inicialmente mas pesado que el alre, se propaga en 
el suelo y puede viajar hasta fuentes de encendid^^^ 

- •• ....
color, sabor ni olor

RIESCOS A LA 
SALUD

Puede ncendiarse con calor, chispas o con llamas y puede formar una mezcla Inflamable con el aire. Los vapo. 
pueder causar mareos o asfixia si estos son inhalados en concentraciones altas. El contacto con el gas o con el gas 
licuado puede causar quemaduras, lesiones graves y/o congelacidn.

LlQUIDOS PELIGROSOS
(TALES COMO: PETROLEO CRUDO, COMBUSTIBLE 
DIESEL. COMBUSTIBLE PARA JETS. GASOLINA Y 
OTROS PRODUCTOS REFINADOS1

Liquido

Inicialmente mis pesado que el aire y se propaga en 
el suelo y se acumula en areas bajas o confinadas. Los 
vapores pueden viajar hasta fuentes de encendido 
y ocasionar retrocesos de llamas. Los peligros 
de explosidn ocurren adentro, afuera o en los 
alcantarillados.

RIESCOS A LA 
SALUD

La inhaiacidn o el contacto con el matenal pueden irritar o quemar la piel y los ojos. E! fuego puede producir gases 
irritantes, corrosivos y/ tbxicos. Los vapores pueden causar mareos o sofocacidn. La escorrentla que proviene del 
control del fuego 6 de las aguas de dilucidn puede causar contaminacidn.

24-Hour Emergency Number: 800-786-7440

Sunoco Logistics

Sunoco Pipeline L.R

Non-Emergency Number: 877-795-7271 
Website: www.sunocologistics.com

7 ©Siinnrn I nntetirs Partners I P All Rinhls Rpsen/wl
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Important 
. Safety Message
i L your neighborhood 
WWF - _________________

Sunoco Logistics
Sunoco Pipeline L.P.

Operator of the Inland and Harbor pipeline systems

24-Hour Emergency Number: 800-786-7440

Non-Emergency Number: 877-795-7271
____________ Wnhcitn- \m\m\m ci innrnlnnktirg rnm____________



You are receiving this brochure because Sunoco Pipeline L.P. operates a pipeline in your community. 
Our underground pipelines provide a safe and efficient method of transporting a variety of products, 
including crude oil, gasoline, diesel fuel, kerosene, heating oil, jet fuel, butane, ethane, propane, and 
natural gas.

Petroleum Pipelines In Your Community

There are almost 200,000 miles of petroleum pipelines in the United States. AccordmgjQjhg^^ 
Department of Transportation, pipelines are the most reliable and safest wav to transport the " 

volume of natural gas and petroleum used in the United States. Pipelines transport two-thirds of ^ 
the crude oil and refined products in the United States. Pipelines are made of steel, covered with 
a protective coating and buried underground. They are tested and maintained through the use of 
cleaning devices, diagnostic tools, and cathodic protection. Since Americans consume over 700 
million gallons of petroleum products per day, pipelines are an essential component of our nation's 
infrastructure.

Keeping you safe

Maintaining safe pipeline operations is critical in all areas where we operate. In high 
population and environmentally sensitive areas known as High Consequence Areas, 
we perform additional inspections and analyses as part of our Integrity Management 
Program (IMP). Additional information on our IMP efforts is available on our website:
www.sunocologistics.com

1

Know vatutl belOW. 

Call before you 1U9.

Always call 811 before you dig

One easy phone call to 811 starts the process to have your underground pipelines and utility lines * 
marked. When you call 811 from anywhere in the country, your call will be routed to your state One 
Call Center, who will contact underground facility owners in the area. So you can dig safely, Sunoco 
Pipeline personnel will contact you if one of our pipelines are in the area of the planned excavation. 
More information about 811 is at www.call811.com

How to know where pipelines are located

Most pipelines are underground, where they are more protected from the elements and minimize 
interference with surface uses. Even so, pipeline rights-of-way are clearly identified by pipelii^^ 
markers along pipeline routes that identify the approximate—NOT EXACT—location of the pif^ 

Every pipeline marker contains information identifying the company 
that operates the pipeline, the product transported, and a phone 
number that should be called in the event of an emergency.
Markers do not indicate pipeline burial depth, which will 
vary. Markers are typically seen where a pipeline intersects a 
street, highway or railway. For any person to willfully deface, 
damage, remove, or destroy any pipeline marker is a federal crime.

Pipeline Marker—This marker is the most common. It contains Sunoco Pipeline information, type 
of product, and our emergency contact number. Size, shape and color may vary.

Aerial Marker—These skyward facing markers are used by patrol planes that monitor pipeline 

routes.

Casing Vent Marker— This marker indicates that a pipeline (protected by a steel outer casing) 
passes beneath a nearby roadway, rail line or other crossing.
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tQue es un derecho de paso y puedo yo construir 0 excavar en ellos?

Sunoco Pipeline trabaja diligentemente para establecer acuerdos escritos, 0 servidumbres con los duehos 
de terreno para asi permitir y facilitar el acceso de construccion y mantemmiento cuando atravesamos esas 
propiedades pnvadas. Los derechos de paso usualmente se reconocen al ver caminos de terreno que estan 
libres de arboles, edificios y de otras estructuras, con excepcidn de los marcadores de lineas de tuberias.
Un derecho de paso puede que no tenga marcadores claramente visibles y puede que solo sean evidentes 
al ^10 los caminos de terreno libres, con excepcidn de granjas 0 tierras de cultivo.

L cinas del Secretario del Condado mantienen los registros de las servidumbres, los cuales son infor
mation publica. Ocupando espacio en los derechos de paso de las lineas de tuberia impiden la habilidad 
del operador de la linea de tuberia de poder reducir los darios por terceras personas, de proveer vigilancia 
en el derecho de paso y de hacer mantenimiento rutinario e inspecciones requeridas federalmente y 
estatalmente. Para poder ejecutar estas actividades criticas, el personal de mantenimiento de la linea de 
tuberia necesita poder tener acceso de una manera facil y segura al derecho de paso de la linea de tuberia, 
y a las areas a cada lado de la linea de tuberia. Para poder conservar la integridad y seguridad en las lineas 
de tuberia, se debe mantener distancia entre los arboles, arbustos. edificios, cercas, estructuras y otros 
impedimentos y las lineas de tuberia.

Antes de cualquier proyecto de excavacion cerca de los derechos de paso de Sunoco Pipeline al 
877-795-7271.

^Como usted puede ayudar?

'Aunque mcidentes que implican facilidades de oleoductos son muy raros, el conocimiento de la ubicacion 
de la tuberia, el potencial de los peligros, y que hacer si una fuga ocurre puede ayudar a minimizar el 
impacto de una emision de la tuberia. La causa principal de incidentes en las tuberias subterr^neas es 
bxcavaciones sin autorizacion. Los operadores de las lineas de tuberias son responsables por la seguridad 
de sus respectivas lineas de tuberias. Para poder conservar la integridad de las lineas de tuberias y de los 
derechos de paso. es esencial que los vecinos cerca de las facilidades y de las lineas de tuberias protejan 
contra excavaciones sin autorizacion y contra actividades destructivas. A continuacidn listamos lo que usted 
puede hacer para ayudar:

• Familiaricese con las lineas de tuberias y las facilidades de lineas de tuberias en el area 
(sehales de marcadores, sehales en las cercas de los lugares cercados, etc.).

• Escriba el nombre del operador 0 compahia, informacion de contacto y cualquier otra 
^kmacion de la linea de tuberia que se encuentran en las sehales 0 marcadores cerca de

d y mantenga esa informacion cerca de su telefono.

• Este al tanto de cualquier actividad inusual 0 sosoechosa 0 de excavaciones no autorizada 
tomando luqar dentro 0 cerca del derecho-de-paso de la linea de tuberias 0 instalacitin de 
linea de tuberias; informe cualquiera de estas actividades a los operadores de la linea de 
tuberiao.LLAMEAL 911.

Mapas de Lineas de Tuberia de Transmision

La Oficina Estadounidense del Departamento de Transporte de Seguridad de Lineas de Tuberia ha desar- 
rollado el Sistema Nacional de Mapas de Lineas de Tuberia (“NPMS" por sus iniciales en ingles) para 
proporcionar informacion acerca de los operadores de lineas de tuberia y de sus mismas lineas de tuberias. 
El Sitio web de "NPMS" puede ser buscado en el internet usando el CODIGO 
POSTAL 0 el nombre del condado y estado, y en el mismo sitio usted puede 
adquirir un mapa del condado, el cual puede ser imprimido desde cualquier 
impresora personal. Para obtener una lista de los operadores con lineas de 
tuberias en su area y su informacion de como contactarlos, visite la pagina 
www.npms.phmsa.dot.aov/

rypms
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i,C6mo puede usted reconocer una fuga en una linea de tuberias?

Aun cuando los oleoductos son el m6todo m^s seguro de transportar el combustible y los productos que
usamos todos los dfas. saber reconocer una fuga en la tuberia es importante. Lo sigu'ente puede indicar
una fuga en la tuberia:

• Vista: Charcos de liquido, terreno/vegetacibn descolorida o anormalmente seca, burbujeo continue en 
areas mojadas o mundadas, un brillo aceitoso en la superficie del agua. niebla de vapor o tierra 
volando en el aire pueden ser muestras de que ocurre una fuga en la linea de tuberia. Otras posit^F 

mdicacioes son la presencia de plantas descoloridas o muertas. o terrene congelado durante tern' 
das caliente.

• Sonido: El volumen del ruido puede ser desde un silbido silencioso hasta un rugido fuerte, dependi- 
endo del tamano de la fuga y del sistema de lineas de tuberias.

• Olor: Un olor inusual, olor a petrbleo o un olor gaseoso puede a veces salir de una fuga en una linea 
de tuberias.

Lo que si debe hacer en el caso de que ocurriese una fuga:

• Las prioridades pi mcipales son la segundad del publico y la proteccion del medio ambiente.

• Apague cualquier equipo y elimine cualquier fuente de encendido sin ponerse en riesgo a si mismo.

• Inmediatamente saiga del Area caminando. Irate de avisar a otras personas que se encuentren 
cerca para que se alejen del brea. Intente mantenerse en contra del viento.

• Desde un lugar seguro, llame a/ 97 / o a su niimero local de respuesta a emergencias y llame al 
niimero de emergencias de 24-horas del operador de la linea de tuberias. Provee su nombre, niimero 
de telefono, una breve descripcibn del incidente y la ubicacibn para asi poder iniciar una respuesta 
apropiada.

Lo que no debe hacer en el caso de que ocurriese una fuga:

• /VO cause ninguna llama m use otras fuentes potenciales de encendido tales como los interruptores de 
electricidad, vehiculos de ignicibn, fbsforos, etc. No encienda ningun vehiculo de motor ni equipo 
electnco. No toque ningun timbre de casa para notificar a las personas acerca de la fuga. Golpee la 
puerta con su mano para evitar crear chispas con la aldaba.

• NO se ponga en contacto directo al gas o liquido que se este escapando. ^

• NO maneje hacia ninguna fuga o nube de vapor cuando este saliendo del area.

• NO intente operar usted mismo ninguna vblvula. Sin quererlo, usted podria dingir mas producto hacia id 
fuga o causar otro incidente.

• NO intente extinguir un fuego de productos de petrbleo. Espere a que los bomberos locales y otros 
profesionales entrenados manejen la emergencia.

Lo que usted debe hacer en el caso que dahe/disturbe una linea de tuberia

Si usted ocasiona o tiene conocimiento de algiin dano, por mas minimo que sea, a una linea de tuberia o 
a el revestimiento protector de la tuberia, por favor notifique inmediatamente a la compariia de la linea de 
tuberia. Cualquier dario pequerio a una linea de tuberia, puede causar una fuga en el future. Un agujero, ara- 
riazo, dobladura o una arruga pueden ser una causa suficiente para que la compariia tenga que inspeccionar 
el dario y hacer reparaciones.

Esta requerido por la ley que todos los darios causados a tuberias subterrbneas de gas o facilidades liquidas 
peligrosas sean reporteado a la compariia que opera esas tuberias. Los excavadores deben comunicarse 
con la compariia de esas tuberias inmediatamente al causar darios.

How would you recognize a pipeline leak?

While pipelines are the safest method of transporting the fuel and products we use every day, 
knowing how to recognize a pipeline leak is important. The following may indicate a pipeline leak:

• Sight: Liquid pools, discolored or abnormally dry soil/vegetation, continuous bubbling in wet or 
ftoied areas, an oily sheen on water surfaces, and vaporous fogs or blowing dirt around a 
^P'ie area can all be indicative of a pipeline leak. Dead or discolored plants in an otherwise 

l,ealthy area of vegetation or frozen ground in warm weather are other possible signs.

• Sound; Volume can range from a quiet hissing to a loud roar depending on the size of the leak 

and pipeline system.

• Smell: kn unusual smell, petroleum odor, or gaseous odor will sometimes accompany pipeline
leaks,

What to do in the event a leak were to occur:

• Public safety and protecting the environment are the top priorities.

• Turn o/f any equipment and eliminate any ignition sources without risking injury.

• Leave the area by foot immediately. Try to direct any other bystanders to leave the area. 
Attempt to stay upwind.

• From a safe location, call 911 or your local emergency response number and call the 24-hour 
emergency number for the pipeline operator. Provide your name, phone number, a brief

_ description and location of the incident so a proper response can be initiated.

What not to do in the event a leak were to occur:

• DO NOT cause any open flame or other potential source of ignition such as an electrical 
switch, vehicle ignition, light a match, etc. Do not start motor vehicles or electrical equipment. Do 
not ring doorbells to notify others of the leak. Knock with your hand to avoid potential sparks from 
knockers.

• DO NOT come into direct contact with any escaping liquids or gas.
• D(^^T drive into a leak or vapor cloud while leaving the area.

• NOT attempt to operate any pipeline valves yourself. You may inadvertently route more 
product to the leak or cause a secondary incident.

• DO NOT attempt to extinguish a petroleum product fire. Wait for local firemen and other 
professionals trained to deal with such emergencies.

What to do in case of damaging/disturbing a pipeline

If you cause or witness even minor damage to a pipeline or its protective coating, please immediately 
notify the pipeline company. Even a small disturbance to a pipeline may cause a future leak. A gouge, 
scrape, dent or crease is cause enough for the company to inspect the damage and make repairs.

All damages to underground gas or hazardous liquid pipeline facilities are required by law to be 
reported to the operator. Excavators must notify the pipeline company immediately upon damaging a 
pipeline.

o



What is a right-of-way and can I build or dig on it?

Sunoco Pipeline works diligently to establish written agreements, or easements, with landowners 
to allow for ease of construction and maintenance when they cross private property. Rights-of-way 
(ROW) are often recognizable as corridors that are clear of trees, buildings or other structures except 
for the pipeline markers. A ROW may not have markers clearly present and may only be indicated by 
cleared corridors of land, except where farmland or crops exist. County Clerk or Recorder of 
offices may also have records of the pipeline easements.

Encroachments upon the pipeline right-of-way inhibit the pipeline operator's ability to reduce the 
chance of third-party damage, provide right-of-way surveillance and perform routine maintenance 
and required federal/state inspections. In order to perform these critical activities, pipeline 
maintenance personnel must be able to easily and safely access the pipeline right-of-way, as well 
as areas on either side of the pipeline. Keeping trees, shrubs, buildings, fences, structures and any 
other encroachments well away from the pipeline ensures that the pipeline integrity and safety are 
maintained.

Before any excavation project on or near Sunoco Pipeline's right-of-way, contact Sunoco Pipeline at 
877-795-7271.

How can you help?

While incidents involving pipeline facilities are very rare, awareness of the location of the pipeline, ’ 
the potential hazards, and what to do if a leak occurs can help to minimize the impact of a pipeline 
release. A leading cause of pipeline incidents is unauthorized excavation near pipelines. Pipeline 
operators are responsible for the safety and security of their respective pipelines. To help maintain the 
integrity of pipelines and their rights-of-way, it is essential that pipeline and facility neighbors protect 
against unauthorized excavations or other destructive activities. Here's what you can do to help:

• Become familiar with the pipelines and pipeline facilities in the area (marker 
signs, fence signs at gated entrances, etc).

• Record the operator name, contact information and any pipeline information 
from nearby marker/facility signs and keep in a permanent location near the 
telephone.

• Be aware of anv unusual or suspicious activities or unauthorized excavations taklnr, 
place within or near the pipeline riqht-of-wav or pipeline facility; report any such 
activities to the pipeline operators and CALL 911.

Transmission Pipeline Mapping

The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Office of Pipeline Safety has developed the National Pipeline 
Mapping System (NPMS) to provide information about gas transmission and liquid transmission 
operators and their pipelines. The NPMS website is searchable by zip code or by county and state, 
and can display a county map that is printable. For a list of pipeline operators with pipelines in your 
area and their contact information, go to www.npms.phmsa.dot.gov/.
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Usted esta recibiendo este folleto porque Sunoco Pipeline L.P. opera una linea de tuberias en su comunidad. 
Nuestras lineas de tuberias subterrSneas proveen un metodo seguro y eficiente para el transporte de varies 
productos, incluyendo el petrbleo cmdo. la gasolina, el combustible diesel, queros£n, aceite para calefaccion, 
combustible para jets, butano. etano, propano y el gas natural.

Oleoductos en su comunidad

mas de 200.000 millas de lineas de petrbleo en los Estados Unidos. De acuerdo al Deoartamento de 
T^Bjfte.de EE.UU.. las lineas de tuberias son el metodo mas fiable v seouro de transoortar el gran volumen de

S’ Mural v petrbleo utilizado en los Estados Unidos. Los oleoductos transportan dos tercios de todo el petrbleo 
cfwfy productos refinados en los Estados Unidos Estan fabricados de acero, cubiertos con un revestimiento 

protector y enterados. Se someten a pruebas y se mantienen mediante el uso de aparatos de limpieza, herramientas 
de diagnbstico y proteccibn catbdica. Debido a que los estadounidenses consumen mbs de 700 millones de galones 
de productos de petrbleo por dia, los oleoductos son un componente esencial de la infraestructura de nuestra 
nacibn.

Manteniendo su seguridad

Mantener operaciones seguras de nuestros ductos es pnmordial en todas las areas 
donde operamos. Nosotros ejecutamos inspecciones y anblisis adicionales como parte 
de nuestra Programa de "Manejo de Integridad (IMP)” en areas de alta poblacibn y en 
areas ambientalmente sensibles establecidas cbmo “Areas de Alias Consecuencia.” La 
informacibn adicional sobre nuestros esfuerzos de IMP esta disponible en nuestra sitio 
web www.sunocologistics.com

Siempre Name al 811 antes de excavar

Una facil llamada al numero 811 da comienzo al proceso para que marquen sus lineas de tuberias subterraneas y 
• de servicios de utilidades. Cuando usted llama al 811 desde cualquier lugar del pais, su llamada sera transferida 

al Centro de One-Call (Una-Llamada) de su estado. quienes contactaran a los duerios de esas tacilidades en su 
area.Para que usted pueda excavar con seguridad, un representante de Sunoco Pipeline se contactara con usted si 
una de nuestras lineas de tuberias se encuentra en el area donde se propone excavar. Usted puede encontrar mas 
informacibn acerca del 811 en el sitio web www.callS11 .com

wa a •» ma ba|o ttom
Llama antes de ex carer

Como puede usted saber donde se encuentran localizadas las lineas 

de tuberias

L^raiyc
9 '
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Maicador au Linea de litoila

yoria de las lineas de tuberias se encuentran debajo de la tierra, donde estan mejor protegidas de los 
tos y donde minimizan la interferencia con usos en la superficie. Aun asi, los derechos de paso de las lineas 

dej'beria estan claramente identificados con marcadores de lineas de tuberias a lo largo de la ruta de la linea de 
tu ^ : los cuales identifican la ubicacibn aproximada—NO EXACTA—de la linea de tuberia. Cada marcador de la 
lineade tuberia contiene informacibn que identifica lacompariia que opera 
la linea de tuberia, el producto transportado y un numero de telbfono al 
cual se debe llamar en caso de una emergencia. Los marcadores no 
indican la profundidad a la cual una linea de tuberia se encuentra 
enterrada, la cual puede variar. Los marcadores se pueden ver 
tipicamente donde una linea de tuberia atraviesa una calle, autopista o 
ferrocarril. Es un delito federal que una persona voluntariamente estropee, 
darie, quite o destruya un marcador de una linea de tuberia.
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Marcador de Lineas de Tuberias - Este tipo de marcador es el mas comun. Contiene la informacibn de Sunoco 
Pipeline, tipo de producto y nuestra numero de contacto en caso de una emergencia. El tamano, forma y color 
pueden variar.

Marcador Aereo — Estos marcadores colocados mirando hacia el cielo son usados por los aviones de patrullas 
que monitorean las rutas de las lineas de tuberias.

Marcador de Tubos de Ventilacion — Este marcador indica que una linea de tuberia (protegida por un 
revestimiento de acero) pasa por debaio de una carretera, ferrocarril u otro cruce.
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Lower Frankfofd Township

Sunoco a no-show in Lower Frankford as contamination 
complaints, safety concerns pile up
Zack Hoopes The Sentinel Jul 14,2018



Vern Leath inspects his property where Sunoco Pipeline LP placed a pipeline in Lower Frankford Township.

iT~..."""...."......... '......... .....'.. .......
^Sunoco Pipeline LP officials did not show up as promised to a public meeting Tuesday 

night with the Lower Frankford Township supervisors, leaving roughly 20 residents of 

the rural municipality concerned that their safety questions about the Mariner East 

pipelines would not be addressed.

“They called us about an hour ago and said they won’t be coming, so we won’t be 

discussing the pipeline tonight,” Supervisor James Burkholder said during the meeting.

The township will attempt to schedule Sunoco officials to attend another meeting, 

Burkholder said, ideally when the township’s attorney is available to discuss the 

municipality’s control over the pipeline process, which is limited.

D

' At Tuesday’s meeting, the township also approved an invoice from Brehm-Lebo 

Engineering for inspections along the pipeline construction routes, a process that will 

help determine how much the township gets reimbursed for damage to its roads.

“Beyond that, the process is pretty much all in the hands of the DEP [Pennsylvania 

Department Environmental Protection],” Burkholder said.

^ie Mariner East 2 pipeline will carry liquefied gas, hydrofracked from shale 

igmations in western Pennsylvania, to the Marcus Hook Industrial Complex near 

Hmadelphia for processing.



Throughout most of Cumberland County, Mariner East 2 is being built alongside 

Mariner East 1, a line that was installed in 1931 to carry oil, but was recently re
-purposed to transport higher-pressure liquefied gases.

I •

*imited information

According to Lower Frankford residents, communications from Sunoco have provided 

limited safety information about either pipeline, with communications focusing on 

marketing the economic benefits of the pipeline.

This appears to be a significant departure from previous communications, resident 

Wilmer Baker said.

Baker provided a safety pamphlet from Sunoco he said he received years earlier when 

he moved into his property. The pamphlet gives dire warnings about what to do if you 

suspect a pipeline leak near your home, including not starting your car, or even using a 

door knocker, for fear of sparks.
3

'i
T have a wood stove that runs 24 hours a day,” Baker said. “What am I supposed to do 

^this thing gives out? They’re cranking up the pressure on an iron line from the 1930s, 

but all we get now is the propaganda, no new safety information.”

The state’s Public Utility Commission and administrative law judge appear to agree with 

Baker.

In March, the administrative court shut down Mariner East 1 flow after Mariner East 2 

construction in Chester County caused massive sinkholes that exposed the original 

Mariner East 1 line.

The court allowed the pipeline to resume operation on May 3, but shut it down again 

three weeks later over safety concerns similar to those voiced by Lower Frankford 

residents on Tuesday night. As of June 14, Sunoco is again allowed to operate the 

^jpeline



In the past year, Mariner East 1 has experienced three leaks, all of which Sunoco failed 

to identify and report. In one instance it took Sunoco officials 90 minutes to close off 

Mariner I after being informed of a leak in Berks County that resulted in a 1,000-gallon 

spill of liquefied gas, Barnes said.

In the May 21 shutdown order. Administrative Judge Elizabeth Barnes found that

“Sunoco has made deliberate managerial decisions to proceed in what appears to be a
^ rushed manner in an apparent prioritization of profit over the best engineering practices

^^vailable in our time that might best ensure public safety.”

In reference to Mariner East 1 being strong enough for conversion from low-pressure oil 

to high-pressure liquefied gas, Bames found that “there is insufficient evidence to show 

whether the pipe has been properly tested for repurposing.”

1931 line

Sunoco has submitted no reports that would indicate the line, built in 1931, would be 

2^ble to accommodate high-pressure loads of shale gas liquids, known as highly volatile 

liquids, according to the shutdown order.

“I question whether the [Mariner I] pipe meets today’s engineering standards to hold the 

HVLs of ethane, butane and methane gases, especially so close to dwellings,” Bames 

wrote.

She also found that “there is a substantial issue regarding whether Sunoco has 

adequately created and trained its personnel and first responders of townships along its 

route regarding proper emergency response and evacuation procedures.”

^)he company’s June newsletter contains no concrete emergency response information, 

it does devote considerable space to complaining about the Mariner East 1 shutdown 

decision, calling Bames’ ruling “a significant departure from the law and the due



process procedures that the PUC follows.”

3>,The newsletter even contains a graphic of sizzling steaks with the tagline “restarting

«Mariner East 1 will make cookouts more affordable” due to lower energy transport 

costs.

“They send us all this stuff about energy prices, but they still can’t tell the township 

what we’re supposed to do when this thing blows up,” Baker said, referencing the 

explosion of the Columbia Gas Transmission line in West Virginia last month.

“Remember, that line was brand new, not 80 years old,” Baker said.

In response to the shutdowns, Sunoco has submitted exhibits to the PUC detailing safety 

measures. These include safety literature similar to that which Baker had received in the 

past, and details of training sessions for local emergency responders.

If Lower Frankford officials or residents feel Sunoco isn’t actually carrying through on 

^hose plans, they can take action through the PUC, PUC spokesman Nils Hagen- 

- Frederiksen said.

•
“There are state and federal requirements for [Sunoco] to have outreach campaigns and 

interaction with emergency responders,” Hagen-Frederiksen said. “If people don’t feel 

they’re getting the necessary information or interaction from Sunoco, we encourage 

them to raise that issue with the PUC.”

3.

Remediation
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Other Lower Frankford residents voiced concern with ongoing environmental 

remediation and access issues.

wx
Vem Leach said that Sunoco had cut his fences to run Mariner East 2 under his farm, 

and now wants to put in gates so that workers can access the line in the future, even 

though the company doesn’t have right-of-way.

Drilling fluid and mud has leaked to the surface of the wetlands surrounding Locust 

Creek, which abuts Leach’s property, leaving a hardened layer of silt under the marshes, 

he said.

“They cut our fences, so we can’t use it for pasture, and they destroyed the wetlands,” 

Leach said. “It’s as hard as a rock just below the surface.”

Two incidents involving Locust Creek and its associated wetlands, referred to by the 

state as Wetlands J35, are cited in the April 27 “consent assessment” between Sunoco 

and the DEP, which fmes Sunoco $355,622 for dozens of instances of “inadvertent 

•totum” during the construction of Mariner East 2.

^“Inadvertent return” is an industry term for incidents in which underground drilling fluid 

and mud escape the drilling path and cause contamination, either by entering 

underground aquifers or soil voids, or by flowing up to the surface.

Locust Creek and Wetland J35 experienced a 500-gallon inadvertent return on Sept. 27, 

2017, and another 100-gallon incident on Feb. 27,2018, according to the consent 

. assessment.

DEP records show 31 incidents of inadvertent return in Cumberland County since April 

2017, with problems still ongoing.

The most recent violation was issued this week — July 9 — in which the DEP and 

county conservation district documented a one-gallon inadvertent return in Wetland 132 

png LeTort Spring Run in Middlesex Township.

3



Mgfiiy ©f the inadvertent returns are of small volumes. But one stands out, an incident 

between May 6,2017, and May 19,2017, in which 170,000 gallons of inadvertent 
^return flowed into Wetlands 130 and 132.

4fc>ne Cumberland County incident was also cited in the DEP’s $12.6 million penalty 

assessment against Sunoco in February.

That incident did not involve inadvertent returns. On Dec. 18,2017, county officials 

discovered that Sunoco officials were conducting directional drilling near North Locust 

Point Road in Silver Spring Township even though Sunoco officials were told to install 

pipe using open trench cuts and had not obtained permits for horizontal drilling at that 

site.

But with the sheer volume of violations and fines piling up, local residents have 

expressed doubt that the state has the tools to force Sunoco to stop acting recklessly, let 

alone fix the damage.

'JfTbey make a big deal out of a $12 million fine, but that’s a drop in the bucket for a 

^ompany like Sunoco,” Leach said. “They have no incentive to stop doing what they’re 
4fc)ing.”

Sunoco did not return requests for comment.

Email Zack at zhoopes@cumberIink.com.

. MORE INFORMATION
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LOWER FRAJSKFORD TOWNSHIP 

1205 Easy Road 

Carlisle, PA 17015 

(717)243-0855 

FAX (717) 258-4715 

e-mail: lowerfrankford@comcast.net

December 10, 2018

To Whom it May Concern:

The Board of Supervisors of Lower Frankford Township invited Sunoco Pipeline to its regularly 
scheduled meeting on Tuesday, July 10, 2018 at 7PM to discuss pipeline safety. Mr. Wilmer 
Baker and other concerned residents planned to attend the meeting to ask questions about 
personal safety.

Sunoco Pipeline backed out of the meeting at the last moment.

The very' next day Sunoco Pipeline offered to train the Board of Supervisors on pipeline safety. 
The Board declined this invitation. It is of the opinion of the Board that first responders should 
be the ones that are trained.

r

Respectfully,

fames W. Burkholder, Jr., Chairman 
Board of Supervisors 
Lower Frankford Township
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Jzna'.han D. Arcrews 
Direct Dial: 717.237.5358 
Direct Fax: 7*7.260.166C 
;'ar;drews@rr!crees!av;.ccrr:

August 6, 2018

VIA E-MAIL

Martson Law Offices 
Attn: Atty. Hubert X. Gilroy 
10 East High Street 
Carlisle, PA 17013

RE: Sunoco Pipeline L.P. Mariner East Project - Federaf/State Preemption
Lower Frankford Township, Cumberland County 
Our File No. 32935-0007

Dear Atty. Gilroy:

We represent Sunoco Pipeline L.P. ('‘Sunoco Pipeline") with respect to the Mariner East II 
pipeline (the “Pipeline") insofar as it traverses Lower Frankford Township, Cumberland County, 
Pennsylvania (the “Township"). The Pipeline provides transportation services of natural gas 
liquids (“NGLs") from the Marcellus Shale region in western Pennsylvania, Ohio and West 
Virginia to Sunoco Pipeline's Marcus Hook facility located along the Delaware River. In addition, 
the Pipeline provides transportation services of NGLs for shipments beginning and ending within 
only the Commonwealth. Accordingly, the Pipeline is both an fnferstate pipeline and an /nfrastate 
pipeline. It is our understanding that questions were raised by residents of the Township with 
respect to the Township's authority to regulate Sunoco Pipeline and the construction, operation 
and maintenance of the Pipeline. The purpose of this letter is to explain that the Township's 
authority to regulate Sunoco Pipeline and the Pipeline is expressly preempted by federal and 
state lav/.

The construction, operation and maintenance of the Pipeline is regulated under the federal 
Pipeline Safety Act, 42 U.S.C. § 60101 et seq. (the “Act"). The Pennsylvania Public Utility 
Commission (“PUC ’) also regulates construction, operation and maintenance of pipelines as it 
relates to the intrastate service of the Pipeline because Sunoco Pipeline is a certificated public 
utility corporation providing public utility service under the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa. Cons. Stat.
§ 101 et seq. (the "Code").

w w w. M cNeesLaw. ; o n 1
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Analysis

The authority to regulate Sunoco Pipeline’s construction, operation and maintenance of the 
Pipeline is solely within the purview of the Secretary of Transportation (the “Secretary") of the 
United States Department of Transportation (administered through the Pipeline and Hazardous 
Materials Safety Administration (the “PHMSA")) and the PUC. In general, it is the duty of the 
Secretary and the PUC to ensure Sunoco Pipeline provides adequate protection and safety 
measures as it constructs, operates and maintains the Pipeline. Further, the Act and the Code 
expressly preempt the Township from regulating such matters.

1. The Act

The Act sets forth the authority of the Secretary to regulate interstate pipelines. Indeed, the 
“purpose" of the Act “is to provide adequate protection against risks to life and property posed by 
pipeline transportation and pipeline facilities by improving the regulatory and enforcement 
authority of the Secretary of Transportation." 49 U.S.C. § 60102(a)(1). To that end, the Act 
requires that the Secretary “prescribe minimum safety standards for pipeline transportation and 
for pipeline facilities" that:

(A) apply to any or all of the owners or operators of pipeline facilities:

(6) may apply to the design, installation, inspection1, emergency plans and 
procedures, testing, construction, extension, operation, replacement, and 
maintenance of pipeline facilities; and

(C) shall include a requirement that all individuals who operate and maintain 
pipeline facilities shall be qualified to operate and maintain the pipeline 
facilities.

49 U.S.C. § 60102(a)(2). In that regard, the Secretary is required under the Act to regulate the 
Pipeline because the Pipeline is a “hazardous liquid pipeline facility," as defined by the Act, in 
that it is a “pipeline,... facility,... or equipment used or intended to be used in transporting 
hazardous liquid." 49 U.S.C. §§ 60101(a)(5), 60102(b)(2)(B)(i). “Hazardous liquid" means 
“petroleum or a petroleum product," among other liquids, which include NGLs. 49 U.S.C. § 
60101(a)(4).

1 The PUC is authorized by the PHMSA, pursuant to Section 60117(c) of the Act, to conduct inspections on 
behalf of the PHMSA; although, enforcement under the Act is reserved to the PHMSA. In addition, the PUC is 
authorized under Section 60105(a) of the Act to adopt its own regulations to the extent such regulations are 
‘compatible with the minimum standards prescribed" by the PHMSA
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In addition, the Act includes an express preemption provision: “A State.authority may not adopt or 
continue in force safety standards for interstate pipeline facilities or interstate pipeline 
transportation." 49 U.S.C. § 60104(c). There is no question the preemption provision of the Act 
covers the Pipeline because the Pipeline and Sunoco Pipeline's operations are consistent with 
the definitions of "pipeline transportation" and "pipeline facilitiesUnder the Act, a "pipeline 
facility” includes a "hazardous liquid pipeline facility” and "pipeline transportation" means 
“transporting gas and transporting hazardous liquid." 49 U.S.C. § 60101. Thus, the Act 
preempts the Township’s authority to regulate safety matters covered by the Act.

The courts agree, including with respect to municipal safety regulations. In Olympic Pipe Line 
Co. v. City of Seattle. 316 F. Supp. 2d 900 (W.D. Wash. 2004), the District Court evaluated 
whether the Act preempted the City of Seattle's efforts to regulate safety and operational matters 
of a pipeline. In analyzing the Act, the District Court held Seattle's "safety regulations" were 
preempted by Section 60104(c) of the Act. Id. at 902. The District Court also noted the 
problematic results that would occur if each jurisdiction along a pipeline project could adopt and 
enforce its own set of standards for pipeline safety and construction. ]d. at 905; see also Pa.
PUC v. Gilbert. 40 A.3d 755, 759 fn. 6 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2012) (explaining the Act and its 
purpose).

Safety standards provided by the Secretary and PHMSA are available here: 
https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/SafetyStandards.htm.

2. The Code

Sunoco Pipeline is a certificated public utility corporation providing public utility service with the 
Mariner East project in Pennsylvania and, therefore, is regulated by the PUC. See Clean Air 
Council v. Sunoco Pipeline L.P.. 185 A.3d 478, 2018 Pa. Commw. LEXIS 145, *6 (Pa. Commw. 
Ct. 2018), citing In re Condemnation bv Sunoco Pipeline L.P.. 143 A.3d 1000,1020 (Pa.
Commw. Ct. 2016) (en banc). The Commonwealth Court has stated: °We further conclude that 
Sunoco is regulated as a public utility by the PUC and is a public utility corporation, and Mariner 
East intrastate service is a public utility service rendered by Sunoco...." Id.2 Further, the Court 
reminded objecting plaintiffs that Sunoco Pipeline "possesses the requisite approvals from the 
PUC to construct ME2 to provide intrastate service." jd.

Public utility corporations in Pennsylvania are regulated by the PUC. 66 Pa. C.S. § 1501. The 
PUC is responsible for ensuring that every public utility corporation furnishes and maintains 
“adequate, efficient, safe, and reasonable service and facilities." jd. Further, the PUC is 
responsible for ensuring that ail public utility corporations "make all such repairs, changes, 
alterations, substitutions, extensions, and improvements in or to such sen/ice and facilities as

2 The Court noted that since 2016, Sunoco Pipeline's status as a public utility corporation had been challenged 
in the courts at least six times. Id. And in each case, the same outcome was reached - judicial affirmation that 
Sunoco Pipeline is a public utility corporation, id.
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shall be necessary or proper for the accommodation, convenience, and safety of its patrons, 
employees, and the public." ]d. Indeed, the PUC may “[prescribe as to service and facilities, 
including the crossing of facilities, just and reasonable standards, classifications, regulations and 
practices to be furnished, imposed, observed and followed by any or all public utilities.” id. § 
1504

The policy behind this law is that subjecting public utilities to a multitude of jurisdictions would 
result in “twisted and knotted” public utilities with consequent harm to the general welfare. See 
County of Chester v. Phila. Elec. Co.. 218 A.2d 331 (Pa. 1966). The Pennsylvania Supreme 
Court, in Duouesne Light Company v. Upper St. Clair Township. 105 A.2d 287, 290 (Pa. 1954), 
further explained the reasoning behind the exemption for public utilities:

Local authorities not only are ill-equipped to comprehend the needs of the public 
beyond their jurisdiction, but, and equally important, those authorities, if they had 
the power to regulate, necessarily would exercise that power with an eye toward 
the local situation and not with the best interests of the public at large as the point 
of reference. ... If the power of the municipality were held paramount, the [Public 
Utility] Commission could not compel the utility to provide adequate service or in 
anywise control the expansion or extension of the utility’s facilities if an order of the 
[Public Utility] Comm/ss/on conflicted with action taken by any political subdivision 
of the State.

]d. at 293. See also Del. Riverkeeper Network v. Sunoco Pipeline L.P.. 179 A,3d 670, 677 (Pa. 
Commw. Ct. 2018) (citing Duouesne Light and other cases for the same proposition).

Furthermore, it is without question the PUC has initial jurisdiction for all matters “involving ... 
service, rules of service, extension and expansion, hazard to public safety due to use of utility 
facilities, location of utility facilities, [and] installation of utility facilities ... by a public utility 
corporation." Id. at 691, citing Cntv. Of Chester v. Philadelphia Electric Co., 218 A.2d 331 (Pa. 
1966). The PUC has established “the machinery which standardizes the construction, operation 
and services of public utilities throughout Pennsylvania.” id. Moreover, the Court stated the 
“General Assembly intended the PUC to occupy the field of public utility regulation, in the 
absence of an express grant of authority to the contrary." Id. at 692.

Recently, the City of Lancaster attempted to regulate two public utility corporations, in part, in the 
name of safety under its police power. In both cases, the Commonwealth Court held the City's 
regulations were preempted by the Code. In PPL Elec. Utils. Coro, v. City of Lancaster. 125 A.3d 
837 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2015), the Court held three of the City of Lancaster's regulations were 
preempted by the Code. id. Specifically, the City's regulations purported to authorize the City "to 
conduct inspections to ensure that utility facilities within the rights-of-way do not constitute a 
public safety hazard and remain in compliance with PUC standards." ]d. at 841. In addition, the 
regulations permitted the City to require the removal or relocation of such public utility facilities 
and for the City to impose an annual maintenance fee. In a companion case, UGI Utils., lnc._v.
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City of Lancaster. 125 A.3d 858 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2015), the Court enjoined the City from 
enforcing City regulations requiring that public utilities submit additional maps and engineering 
specifications for the location of existing facilities within the City's rights-of-way. id. In both 
Instances, the Court cited the Code and the case law discussed above in determining that the 
City's attempt to regulate the public utilities was preempted by the Code. Any Township attempt 
to regulate the construction, operation and maintenance of the Pipeline is preempted as well.

3. Additional Limits on Municipal Authority

As a public utility corporation regulated by the PUC, the Pipeline is not subject to the Township's 
Zoning Ordinance or Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance (to the extent such 
ordinances exist and otherwise would apply), nor must Sunoco Pipeline obtain a building permit 
for the Pipeline. Under Pennsylvania common law, municipalities have no authority to regulate 
the design, location, or construction of public utility facilities. See Duquesne Light Co. v. 
Monroeville Boro.. 298 A.2d 252, 256 (Pa. 1972) (zoning); Newtown Township v. Philadelphia 
Electric Company. 594 A.2d 834, 835 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1991) (subdivision and land 
development). Further, Pennsylvania courts also have held that a municipality may not require a 
building permit for public utility facilities. Commonwealth v. Delaware & H.R. Co.. 339 A.2d 155, 
157 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1975).

Recently, there have been two attempts by opponents of the Pipeline to compel Sunoco Pipeline 
to comply with municipal permitting requirements and regulations. In both instances, 
Pennsylvania courts dismissed the attempts and cited the legal authority outlined above. See 
Delaware Riverkeeoer Network. 179 A.3d at 699; Flynn v. Sunoco Pipeline L.P.. Docket No. 17- 
004148 (CCP Delaware County, June 26, 2017). The courts recognized that Sunoco Pipeline is 
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the PUC.

Conclusion

Because Sunoco Pipeline provides both interstate and intrastate service and is a public utility 
providing public utility service within the Commonwealth, the Township has no authority to 
regulate the construction, maintenance or operation of the Pipeline. Sunoco Pipeline will 
continue to comply with all applicable safety and construction protocols and regulations required 
and enforced by the PHMSA and the PUC.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to call.
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Sincerely,

McNEES WALLACE & NURICK LLC

By
Jonathan D. Andrews

Enclosures
c: Curtis Stambaugh, Esq.

«
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Cumberland County Commissioners push for meeting 
. with Sunoco

ZackHoopes The Sentinel Aug 15,2018
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Frankford Township last month.

^The county commissioners sent a letter on Monday to Sunoco, formally requesting a 
^session.

“We were disappointed to learn that your company recently cancelled, apparently at the 

last minute, its expected attendance at a July 10 meeting of the Lower Frankford 

Township Board of Supervisors that was intended to address questions and safety 

concerns posed by Lower Frankford Township residents,” the commissioners wrote.

i
^ “In light of that unfortunate occurrence, we hope you and Sunoco LP officials will now 

accept our invitation to attend a meeting hosted by the county to address citizen 

concerns,” the commissioners continued.

The county’s request comes after Sunoco bowed out of a July 10 township supervisors 

meeting in Lower Frankford, apparently notifying the supervisors only an hour before 

the meeting that company representatives did not plan to show up.

Residents had gathered to voice their concerns regarding the Mariner East pipelines, 

which run through Lower Frankford as well as several other municipalities in 

Cumberland County.

^^rcumber1ink.com/news/loca!/cumber1and-county-commissioners-push-for-meeting'with-sunoco/artide_05622556-ec4f-57da-8fda-4567f210a9c9. . 2/5
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Sunoco a no-show in Lower Frankford as contamination complaints, safety concerns pile up

- Energy Transfer Partners — the company under whose banner Sunoco Logistics is 
Operating — is constructing the Mariner East 2 pipeline roughly along the same route as 

the existing Mariner East 1, which was completed in 1931. The lines cany liquefied 

gases, hydrofiacked from shale formations in Western Pennsylvania, to the Marcus 

Hook Industrial Complex near Philadelphia for processing.

Several Lower Frankford landowners have been vocal in their concerns over the 

environmental impact of Mariner East 2 construction, as well as safety issues regarding 

Mariner East 1.

As documented by The Sentinel last month, escaped drilling fluid and debris have 

turned wetlands and pasture “hard as a rock” with silt and shale fragments, according to 

Lower Frankford fanner Vem Leach.

m
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contamination, either by entering underground aquifers or soil voids, or by flowing up 

to the surface.

Records from the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection show 33 

incidents of inadvertent return in Cumberland County having occurred since April 2017 

in conjunction with Sunoco’s Mariner East 2 construction.

-Problems are still occurring as recently as two weeks ago, with a 5- to 10-gallon release 
fof drilling fluids in Middlesex Township listed by the DEP on Aug. 3.

D Middlesex has also seen one of the largest inadvertent returns in the state, according to 

DEP records - a leak of 170,000 gallons of drilling fluid into Wetlands 130 and 132 

along LeTort Spring Run between May 6 and May 19, 2017.

* Residents have also voiced concerns over the re-purposing of Mariner East 1.

Originally built to carry oil. Mariner East 1 has been converted to carry shale gas liquids 

at much higher pressure. The line was shut down for two periods of time earlier this 

year after complaints were lobbied through the Pennsylvania Public Utility 

Commission.

In those cases, the administrative law judge found that Sunoco had provided insufficient 

evidence that the 1931 line could handle high-pressure liquefied gases. Three leaks 

^^long Mariner East 1 ’s length had occurred in the past year, the judge found, with

l^s^/cumb0riiniccorn/news/loc^/cumberiand-county-commissioners-push-for-meetjng-wittvsunoccrfartide_O562255&-€c4{.57da-8ftla-4567f2lOa9c9.... 4/5
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Sunoco apparently not noticing one leak and taking 90 minutes to close it off after they 

^vere notified, resulting in a 1,000-gallon chemical spill.

Email Zack at zhoopes@cumberlink.com.

Zack Hoopes
Reporter

« Reporter for The Sentinel.

(M
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SUNOCO PIPELINE
Aa ENERGY TRANSFER Gaspoy

August 24« 2018

Cumberland County Board ofCommtssioners 
One Courthouse Square 
Room 200 
Carlisle. PA 17013

Dear Cumberland County Board of Commissioners,

i received your August 13,2018, letter to Matt Ramsey, which was forwarded to me. 1 look forward to the 
opportunity to continue our communications with the Lower Frankford Township Board of Supervisors and 
your first responder organizations about die Mariner East project as we have been doing since 2014.

An integral part of this communications is die "Mariner Emergency Response Outreach (MER0)" training 
program that was launched in 2014 to ensure that first responders along the Mariner East corridor were 
trained on pipeline safety and the characteristics specific to transporting natural gas liquids. Since that time, 
Sunoco Pipeline has conducted more than 80 MERO Training sessions with over 2,000 first responders across 
the pipeline footprint induding Cumberland County. In Cumberland County specifically, more than 150 
responders have participated In six training sessions since 2014. This indudes participation from 12 
Cumberland County government representatives and representatives from Upper and Lower Frankford 
townships.

To that end, we offered on multiple occasions to schedule additional meetings and trainings for 
representatives from Lower Frankford Township to further ensure your focal emergency preparedness 

are equipped with the knowledge and training to safeguard the community. That offer still

Additionally, we invite you and members from the Cumberiand County first responder community to attend 
the upcoming Paradigm Core-Ex Emergency Response Training to be held at the Harrisburg Best Western at 
800 E. Park Drive at 5:30pra on Wednesday September 12.2018.

At Sunoco Pipeline, safety is our top priority at all times and that begins with our rigorous integrity 
management program and first responder outreach. Attached you will find additional information on pipeline 
safety and operations and how the Mariner East project has gone above and beyond to ensure safe operations 
in your community.

Sincerely,

Matthew Gordon
Senior Director, Pipeline Operations 
Sunoco Pipeline



Commissioners of Cumberland County

Vincent T. DiFilippo

Jim Hertzler

Gary Bchelberger
Setrztary

September 13.2018

Attn: Mr. Matthew Gordon,
Senior Director, Pipeline Operations 
Sunoco Pipeline (Energy Transfer Partner)
525 Fritztown Road 
Reading, PA 19608

Dear Mr. Gordon:

Thank you for your August 24 letter of response to our communication to Sunoco IP Chairman Matt Ramsey earlier last
month.

While we appreciate the efforts Sunoco Pipeline has undertaken to provide training to first responders in the event of an 
accident or emergency associated with your company’s pipeline operations, we find it inexplicable that you did not respond to 
die primary request of our letter.

We will assume that since you did not respond to our request to attend a county-hosted meeting to answer individual questions 
and concerns from our constituents about pipeline safety that your company isn’t interested in addressing those individual 
citizen questions and concerns.

^ At a time when your company is spending money on television and radio advertising to convince the public, as your letter 
' states, that “safety is (your) top priority at all times,” we find it difficult to understand why company representatives would not 

want to participate in any such meetings that can be arranged with the public at large to detail all of the safety precautions that 
the company has taken to prevent leaks, explosions and other emergencies from occurring in the first place.

If you are sincerely interested in convincing the public that your pipeline operations are as safe as safe can be, then we would 
respectfully request, as the good corporate neighbor that we would expect you to be, that you reconsider and agree to attend a 
public meeting hosted by the county for the purpose of granting the company the opportunity to detail safety measures and to 
permit citizens to ask questions and voice any concerns.

Thank you again for your attention to this request

cc: Honorable Gladys Brown, Chairman

Chair™3"

CUMBERLAND COUNTY BOA]

State Representative..
Honorable Stephen Bloom 
Honorable Sheryl M. Delozier

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 
State Senators:

Honorable Richard L Alloway 
Honorable John H. Eichelberger 
Honorable Mike Regan

Honorable Dawn W. Keefer 
Honorable Mark K- Keller 
Honorable Will Tollman

Honorable Jim Burkholder, Chairman 
Lower Frankford Township

Honorable Greg Rothman



Commissioners of Cumberlan

Vincent T. DiFilippo
Chairman

Jim Hertzler
Vice Chairman

Gary Eichelberger
Secretary

Honorable Gladys M. Brown, Chairman 
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 
Commonwealth Keystone Bldg.
400 N. Street, 3rd FI., Room N-304 
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Dear Chairman Brown:

As you are aware, a number of our county’s citizens have raised safety questions and concerns with 
respect to Sunoco Pipeline’s Mariner East project that crosses through nearly a dozen municipalities in 
Cumberland County.

In an effort to have the company address those questions and concerns, the Board of Supervisors of one 
of our townships. Lower Frankford Township, had scheduled a July 10 meeting with Sunoco Pipeline 
representatives only to have the company cancel at the last minute. Subsequently, we invited the 
company, in letters dated August 24 and September 13, to attend a county-hosted meeting so that any of 
our county’s citizens who live in close proximity to the pipeline could have their questions and concerns 

^addressed. Unfortunately, we have yet to receive a direct, formal response.

As such, we are respectfully requesting that the Public Utility Commission take whatever policy and/or 
regulatory action necessary to enhance the minimum federal “public awareness” safety rules, 
promulgated by the federal Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, to require Sunoco 
Pipeline, as a regulated Pennsylvania public utility, to conduct regional and periodic public outreach 
meetings to address any citizen questions and concerns.

We find it inexplicable that a large enterprise like Sunoco Pipeline that touts “safety” as a “top priority at 
all times,” would refuse to send representatives to attend a coordinated county-hosted meeting to detail 
safety measures taken and advise citizens of any precautions they should take and to address any 
other questions and concerns.

In addition to other elements of the company’s “public awareness” efforts, we believe a requirement for 
periodic regional outreach meetings directly with the public is a reasonable request. We hope you will 
agree. Thank you for your attention to this request.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

Vincent T. DiFilippo 
Chairman

Jim Hertzler 
Vice-Chairman

cc: All PUC Commissioners
Cumberland County State Legislative Delegation

One Courthouse Square ♦ Room 200 ♦ Carlisle, PA 17013 ♦ 717.240.6150 ♦ Fax: 717.240.6448 

E-mail: comralssioners@ccpa.net ♦ Web: www.ccpa.net



PENNSYLVANIA

PUC

c-n

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 
400 NORTH STREET, HARRISBURG, PA 17120

PLY PLEASE 
TO OUR FILE

HR CORR 
2018-0261

November 8, 2018

Honorable Vincent T. DiFilippo, Chairman 
Honorable Jim Hertzler, Vice-Chairman 
Honorable Gary Eichelberger, Secretary 
Commissioners of Cumberland County 

^ One Courthouse Square, Room 200
Carlisle, Pennsylvania 17013

Re: Mariner East Pipeline Project
A

Dear Commissioners:

Thank you for your letter to Chairman Gladys Brown of the Pennsylvania Public 
Utility Commission (PUC or Commission) regarding Sunoco Pipeline L.P.’s (Sunoco) 
Mariner East Pipeline project located in several municipalities in Cumberland County. 
You stated that Sunoco had not adequately responded to your invitation to attend a 
county-hosted meeting. Your letter requests the Commission to take “whatever policy 
and/or regulatory action necessary to enhance the minimum federal ‘public awareness’ 
safety rules ... to require PUC regulated pipelines to hold periodic regional “public 
outreach meetings to address any citizen questions and concerns.”

Sunoco has to comply with the United States Department of Transportation, 
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration’s (PHMSA) public awareness 
regulation at 49 CFR Section §195.440, which the Commission has adopted through a 
PUC regulation, 52 Pa.Code Section 59.33.
https://www.pacode.com/secure/data/052/chapter59/s59.33.html. Section 195.440 
adopts the American Petroleum Institute’s Recommended Practice 1162 
https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/publicawareness/PARPI1162.htm (API RP 11621.

‘ The pipeline operator’s obligations under 195.440/1162 include, among other
requirements, “provisions to educate the public, appropriate government organizations 

y and persons engaged in excavation related activities on ... [pjossible hazards associated
with unintended releases from a hazardous liquid or carbon dioxide pipeline ... [sjteps 
that should be taken for public safety in the event of a hazardous liquid or carbon dioxide 
pipeline release...” Section 195.440 further specifies that a public awareness “program 
must include activities to advise affected municipalities, school districts, businesses and 
residents of pipeline facility locations.” 49 CFR §195.440(e).
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API RP 1162 identifies the “affected public” as one of four primary stakeholder 
audiences towards whom a pipeline operator must direct its public awareness efforts.
The other three primary stakeholder audiences are emergency officials, local public 
officials and excavators. Section 5 of API RP 1162 identifies several methods for a 
pipeline operator to use for effective public awareness. In particular, and relevant to your 
concerns, are the discussions in API RP 1162 regarding various types of group meetings 
as an effective method of providing public awareness. See API RP 1162, Section 5.2 
(Personal Contact) and Appendix D (D.2.3-D.2.5).1 A county-hosted meeting for citizens 
who live in proximity to the pipeline appears consistent with the group meetings 
described in API RP 1162.

After discussing these issues with Vice-Chairman Hertzler and subsequently 
discussing his concerns with counsel for Sunoco, I believe that the cancellation of the 
July 10 meeting with the Board of Supervisors of Lower Frankford Township, and 
Sunoco’s reluctance to participate in a county-hosted public meeting, was based on 
Sunoco’s expectation that a formal complaint would be filed by a resident of Lower 
Frankford Township regarding Sunoco’s public awareness compliance.

The complaint was filed and is pending before the Commission’s Office of 
Administrative Law Judge at Docket No. C-2018-3004294. Out of an abundance of 
caution related to the ex parte provisions of the Public Utility Code, I am providing a 
copy of your letter and this response to the Commission’s Secretary for docketing at C- 
2018-3004294.

Sunoco must continue to meet its public awareness obligations while a complaint 
is pending. However, the existence of the complaint creates legal issues which could 
affect the methods Sunoco chooses to implement its public awareness efforts. 
Accordingly, I have strongly suggested to Sunoco that they engage in discussions with 
your office to find a way to accommodate your request for Sunoco to participate in a 
county-hosted group meeting while addressing Sunoco’s concerns about pending 
litigation.

The legal and technical staff of the Commission are reviewing the Commission’s 
current regulations governing the transportation of hazardous liquids by pipeline public 
utilities. Staff intends to make recommendations for the Commission’s consideration at a 
forthcoming public meeting. We appreciate your request that the Commission enhance 
the PHMSA’s public awareness standards by including a requirement for periodic 
regional outreach meetings and we will consider including it among our 
recommendations.

1 Unfortunately, API RP 1162 is online as a view-only file on API’s website and I cannot enclose a copy. 
But it is viewable in full at the link provided above.

2



Please contact me if you have any questions or need additional information.

Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary (for filing at Docket No. C-2018-3004294)
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Commissioners of Cumberland County

December 12, 2018

Vincent T. DiFilippo
Chairman

Jim Hertzler
Vice Chairman

Gary Eichelberger
Secretary

Mr. Wilmer Baker 
430 Run Road 
Carlisle, PA 17013

Dear Mr. Baker,

Please see the enclosed letters that Commissioner Jim Hertzler spoke to you on the phone about on 
Wednesday, December 12, 2018, one from PUC and one from the Board of Commissioners.

Thank you. 

Sincerely,

Jennifer Crum 
Administrative Specialist

enclosures

One Courthouse Square ♦ Room 200 ♦ Carlisle, PA 17013 ♦ 717.240.6150 ♦ Fax: 717.240.6448 

E-mail: commissioners@ccDa.net ♦ Web: www.ccpa.net



Sen. Andy Dinniman (Pa.19)

Concerns expressed by Pennsylvania citl 

zens fostered theses legislative pro

posals:

Citizens Organizing

Our “SOS Rally” is demanding relief from 

The clear and present danger of Mariner East 

-from Marcellus Shale to Marcus Hook

Our State Constitution and Title 35 taws demand that 

our elected officials protect citizens and our environ

ment for the generations. Our hand out on Title 35 

details these deficiencies.

Across Pennsylvania

We call on our state officials to serve and protect our 

lives and property by permanently halting the con

struction and operations of all Mariner East pipelines. 

At the very least, a two year moratorium in in order, 

considering the state wide criminal investigation by 

our State Attorney General and citizen lawsuits 

against Sunoco.

A list of Groups that have signed our petition can be found here:

W.facebook.com/Voices-Of-Mariner-East
fBills pending co sponsors) Sen Dinniman:

Hazardous Liquids Pipelines Moratorium Act

Moratorium: Pipelines and Eminent Domain

Pipeline Safety Monitoring and Reporting

Pipeline Pre-Construction Safety Standards Act 
(Sen. Muth)

Certification of Land Agents (Friel-Otten)

Current bills (Dinniman and Killionl or as noted:

Pipeline Safety Package (Quinn)

Bill 258 -Pipeline Emergency Notification

Bill 257-Regulation of Land Agents

Bill 262- Pipeline Siting and Review

Bill 263-Pipeline Safety Valves

Bill 260- Pipelines Located near schools

Bill 284- Pipeline Safety 8t Advanced Leak Detec
tion

Sponsors of the SOS People's Hally urge citizens to 

contact your Stale Senators and Representatives to 

support these bills. Vote for those tvho protect your 

health and welfare.

&

1. Mariner East’s history of violations demon

strates that Sunoco is not trustworthy. They 

have proved to be inept and dishonest.

2. This project causes irreparable harm to wat 

air, soil and land.

3. Over 105,000 Pennsylvanians live within the 

pipelines’ blast zone.

4. Mariner East endangers students in more 

than 40 schools located in the thermal im

pact zone

Our Speakers:

Jerry Me Mullen—Orientation 

Andy Dinniman - Pipeline Safety Caucus 

Danielle Friel-Otten- Grassroots political power 

Rebecca Britton—Title 35 and PEMA 

Wilmer Baker—Pipeline integrity and labor 

Ellen Gerhard—Eminent domain 

Ginny Kerslake- PUC / Call to action

5. .The tracked gas in Mariner goes to Europe to 

produce plastic and therefore contributes to 

damaging the global environment

6. Mariner East compromises our democratic 

process when government action, fueled by 

lobbyist’s money, serves corporate interests 

over the public interest.



Save Our Students

Save Our Streams

Save Our Land

People’s Rallir
The group sponsors of this rally urge a two year 

moratorium of Mariner East until all health and 

safety issues have been resolved. Our state has 

failed the citizens of Pennsylvania in the permitting 

and oversight of this project.

Citizens demand a clean sustainable energy future.

Save Our Future

Our Message : 

Citizens Demand Relief

Safety Over SUNOCO Citizen Groups Across PA

Harrisburg March 19th, 2019

17 Pennsylvania Counties Affected From Marcellus Shale to Marcus Hook Protect our Right to a Clean Environment



USE OF SUBSTANDARD STEEL

BY

THE U.S. PIPELINE INDUSTRY 

2007 TO 2009

Plains Justice 

June 28, 2010

310 North 27th Street 
Billings, MT 59102 

406-696-8700

100 First Street SW 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52404 

319-362-2120

100 East Main Street 
Vermillion, io 57069 

605-659:0293

i

Fax: 866-484-2373 info@plainsjustice.org http://plainsjustice.org
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SUMMARY^

§ Between 2007 and 2009 a number of pipe mills produced substandard steel pipe for U.S. 

pipeline companies. This pipe failed to comply with the American Petroleum Institute Grade 5L X70 
k standard (API 5L X70 Standard). In response to this discover)' of defective pipe, on May 21.2009, the 
| Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) issued Advisory Bulletin ABD-09-01. 
1 entitled ’‘Potential Low and Variable Yield and Tensile Strength and Chemical Composition Properties in 

High Strength Line Pipe*’ (Advisory Bulletin). The Advisory- Bulletin described the low strength steel 
pipe issue and recommended an industry response to it in very general terms. * —/

To learn more about this" pfoblem'^a number of groups submitted a Freedom of Information Act 
Request to PHMSA on September 2.2009, which requested documents related to PHMSA's investigation 
of and response to this problem. In response, in March and May of 2010, PHMSA sent 3,710 pages of 
information, including test results and repons, emails, letters, presentations, and other documents. This 
repon is intended to summarize the material disclosed by PHMSA. discuss its implications, and identify a 
number of concerns that may not have been fully addressed by PHMSA and the industry.

The documents provided show that PHMSA investigated a total of seven pipelines, four 
constructed by Boardwalk Partners, LP (Boardwalk), and three by Kinder Morgan, Inc. (Kinder Morgan). 
PHMSA confirmed that five of these pipelines contained significant amounts of defective pipe. 
Specifically, the documents show that the pipe stretched under pressure, creating "expansion anomalies*’ 
that indicate use of low-strength steel. To repair their pipelines, the affected companies removed and 
replaced hundreds of pipe joints.

A number of companies are implicated in producing defective pipe, but it appears that Welspun 
Corp. Ltd (Welspun). an Indian steel pipe manufacturer, produced most of it. For example, according to 
released documents, Welspun was responsible for 88% of pipe with expansion anomalies provided to 
Boardwalk. This being said, other pipe mills also provided defective pipe, some in significant amounts. 

Globalization of steel pipe supply chains has made quality' control more challenging and increased 
the need for greater domestic measures to ensure discovery’ of defective pipe.

Even though the documents released show that certain pipe mills provided most of the defective 
pipe, none of the documents describe any systematic approach to defining the scope of this problem or 
identify the final disposition of pipe provided by these mills during this time period. Thus, it is not clear 
that PHMSA has tracked down all of the potentially defective pipe joints and confirmed that they have 
been tested and, where necessary, replaced. Accordingly, this report provides recommended actions, 
accomplishment of which would assure the public that PHMSA has responded fully to the threat created 
by low-strength steel.

New natural gas and hazardous liquid pipelines are larger, higher pressure, and more 
dangerous than earlier generations of pipelines. It is critical that PHMSA fully investigate the root 
cause of the industry's failure to comply with pipe steel standards so that appropriate solutions are 
implemented. It is also critical that large high-pressure pipelines be regulated more stringently than 
smaller lower pressure pipelines, including measures that increase certainty of the industry ’s 
compliance with written standards.

Public confidence in pipeline safety will be increased only through greater regulatory 
transparency, increased opportunities for public participation, and a demonstration that PHMSA will 
respond aggressively to the increasing need to update and improve pipeline safety standards.



INDUSTRY USE OF SUBSTANDARD STEEL PIPE

Between the third quarter of 2007 and the fourth quarter of 2009, Kinder Morgan Inc. and 
Boardwalk Pipeline Partners, L.P.. constructed a number of new large, high-pressure natural gas 
pipelines. The approximate construction schedules for these pipelines are shown below.

Defective Pipe Steel 
Investigation Period

Pipeline Construction Schedules 3Q
07

4Q
07

IQ
08

2Q
08

3Q
08

4Q
08

IQ
09

2Q
09

3Q
09

4Q
09

Kinder Morgan Louisiana Pipeline

Kinder Morgan Midcontinent Express Pipeline

Kinder Morgan Rockies East Pipeline

Boardwalk East Texas Pipeline

Boardwalk Gulf Crossing/MS Loop Pipeline

Boardwalk Southeast Pipeline

Boardwalk Fayetteville/Greenville Pipelines

Upon completion, each of these pipelines was ‘'hydrotested/* meaning that each new pipeline was filled 
with water and pressurized to find out if it had any leaks. Five of these pipelines failed their hydrotests, 
including the Louisiana Pipeline, the East Texas Pipeline, the Mississippi Loop portion of the Gulf 
Crossing Pipeline, and the Fayetteville Pipeline. As described below, these tests triggered an 
investigation by PHMSA, which ultimately determined that these companies had incorporated significant 
amounts of defective steel pipe into their pipelines.

Kinder Morgan Investigation

PHMSA investigated three Kinder Morgan pipelines:

• Kinder Morgan Louisiana Pipeline (Louisiana Pipeline) - 137 mile 42 inch diameter natural gas 
pipeline constructed between January 2008 and December 2008;1

• Midcontinent Express Pipeline - approximately 500 mile long natural gas pipeline with 40 miles 
of 30 inch pipe, 197 miles of 36 inch pipe, and 257 miles of 42 inch pipe, constructed between 
September 2008 and August 2009;2 and

• Rockies Express Pipeline - East Project (REX East) - a 639 mile 42 inch diameter natural gas 
pipeline constructed between June 2008 and November 2009.?

Investigation of each of these pipelines is discussed below.

1 Kinder Morgan, Presentation, Kinder Morgan Louisiana Pipeline (KMLPj - Pipe Issues, December 15, 2008 
(KMLP December 15 Presentation) at 2; Kinder Morgan 10-K. February' 23, 2009. Given the danger of natural gas 
leaks and ruptures, initial pressure tests are conducted with water rather than natural gas.

) : U.S. Dept, of Transportation. Special Permit for the Midcontinent Express Pipeline. April 4,2007: Kinder Morgan

10-K, February 23. 2009.
’ Kinder Morgan 10-K, February- 23, 2009.



Kinder Morgan Louisiana Pipeline

Sometime in late 2008 the Louisiana Pipeline failed a hydrotest.4 5 * * This failure triggered 
PHMSA’s investigation. Little is known about this hydrotest failure because PHMSA did not release 
documentation disclosing the location, time, or circumstances of this failure.

In its initial investigation of what caused this failure. Kinder Morgan determined that some of the 
pipe joints in the Louisiana Pipeline had expanded beyond specification.1 Expansion w as of concern 
because it indicated that the steel pipe might not have been strong enough to withstand the very high 
pressures under which this pipeline would operate. Accordingly, Kinder Morgan conducted a high 
resolution caliper survey of the entire pipeline to identify all expanded substandard pipe joints.0 PHMSA 
did not supply the data collected by these high resolution caliper surveys in response to the FOIA 
Request, nor did it identify the pipe and steel mills that supplied the expanded pipe joints.

Once Kinder Morgan identified specific pipe joints that had expanded, it tested 30 of these joints 
for chemical composition and strength.'' It also tested 30 random pipe joints that had not been subject to 
pressures sufficient to expand them.8 * It found that 43% of the samples from expanded pipe failed to meet 

strength specifications contained in the API 5L X70 Standard. The data table containing these results 
describes the pipe as "NPS 42 x 0.864” VVT API Grade X70 Welspun LMLP Linepipe”^ It also found 
that 13% of the samples from non-expanded Welspun pipe did not meet specification.10 * *

Kinder Morgan concluded that ’’[ijlie variability in the pipe yield properties is a result of 
deviation from plate controlled rolling parameter,■,u meaning that the steel had been formed improperly. 

PHMSA provided us with no data or information supporting this conclusion.

wvr69ensure;pipeliheintbgi‘ity?:Kmdef MofganultiTha.telyremovedappfoximately'T;'! OOTeet*-

r^ertfieduirundisc4os£d,number{ofptpej6intsrBiA^n5l^X56^60^'d^X65''pii^WahihgTthafit^ 
dbw-ngra^dTtferentTe^efrtsdfpipejfrom.theAPLSL^XTO'Standarcfto'Iowefstandardsij4

Even though PHMSA did not provide data beyond that contained in generalized Kinder Morgan 
presentations, it is clear that a substantial number of pipe joints expanded to a degree that caused Kinder 
Morgan and/or PHMSA to remove and replace these joints. Also, Welspun is the only one of Kinder 
Morgan's pipe suppliers implicated by the released documents.

J Email. S. Nanncy. PHMSA to A. .Mayberry, PHMSA, transmitting undated Kinder Morgan presentation on KNiLP 
use of defective steel.
5 Id. at 5.
'' Kinder Morgan. KSfLP Presentation, December 15. 2009. at 8. A high resolution caliper survey is performed b>
sending a device through the pipeline that measures the diameter of the steel pipe. Such test can determine with
precision if and where the pipeline has stretched under the pressure of a hydrotest.
' Id. at 5.
? Id. at 6.
"Id. at II.
!Id. at 7.
11 Id. at 12.
12 Id. at 5. 
lJ Id. at 13.

^y:-X7Q:steg^T>.tpe’ts
x?f)06psi, etc.'-
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Kinder Morgan Midcontinent Express Pipeline

Due apparently to the failure of the Louisiana Pipeline, PHMSA investigated whether or not 
Kinder Morgan also used substandard pipe in its Midcontinent Express Pipeline.15 Specifically, it tested 
30 samples of steel from API 5L X70 42-inch pipe manufactured by Man Industries in India.16 Man 

Industries contracted to supply 257 miles of 42-inch pipe to Midcontinent Express Pipeline, which is the 
length of the entire 42-inch segment of this pipeline.17 Kinder Morgan found that all 30 steel samples 
complied with strength standards.18 19 It appears that Kinder Morgan did not test the steel from pipe 

manufactured for the Midcontinent Express Pipeline by other companies. These companies included 
Welspun, which provided a majority of the 197 miles of 36-inch pipe.1" and JSW. 1VLA. and Evra OSM 
Portland, which provided smaller amounts of pipe.20

Even though Kinder Morgan ran a ‘‘construction type"’ caliper tool immediately after construction 
of the Midcontinent Express Pipeline,21 apparently this tool was not considered adequate to test for pipe 

expansions, because Kinder Morgan also tested tins pipeline with a high resolution caliper tool owned by 
TDW Magpie.22 23 This high resolution tool discovered one 42-inch pipe joint that expanded 2.08%, which 

w as removed and replaced. Kinder Morgan also reported that 1,906 feet of 42-inch pipe joints had 
expanded between 0.6% and 1.32%, but it deemed these pipe joints to be safe.2j None of the documents 

we received indicate that Kinder Morgan tested the 36-inch diameter Welspun pipe with the high 
resolution tool.

Kinder Morgan’s detailed test results for the Midcontinent Express Pipeline have not been 
disclosed. Further, Kinder Morgan may not have tested the 36-inch Welspun pipe in this pipeline with a 
high resolution caliper tool. Therefore it is not possible to compare these test results to test results from 
other pipelines. Nonetheless, it is clear that PHMSA required the removal of at least on defective pipe 
joint. I also appears that the pipe produced by Man Industries did not suffer a large number of significant 
expansions because perhaps only a few dozen pipe joints expanded modestly.

Kinder Morgan Rockies Express Pipeline - East Project

PHMSA also investigated w hether Kinder Morgan had used substandard steel in the construction 
of its Rockies Express Pipeline (REX). As it did for Oliver pipelines, PHMSA required that Kinder 
Morgan test the pipeline with high resolution deformation tool.24 25 Kinder Morgan reported inconsistently 

that one pipe joint had expanded 1.07%" but also found that that no pipe joints showed an expansion of 
greater than 0.79% of pipeline diameter.26 Otherwise, PHMSA provided no detailed documentation 

related to investigation of the steel in this pipeline or the source of this steel. However, press reports 
indicate that Kinder Morgan contracted with Oregon Steel Mills, Inc. to supply all or most of the 42 inch

15 Email, J. Torres, Kinder Morgan, to J. Mendoza. PHMSA, January 5. 2009; Email. J. Mendoza, Project Manager. 
PHMSA, to T. Binns, PHMSA,'June 3,2009.
16 Kinder Morgan Metallurgical Investigation Report NGI-09-01, January 8, 2009.
17 Business Line, Man Ind. Bags Rs 1,000-cr Order from Midcontinent of US, March 30, 2007.
18 Kinder Morgan Metallurgical Investigation Report NG1-09-01, January 8. 2009.
19 Email, J. Mendoza, PHMSA, to J. Torres and K. Kahncke. PHMSA, May 4, 2009.
20 Id.; Kinder Morgan Metallurgical Investigation Report N'Gl-09-01. January 8, 2009 at 11.
*' Email, J. Mendoza, PHMSA, to J. Torres and K. Kahncke, PHMSA, May 4,2009.

Email, D. Burton, VP Kinder Morgan, to A. Mayberry, PHMSA, October 1,2009.
23 Letter. D. Burton, VP Kinder Morgan, to A. Mayberry, PHMSA, August 25, 2009 (Appendix A, Technical 
Discussion for Pipe Diameters in Excess of 0.6% of Pipe Body Diameter For Midcontinent Express Pipeline at 3-4).
“4 Letter. D. Burton. VP Kinder Morgan, to I. Huntoon. PHMSA, August 27, 2009.
25 Email, D. Burton, VP Kinder Morgan, to 1. Huntoon, PHMSA. August 17, 2009.

Letter. D. Burton, VP Kinder Morgan, to I. Huntoon. PHMSA, August 27. 2009. There may be a reasonable
explanation for this inconsistent reporting, but the information received did not provide it.
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pipe used in REX.2, Despite a lack of detailed data, the documents provided do indicate that the steel 

pipe provided by Oregon Steel Mills showed little expansion.

Kinder Morgan Investigation Summary

Kinder Morgan constructed the Louisiana, Midcontinenl Express, and REX pipelines between 
mid-2008 and the end of 2009. One of these, the Louisiana Pipeline, suffered a rupture during a 
hydrotest. In response, PHMSA ordered Kinder Morgan to investigate each of these pipelines to 
determine if they contained substandard steel, and Kinder Morgan used a high resolution caliper tool :o 
test each pipeline for excessive expansion. Kinder Morgan determined that Welspun provided defective 
steel pipe for construction of this pipeline, and after testing the pipe for strength, removed 7,100 feet of 
defective pipe joints and left others in place but with down-graded ratings. With regard to the 
Midcontinent Express and REX pipelines. Kinder Morgan discovered limited expansions in pipe provided 
by Man Industries and Oregon Steel Mills and ordered the removal of only one pipe joint. It does not 
appear that PHMSA required Kinder Morgan to inspect the 36-inch Welspun pipe used in the 
Midcontinent Express Pipeline, such that it is not possible to evaluate the performance of this pipe.

Boardwalk Pipeline Partners Investigation

From 2007 to 2009 Boardwalk Pipeline Partners (Boardwalk) constructed a number of natural gas 
pipelines in the south central U.S. including:

• East Texas Pipeline - a 238 mile long 42-inch diameter natural gas pipeline constructed between 
July 2007 and June 2008;

• Gulf Crossing/Mississippi Loop Pipeline - 355 miles of 42-inch diameter natural gas pipeline 
constructed between June 2008 and February' 2009;

• Southeast Pipeline - a 111 mile 42-inch natural gas pipeline constructed between December 2007 
and February 2009; and

• Fayetteville/Greenville Pipelines - two 36-inch natural gas lateral pipelines27 28 with a combined 

length of 263 miles constructed between March 2008 and January 2009.

The East Texas, Gulf Crossing, and Southeast pipelines were mostly constructed with 42-inch diameter 
pipe, although some 36-inch pipe was used in these projects. The Fayetteville/Greenville Pipelines were 
comprised of 36-inch diameter pipe, although some 20-inch pipe w as used as well. All of these pipelines 
were to be constructed using steel in conformance with the API 5L X70 Standard.

PHMSA’s investigation of Boardwalk's use of defective steel appears to have been triggered by a 
series of failed hydrotests in Boardwalk’s pipelines.29 Three of these failures were caused by defective 
end welds.30 The fourth failure, in the Mississippi Loop Pipeline on December 5, 2008, was caused by- 
use of substandard steel in pipe number 07388793.31 In response to these failed hydrotests, PHMSA

27 Press Release, Oregon Steel Mills, Inc., Oregon Steel Announces Receipt of510,000 Ton Large 

Diameter Pipe Order, March 1,2006.
The Fayetteville and Greenville Pipelines are in fact separate pipelines, but since much of the Boardwalk data for 

these pipelines is reported together, this report treats them as one project.
^ The East Texas Pipeline failed a hydrotest in February' 2008, the Southeast Pipeline failed on April 24, 2008, the 
Mississippi Loop Pipeline failed on December 5,2008, and the Fayetteville Pipeline failed on March 11,2009.
30 Pipelines are constructed by welding joints of pipe end-to-end. Here three of these types of welds failed.
Jl Boardwalk Partners Update, November 6, 2009, Deformation Lab Results for Mississippi Loop Pipeline.
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ordered Boardwalk to conduct a high resolution caliper test for each pipeline, similar to the tests 
performed by Kinder Morgan. This investigation produced surprising results.

First, Boardwalk determined that a mill owned by the Mittal Steel Company in Mexico (Mittal) 
accidentally substituted three slabs of API 5L X70 steel with three slabs of low grade steel, thereby 
mistakenly providing steel that did not conform to the API 5L X70 Standard to the JSW pipe mill owned 
by Jindal Pipes Limited/2 One of these pipe jomts, number 07388793, burst during the Mississippi Loop 
hydrotest.33 The other tw o pipes containing switched slabs expanded but did not burst.’4

The high resolution caliper testing also determined that an Essar steel mill in India accidentally 
switched one slab provided to Welspun (pipe number D08132667)/5 This slab ultimately ended up in the 
Gulf Crossing Pipeline/6

The fact that only one switched slab burst when hydrotested suggests that hydrotests alone cannot 
be relied upon as the only means to discover even grossly substandard steel, and that high resolution 
caliper testing is also necessary.

Second, the high resolution caliper tests identified 550 expansion “anomalies'’ in Boardwalk’s 
pipelines.37 * The following chart'8 summarizes the numbers and severity of these expansion anomalies for 

each Boardwalk pipeline.

Pipeline
Total
Miles

%of
Total
Miles

Expan
sions
/mile

Expan
sions
>2%

Expan
sions

>1%<2%

Expan
sions

G.25M-1%

Expan
sions

<0.25"

Total 
Exp’s - 

All Sizes

%of
Total
Exp’s

East Texas 238 25% 0.55 9 48 56 18 131 24%

Gulf
Crossing/
MS Loop

355 37% 0.08 2 9 16 3 30 5%

Southeast 111 11% 0.04 0 2 2 0 4 1%

Fayetteville/
Greenville

263 27% 1.46 53 150 173 9 385 70%

Total 967 100% 0.57 64 209 247 30 550 100%

This data shows that the expansion anomalies w ere not evenly distributed among the pipelines, as would 
be expected if the cause of the expansions was based on random variability in steel quality. In fact, the 
East Texas and Fayetteville/Greenville Pipelines together accounted for 94% of the excessive expansion 
anomalies. Further, a full 70% of the expansion anomalies were in the Fayetteville/Greenville Pipelines 
even though they accounted for only 27% of total pipeline length.

The number of expansions per mile ranged from a high of about one and one-half expansions per 
mile in the Fayetteville/Greenville Pipeline, to a low of one expansion every 25 miles in the Southeast

Id.
3J Id.
‘,4 ,d-
jS Id. Deformation Lab Results for Gulf Crossing, Paris to Mira Segment.
36 Id.
37 Boardwalk Pipeline Partners Update, November 6,2009.
33 Id. Expansion anomaly data provided herein are based on Boardwalk’s November 6,2009, Update, which is the 

most recent Boardwalk Update provided by PHMSA in response the FOIA request.
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Pipeline, making the anomaly rate in the Fayerteville/Greenvilie linei over 36 times higher titan that in the 
Southeast Pipeline.

Boardwalk also identified the pipe manufacturers and steel mills that provided plate steel to the 
pipe manufacturers for each of the investigated pipelines/9 and this information is summarized in the 

following table. Small amounts of pipe were also provided by Durabond and 1PSCO.

Pipe Supplier

Jindal/JSW
(India)

Welspun (India) 

Cararose (US)

Steel Mills Supplying Slab Steel to Pipe Supplier

Azovstral (Ukraine)
Mittal (Mexico)
Essar (India)
Jindal (India)
Essar (India)
POSCO (Korea)
BAOSTEEL (China)
TISCO (China)

Mittal (Mexico)

Total Miles of Percent of 
Pipe Installed Pipe Installed

536 55%

363 38%

68 7%

Jindal and Welspun provided 93% of the pipe for these pipelines. Jindal sourced its steel from the 
Ukraine, Mexico, and India Welspun sourced its steel from China, Korea, and India The only steel mill 
that provided steel to both Jindal and Welspun was the Essar steel mill.

Boardwalk also identified the pipe manufacturers that provided expanded pipe for each pipeline/1'

Pipeline
Camrose

Total
Expansions

Camrose 
% of Total 
Expansions

Welspun
Total

Expansions

Welspun 
% of Total 
Expansions

Jindal
Total

Expansions

Jindal 
% of Total 
Expansions

East Texas 0 0% 93 71% 38 29%

Gulf Crossing/
MS Loop 0 0% 7 23% 23 77%

Southeast 0 0% 0 0% 4 100%

Fayetteville/
Greenville 0 0% 385 100% 0 0%

Total 0 0% 485 88% 65 12%

Thus, 88% of the recorded expansion anomalies were in pipe provided by Welspun. Moreover, as shown 
below, it appears that the Welspun pipe stretched more than the Jindal pipe.* 40 41

Pipe Supplier Expansion Expansion Expansion Expansion Total
>2% >1% <2% 0.25'’ - 1% <0.25" Expansions

Jindal/JSW 2 17 35 It 65

Welspun 62 192 212 19 485

This data shows that 13% of the Welspun anomalies exhibited expansion greater than 2%. whereas only 
3% of the Jindal anomalies exhibited expansions of this amount. Further, 40% of the Welspun anomalies

j9 Boardwalk, Summary of Pipe and Slab/Coil Sources Used on Boardwalk Expansion Projects, March 2,2009.
40 Boardwalk Pipeline Partners Update. November 6. 2009.
41 Id.
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exhibited expansion of between 1% and 2%, whereas only 26% of the Jinda) expansions were in this 
range. This data shows that Welspun pipe varies more in quality than Jindal pipe.

Even though PHMSA did not provide any systematic analysis showing which steel mills provided 
the steel used in each defective pipe joint,4" it did provide some test data indicating that Boardwalk and 
PHMSA focused their testing efforts on steel provided by certain steel mills.* 43 The following table 

summarizes the number of tests performed on expanded pipe joints by pipe manufacturer and steel mill.

Pipe .Mill Tests on Welspun Pipe Tests on Jindal Pipe

Steel Mill
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Pipelines

East Texas

Carthage to Hall Summit 2 2 4

Hall Summit to Vixen 4 . 6

Tullulah to Harrisville 2 69 2 73 1 6 7

Vixen to Tallulah 4 2 6

Gulf Crossing

Bennington to Paris 1 1

Mira to Sterlington 1 2 •%

Paris to Mira 4 1 5 10

Sterlington to Tallulah 1 6 7

Mississippi Loop 3 3 6

Southeast 2 2 1 5

Fayetteville

Bald Knob to Lula 23 23

Grandville to Bald Knob 2 2 4

Greenville 7 5 12

Total Tests 2 9 99 2 1 6 119 15 26 2 5 48

For Welspun, 119 pipe joints were tested; for Jindal 48 pipe joints were tested.

4" It appears that PHMSA and Boardwalk determined that the defective steel could be traced to certain steel mills, 
because Boardwalk requested a variance from its Special Permit Modification Agreement for Welspun pipe 
manufactured with POSCO steel since only one pipe joint manufactured with POSCO steel had expanded. Letter. 
D. Goodwin, VP Boardwalk Pipeline Partners, to A. Mayberry, PHMSA. July 22. 2009.
43 Boardwalk Pipeline Partners Update, November 6,2009.
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The following table shows Boardwalk tested pipe made with Essar steel almost four times more 
than pipe made with steel from any other mill.

Steel Mill # Tests % of Tests

Anshan 2 1%

Azovstal 15 9%

Baosteel 9 5%

Essar 101 60%

JSW 5 3%

Mittal 28 17%

POSCO 1 1%

T1SCO 6 4%

Total 167 100%

This data shows that PHMSA and Boardw alk focused most of the strength testing on pipe produced by 
the Welspun-Essar combination.

That there is a correlation between pipe expansions and pipe strength is shown by metallurgical 
test data for the Fayetteville/Greenville Pipelines provided by Boardwalk to PHMSA on October 7, 
2009.44 This test data shows results for strength tests of 46 Welspun pipe joints, all of which were 
fabricated using steel from the Essar steel mill.45 Boardwalk strength tested 28 joints that had expanded 

more than 1.5%, 10 joints that had expanded approximately 1%, and eight joints that w ere "control joints'' 
that showed no expansion. Each joint was subjected to nine separate tests.46 Almost all of the joints that 
had expanded more than 1.5% failed most of the strength tests.47 The joints that expanded approximately 
1% also failed most of the strength tests.48 In contrast, six of the eight control joints exceeded strength 
standards by substantial margins.49 The two control joints that did not pass all of the strength tests failed 
in only a few sample runs by narrow margins but generally passed almost all of the strength tests.50 This 

data shows a clear correlation between pipe expansions and the use of substandard steel.

Even though it appears that PHMSA could order Boardwalk to trace each expansion anomaly to a 
specific Steel mill, PHMSA did not provide such information in response to the FOIA Request. Further, 
the absence of a root-cause analysis in the information provided in response to the FOIA Request suggests 
that PHMSA did not conduct, report on. and/or disclose such analysis. Therefore, based on die 
documents provided by PHMSA it is not possible to determine the full extent of the low-strength steel 
problem or trace all possible low-strength steel from particular steel and pipe mills to particular pipelines.

Tracing defective steel back to each steel mill is important because other PHMSA data suggests 
that one of the causes of the substandard steel was mis-formulation during alloying of the steel. In a 
September 8,2009, report by the Microalloyed Steel Institute to PHMSA. the Institute detennined that the 
pipe in the Fayetteville Pipeline (provided by Welspun) and Mississippi Loop Pipeline (provided by 
Jindal) had improper steel chemistry.51 The report noted low manganese levels and no vanadium,

44 Email, D. Goodwin, VP Boardwalk Pipeline Partners, to S. Nanney, PHMSA, October 7, 2009.
45 Id.
40 Id. Tests applied included flat strap yield, flat strap tensile, flat strap elongation, round bar yield, round bar tensile, 
round bar elongation, Charpy toughness, Charpy shear, and grain size tests.
47 Id.
48 , j

51 Leiter, J.M. Gray. Microalloyed Steel Institute, to S. Nanney, PHMSA, September 8, 2009.
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niobium, and molybdenum in steel samples from the Mississippi Loop pipeline, and an absence of 
vanadium in the Fayetteville Pipeline.52 The data in Boardwalk’s November 6.2009, Update also 

indicates that low strength pipe (including the switched slabs) had low levels of vanadium, niobium, and 
Titanium.53

In summary, it appears that 88% of the pipe that expanded was provided to Boardwalk by a single 
pipe manufacturer, Welspun, even though in terms of length it provided only 38% of the pipe for all the 
new Boardwalk pipelines combined. Welspun provided a total of 363 miles of pipe that contained 485 
expansion anomalies, for a rate of over one anomaly per mile. In contrast, the Jindal pipe had an 
expansion anomaly rate of about one anomaly every eight miles, and pipe provided by Camrose exhibited 
no expansion anomalies at all. Also, the expansion anomalies found in the Welspun pipe were markedly 
worse than the anomalies in the Jindal pipe. Another difference is that Welspun and Jindal sourced their 
steel from different steel mills, except that they both acquired steel from the Essar steel mill. That 
Boardwalk and PHMSA focused their attention on pipes made by Welspun-Essar is also indicated by the 
fact that 60% of all tested pipe joints were made from steel produced by Essar. Further, it appears that 
mis-formulation of the steel alloy for this pipe may have been a cause of the weakness of some of the 
Welspun steel pipe.

Ultimately, Boardwalk agreed to remove 305 pipe joints, including all pipe joints in the East 
Texas, Southeast, Gulf Crossing Pipelines that expanded more than 0.25:? (148 pipe joints), and all pipe 
joints in the Greenville/Fayetteville Pipelines that expanded more than 1.5% (157 pipe joints).

Commodity Prices, Pipe Steel Market Growth and Quality Control

During the period when the defective pipe was fabricated, commodity prices soared, including 
prices for most metals. The following chart shows that the price for manganese more than tripled in 2007 
and the price for iron ore and vanadium more than doubled in 2008.
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This market evidence indicates that steel mills faced substantially higher prices for raw materials than 
they likely anticipated. It is reasonable to question whether these dramatic changes in commodity prices 
shifted steel mill priorities toward meeting production and price goals and away from quality control, 
including control over the quality of raw materials and steel formulation. However, in the absence of

52 Id.

53 Boardwalk Pipeline Partners Update, November 6,2009.
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systematic metallurgical analysis, it is not possible to know with certainty that a pattern of production of 
mis-alloyed steel existed, and that this w as the root cause of the production of substandard pipe by 
manufacturers.

During this same time period, demand for steel increased dramatically. According to the industry 
graph below, between 2007 and 2008.the miles of new pipe installed by the industry doubled.54
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This increase in installed miles of pipe is reflected in a corresponding growth in sales of pipe by pipe 
mills. For example, from 2006 to 2009, Welspun increased its pipe production rapidly, registering nearly 
50% increases in sales in fiscal years 2007 and 2008.55 56 Its pipe volume production rate increased by 34% 
in the third quarter of 2008 alone.50 This rapid growth likely required the retention and training of new 

employees, pressed steel and pipe mill infrastructure to its limits, and resulted in substantial management 
pressure on personnel to meet production deadlines. Such production conditions could have adversely 
impacted quality control.

PHMSA knew about quality control problems at a Jindal pipe mill as early as May 2007.57 
Specifically, PHMSA conducted a visit of a Jindal mill to review1 quality control problems.58 PHMSA 

produced a list of concerns related to pipe rolling and coating, mill hydrotest equipment failures, seam 
inspection equipment failures, steel plate rejections, pipe end quality , pipe repair quality, pipe tracking, 
and oil and chloride contamination.59 Also, in September, 2007, Boardw alk was informed of allegations

54 presentation, M. Hereth, 1NGAA Foundation. Best Practices in Procurement and Manufacturing Workshop, June 
9, 2010, at 2.
55 KJMC Institutional Research. Reseach Updates, Welspun Gujarat Stahl Rohren Limited. June 3. 2009 and April 
29,2010.
56 Hindu Business Line. Welspun Gujarat Stahl Rohren: Buy, November 23, 2008.
57 Email, H. Wang, Boardwalk, to S. Nanney, PHMSA, June 25. 2007.
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by two foi-mer Jindal pipe mill employees that Jindal's production of steel for the East Texas Pipeline 
could impact the pipeline's integrity.0 Although PHMSA provided no detail on these allegations, Gulf 

South, the initial developer of this pipeline, responded to them by conducting:

• a review of current inspection procedures,
• a review of recordkeeping and data storage practices,
• cross-checks on pipe data across multiple independent sources including:

Jindal, Gulf South, and third party- suppliers for Jindal (double-joint 
contractors. NDE contractors),

• a physical audit of selected pipe with alleged issues,
• a spot audit of inspection areas in question, and
• immediate implementation of an independent tracking and verification 

database for pipe procedures beyond the pipe mill to assure an 
independent check of pipe specification conformance, quality, and 
disposition through final shipment and receipt at Gulf South's field 
yards.61

Unfortunately. PHMSA provided very limited information about these early reports of pipe mill quality- 
control problems. Nonetheless, the limited information provided indicates that the steel pipe industry was 
experiencing quality control challenges in 2007.

Summary of Industry Production and Use of Defective Steel Pipe

The information provided by PHMSA in response to the FOIA Request is not as comprehensive 
as expected. Nonetheless, it indicates that most pipe mills provide limited numbers of joints of 
substandard pipe, but in 2007 to 2009 the Welspun-Essar mill combination produced an unusually large 
amount of defective pipe, and that the Jindal-Mittal-Azovstal mill combinations also produced a 
significant amount of defective pipe.

Even though PHMSA did not provide data tracing the defective pipe steel to specific steel mills, 
it appears that PHMSA, Kinder Morgan, and Boardwalk may very- well have such data. In any case, the 
data provided by PHMSA shows that the problem here was not caused by random quality variation within 
the pipe manufacturing industry but rather the vast majority of the substandard steel prov ided to 
Boardwalk and Kinder Morgan can be attributed to the Welspun-Essar and Jindal-Mittal-Azovstal mill 
combinations.

The information provided by PHMSA also identifies that at least three distinct mechanisms are 
believed to have caused the low-strength steel pipe provided to Boardwalk and Kinder Morgan: (1) 
improper steel chemistry; (2) improper rolling of steel plate; and (31 a lack of proper segregation of slabs 
of different grades of steel at steel mills. Other causes are possible.®?

While the low-strength steel problem was first discovered after investigation of two failed 
hydrotests caused by low -strength steel pipe, hy drotesting did not identify the full scope of this problem. 
Only two of hundreds of defective pipe joints burst during the hvdrotests. Instead, the scope of tins

^ Emails, W. Bennett and J. Earley, Boardwalk, to S. N'anney et ai., PHMSA, September 10-11,2007.
6! Id.; Email. J. Garris, Boardwalk, to S. Nanney. PHMSA, September 24. 2007 {fiiitlier describing Boardwalk's 
response).
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problem was identified only through high resolution caliper testing. Ultimately, PHMSA and the industry 
concluded that this problem was of sufficient gravity to require the removal and replacement of hundreds 
of pipe joints.

Unfortunately, it does not appear that PHMSA has yet conducted a comprehensive root-cause 
analysis of this problem, given that it provided no such analysis in response to the FOIA Request. It also 
appears that PHMSA may not have conducted a comprehensive study of the possible flow of defective 
steel pipe from steel and pipe mills noted herein to new natural gas and hazardous liquid pipelines 
constructed in the U.S. from 2007 to 2009. Instead it appears that PHMSA limited its investigation to 
only Kinder Morgan and Boardwalk.

INDUSTRY TRADE ASSOCIATION RESPONSE

PHMSA's first formal action related to the defective pipe steel problem was to issue the Advisory 
Bulletin.62 In response, the industry convened a meeting on or about June 11, 2009, to which PHMSA 
was not invited.6' Apparently, one product of this meeting was a September 2009 White Paper by the 

Interstate Natural Gas Association of America Foundation (INGAA Foundation) entitled. ‘'Identification 
of Pipe with Low and Variable Mechanical Properties in High Strength, Low Alloy Steels5* (INGAA 
White Paper). By way of background to this issue, the INGAA White Paper states the following:

During 2007 and 2008 there was a significant increase in new pipeline 
construction in the United States. This construction boom put almost 
unprecedented demands on both pipe and other material manufacturers and 
pipeline constructors. To meet the demands for high yield line pipe, both 
traditional and newer pipe mills, utilizing plate and coil from both established 
and nontraditional steel suppliers, were used. During post-commissioning test 
(field hydrostatic test) inspection of some of these lines, a small number of pipe 
joints were detected that had expanded well beyond the dimensional tolerance 
limits of tlie pipe manufacturing specification, API Specification 5L. In most 
cases, the point at which this expansion occurred has not been definitively 
determined. As the investigation of this phenomenon progressed, it became 
apparent that it was not limited to one pipe mill, one steel supplier, or one 
manufacturing process. Through experience of a limited number of operators, it 
appeared that this issue was a rarity, affecting an extremely small percentage of 
pipe joints produced. However because the phenomenon could not be isolated or 
traced to a single source. PHMSA issued [the] Advisory Bulletin.64

Thus, due to a boom in pipeline construction, the industry admits that it acquired pipe from 
“newer,5* and presumably less experienced pipe mills, and that some pipe mills acquired steel from 
“nontraditional” steel mills, which could be less familiar with the exacting quality control standards that 
regulate the construction of pipelines in the United States. It is reasonable to believe that unprecedented 
demands for high-strength steel pipe and high commodity costs increased the risk of production of 
substandard pipe in 2007 and 2008.

62 PHMSA Advisory Bulletin ABD-09-01, Potential Low and Variable Yield and Tensile Strength and Chemical 
Composition Properties in High Strength Line Pipe, 74 Fed. Reg. 23930, May 21, 2009. PHMSA also conducted a 
workshop on pipeline construction issues on April 23. 2009, which addressed a variety of pipeline construction 
failings.
63 Emails, P. Lidiak, API, to J. Wiese, PHMSA, May 21,2009.
64 INGAA White Paper at 1.
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Rather than seek or provide greater clarity about the cause and sources of the pipe joints that 
'‘expanded well beyond the dimensional limits of the pipe manufacturing specification. API Specification 
5L,W the industry merely stated that the ‘’point** of expansion (presumably this means tune and cause of 
expansion) had not been “definitively determined/’ It also stated that the expansions were not limited to 
one pipe mill, one steel mill, or one manufacturing process, thereby implying that problems linked to only 
a single supplier should be of concern (which makes no logical sense). It did not support its statements 
with any data. It also stated that industry operators believe that the quality- control problems were a 
“rarity, affecting an extremely small percentage of pipe joints produced.5* but failed to reference or 
provide any data supporting this statement or discuss the risks created by small amounts of defective pipe. 
After all, it only takes one bad pipe joint to create an environmental and economic disaster, hi short, the 
INGAA White Paper ignored any detailed discussion of the root causes of the substandard pipe and 
offered only unfounded generalizations about the problem rather than solid explanations.

The industry attempted to justify- a limited response to this problem by discussing historical 
pipeline failures occurring prior to the events that precipitated the Advisory Bulletin.65 Historical data is 

not relevant when current evidence suggests new ty-pes of industry failings in “unprecedented5* market 
conditions. Historical data does not justify a lack of robust response by PHMSA or the industry to 
specifically identified problems.

Finally, the INGAA White Paper contains two flow charts intended to guide an operator of an 
existing pipeline in its determination of whether it has a “potential issue with pipe quality and if so. what 
actions should be taken to address those issues/566 Figure 1 indicates that existing pipelines intended to 

operate at an 80% design factor are subject to the review included in process B1. Figure 2 and its 
accompanying text describe the Bl process as being:

1) a determination of whether there is a known history of low mechanical properties or 
excessive expansion found during normal operations;68

2) if such history exists, then a company should conduct an in-line inspection (1LI) during its 
next assessment; and

3) if such investigation shows expansions greater than s,X0/o’* amount (X%55 is not specifically 
defined by the INGAA White Paper, which states only that it may be about 1%) then the 
company must “evaluate and mitigate'5 the expansions, apparently within one year of the 
analysis, however the industry has not identified what “evaluate and mitigate55 means, when 
the one-year period tolls, or what actions might be required based on differing degrees of pipe 
failings.69

Thus, it appears that the industry recommends that operators of existing pipelines, including pipelines 
constructed between 2007 and 2009, conduct an inspection for expansion anomalies only if their 
“normal55 review of pipe data or information discovered during normal operations indicates that a threat of 
expanded pipes exists. However, the INGAA White Paper makes no recommendations about the type of

c5 INGAA White Paper at 2.
66 Id. at 3.
67 Id.
66 Id. The INGAA White Paper describes this history as. “Regardless of the preceding steps, if the company, 
through its normal review of the pipe data, such as is conducted during pipe production, and any other operational 
data or field observations, such as during tie-ins, installing taps, making coating repairs or performing pipe 
replacements, has made a determination that the threat of expanded pipe exists, then it must look further for such 
deformation during the next in-line inspection of the pipeline. If there is no evidence of low strength or excessively- 
expanded pipe, no further action is required. Examples of such evidence include coating flaws caused by pipe strain 
and improper tie-in of a repair due to strain. This step does not contemplate extraordinary' evaluations or inspections, 
but rather relies on those normally conducted as operations and maintenance activities/'
69 Id. at 6-9.
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in-line inspection required, and it specifically states, ’This step does not contemplate extraordinary- 
evaluations or inspections, but rather relies on those normally conducted as operations and maintenance 
activities.*’70

The INGA A Foundation’s recommendation is essentially to allow operators of pipelines 
constructed between 2007 and 2009 to determine by and for themselves whether or not they need to 
conduct high resolution deformation testing and how to redress any problems found. Its response 
provides no assurance of any systematic investigation of or response to the defective steel problem. Thus, 
it appears that the industry makes no recommendation that such operators do any initial investigation 
beyond normal operations and also does not recommend particular responses.

RECOMMENDED PHMSA ACTIONS

Since this report is based only on documents released pursuant to the F01A Request, it is not possible 
to fully know about all of the actions taken by PHMSA in response to the defective steel problem. With 
this caveat in mind, we recommend that PHMSA take the following actions, if it has not already done so:

• Investigate and provide a public report on the use of defective steel in U.S. hazardous liquid and 
natural gas pipelines that:

o identifies the number of defective pipe joints discovered: 
o provides a description of each defective pipe joint; 
o provides any test results performed on each pipe joint: 
o indentifies the pipe and steel mill sources for each defective joint; 
o identifies the root cause or causes of the defectiv e pipe joints; and 
o presents recommended improvements in safety regulations, safety enforcement, pipe steel 

standards, pipeline testing, quality control surveillance, and other appropriate responses 
to this problem.

• Order all operators of natural gas and hazardous liquids pipelines constructed between 2007 and 
2009 to conduct high-resolution in-line deformation caliper testing and provide the results of such 
inspections to the public on the PHMSA website;

• Order all operators of natural gas and hazardous liquids pipelines constructed between 2007 and 
2009 using API 5L X70 and higher grades of pipe to trace pipe from pipe and steel mills with a 
history of supplying defective API 5L X70 and higher pipe to all U.S. pipelines that contain such 
pipe, regardless of pipe diameter, and provide a report to PHMSA and the public describing the 
use of such pipe in U.S. pipelines.

• Post all hydrotest results provided by pipeline operators on the PHMSA website; and

• Reduce the operating pressure of newly conducted hazardous liquid and natural gas pipelines to a 
design factor of 72% or lower pending completion of PHMSA investigation of possible use of 
defective pipe steel, any necessary- fitness for service determinations, and opportunity for public 
review and participation in these activities.

All of the foregoing recommendations include easily accessible information disclosures by PHMSA and 
greater opportunities for public participation in PHMSA activities. Greater transparency in PHMSA 
operations is necessary to ensure public participation in and support for PHMSA activities. A lack of 
transparency will result in a lack of trust and risk greater opposition to pipeline development.

70 Id. at 8.
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J....... The growing number of high-pressure, large diameter hazardous liquid and natural gas pipelines
ire putting increasing numbers of citizens at risk- New large pipelines must be built to the highest 
Bmdards and be fully tested using the best available technology to ensure that they comply with safety' 

requirements. Existing pipelines, especially large diameter pipelines, must be tested with greater 

frequency as they age.

---------- To avoid further fatalities, injuries, and property damage, PHMSA must adapt its safety
standards, regulations, and enforoemem activities to protect citizens and their property from the greater 
risk posed by new large high-pressure pipelines. To gain greater public trust and public support for its 
activities, PHMSA must allow citizens to easily learn what it is doirig and increase opportunities for 
citizens to participate in PHMSA’s efforts to protect them.

16
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{ '.siness days between the hours of 10 
a.m. and 3 p.m. Copies of such filing 
also will be available for inspection and 
copying at the principal office of NYSE 
Area. All comments received will be 
posted without change; the Commission 
does not edit personal identifying 
information from submissions. You 
should submit only information that 
you wish to make available publicly. All 
submissions should refer to File No. 
SR-NYSEArca-2010-14 and should be 
submitted on or before April 8, 2010.

For the Commission, by the Division of 
Trading and Markets, pursuant to delegated 
authority.19 

Florence E. Harmon,
Deputy Secretary.
[FR Doc. 2010-6507 Filed 3-23-10; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 8011-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Surface Transportation Board

[STB Finance Docket No. 353S9]

Iacific Rim Railway Company, Inc.— 
bqulsltlon and Operation 
kemption—City of Keokuk, IA

Pacific Rim Railway Company, Inc. 
tPRIM), a noncarrier, has filed a verified 
notice of exemption under 49 CFR 
1150.31 to acquire from the City of 
Keokuk, IA and to operate 
approximately 2,894 feet of railroad 
trackage (.544-mile} consisting of a 
2,194 foot-long railroad bridge over the 
Mississippi River, commonly known as 
the Keokuk Municipal Bridge, 
approximately 600 feet of land and track 
at the approach to the bridge at 
Hamilton, 1L and approximately 100 feet 
of land and track at the approach to the 
bridge at Keokuk (collectively, the 
Bridge). The Bridge connects trackage at 
Keokuk with trackage at Hamilton.*

The transaction is expected to be 
consummated on or shortly after April 
7, 2010 (the effective date of the 
exemption).

PRIM certifies that its projected 
annual revenues as a result of the 
transaction do not exceed those that 
would qualify it as a Class III rail carrier 
and further certifies that its projected

lU 17 CFR 200.30-3(aKl2).

•
PRIM states that, because the Bridge Is part of 
rough route for rail transportation, it is a 
[road line" under 49 U.S.C. 10901(a)(4). Rail 
f 'msportation over the Bridge is currently being 

.rformed by Keokuk Junction Railway Company 
(KJRY). a Class HI rail carrier. PRIM does not 
propose to operate over the Bridge, but 
acknowledges that, as owner of die Bridge, it would 
have a residual common carrier obligation to 
provide rail transportation in the event KJRY ceases 
to do so. PRIM seeks an exemption for operation on
that hacic

annual revenue will not exceed $5 
million.

If the verified notice contains false or 
misleading information, the exemption 
is void ab initio. Petitions to revoke the 
exemption under 49 U.S.C. 10502(d) 
may be filed at any time. The filing of 
a petition to revoke will not 
automatically stay the effectiveness of 
the exemption. Petitions for stay must 
be filed no later than March 31, 2010 (at 
least 7 days before the exemption 
becomes effective).

An original and 10 copies of all 
pleadings, referring to STB Finance 
Docket No. 35359, must be filed with 
the Surface Transportation Board, 395 E 
Street, SW., Washington, DC 20423- 
0001. In addition, a copy of each 
pleading must be served on Thomas F. 
McFarland, 208 South LaSalle Street, 
Suite 1890, Chicago, IL 60604.

Board decisions and notices are 
available on our Web site at http:// 
www.stb.dot.gov.

Decided: March 18, 2010.
By the Board, Rachel D. Campbell,

Director, Office of Proceedings.

Kulunie L. Cannon,

Clearance Clerk.
(FR Doc. 2010-6414 Filed 3-23-10; 8:45 am) 

BILLING CODE 4915-01-P

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

Research, Engineering And 
Development Advisory Committee

Pursuant to section 10(A)(2) of the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act (Pub.
L. 92-463; 5 U.S.C. App. 2), notice is 
hereby given of a meeting of the FAA 
Research, Engineering and Development 
(R.E&D) Advisory Committee.

Agency: Federal Aviation Administration.
Action: Notice of Meeting.
Name: Research, Engineering & 

Development Advisory Committee.
Time ond Date; April 21,2010—9 a m. to 

5 p.m.
Place: Federal Aviation Administration,

800 Independence Avenue, SVV—Round Room 
(10th Floor), Washington, DC 20591.

Purpose: The meeting agenda will include 
receiving from the Committee guidance for 
FAA's research and development 
investments in the areas of air traffic services, 
airports, aircraft safety, human factors and 
environment and energy. Attendance is open 
to the interested public but seating is limited. 
Persons wishing to attend the meeting or 
obtain information should contact Gloria 
Ducderman at (202) 267-8937 or 
gioria.dunderman@faa.gov. Attendees will 
have to present picture ID at the security

Members of the public may present a 
written statement to the Committee at any 
time.

Dated: Issued in Washington, DC on March 
17, 2010.
Barry Scott,

Director, Research & Technology 
Development.
[FR Doc. 2010-6254 Filed 3-23-10; 8:45 am]

BIUJNG CODE 4910-13-M

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Pipeline and Hazardous Materials 
Safety Administration

[Docket No. PHMSA-2010-0078]

Pipeline Safety: Girth Weld Quality 
Issues Due to Improper Transitioning, 
Misalignment, and Welding Practices 
of Large Diameter Line Pipe

AGENCY: Pipeline and Hazardous 
Materials Safety Administration 
(PHMSA); DOT.
ACTION: Notice; issuance of advisory 
bulletin.

SUMMARY: PHMSA is issuing an advisory 
bulletin to notify owners and operators 
of recently constructed large diameter 
natural gas pipeline and hazardous 
liquid pipeline systems of the potential 
for girth weld failures due to welding 
quality issues. Misalignment during 
welding of large diameter line pipe may 
cause in-service leaks and ruptures at 
pressures well below 72 percent 
specified minimum yield strength 
(SMYS). PHMSA has reviewed several 
recent projects constructed in 2008 and 
2009 with 20-inch or greater diameter, 
grade X70 and higher line pipe. 
Metallurgical testing results of failed 
girth welds in pipe wall thickness 
transitions have found pipe segments 
with line pipe weld misalignment, 
improper bevel and wall thickness 
transitions, and other improper welding 
practices that occurred during 
construction. A number of the failures 
were located in pipeline segments with 
concentrated external loading due to 
support and backfill issues. Owners and 
operators of recently constructed large 
diameter pipelines should evaluate 
these lines for potential girth weld 
failures due to misalignment and other 
issues by reviewing construction and 
operating records and conducting 
engineering reviews as necessary.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Alan Mayberry by phone at 202-366- 
5124 or by e-mail at 
alan.inayberTy@dot.gov.
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I. Background

The Federal pipeline safety 
regulations in 49 CFR Parts 192 and 195 
require operators of natural gas 
transmission, distribution, and 
hazardous liquids pipeline systems to 
construct their pipelines using pipe, 
fittings, and bends manufactured in 
accordance with 49 CFR §§ 192.7, 
192.53,192.55, 192.143,192.144,
192.149,195.3, 195.101,195.112, and 
195.118 and incorporated standards and 
listed design specifications. This 
involves reviewing the manufacturing 
procedure specification details for weld 
end conditions for the line pipe, fitting, 
bend, or other appurtenance from the 
manufacturer to ensure weld end 
conditions are acceptable for girth 
welding.

During the 2008 and 2009 pipeline 
construction periods, several newly 
constructed large diameter, 20-inch or 
greater, high strength (API 5L X70 and 
X80) natural gas and hazardous liquid 
pipelines experienced field hydrostatic 
test failures, in-service leaks, or in- 
service failures of line pipe girth welds. 
Post-incident metallurgical and 
mechanical tests and inspections of the 
line pipe, fittings, bends, and other 
appurtenances indicated pipe with weld 
misalignment, improper bevels of 
transitions, improper back welds, and 
improper support of the pipe and 
appurtenances. In some cases, pipe end 
conditions did not meet the design and 
construction requirements of the 
applicable standards including:

• American Petroleum Institute (API), 
Specification for Line Pipe—5L, (API 
5L), 43rd (including Table Q—Tolerance 
for Diameter at Pipe Ends and Table 9— 
Tolerances for Wall Thickness) or 44th 
editions for the specified pipe grade;

• API 1104,19th and 20th editions, 
Welding of Pipelines and Related 
Facilities;

• American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) B31.8, Gas 
Transmission and Distribution Piping 
Systems or ASME B31.4 Pipeline 
Transportation Systems for Liquid 
Hydrocarbons and Other Liquids; and

• Manufacturers Standardization 
Society of the Valve and Fittings 
Industry, Inc. (MSS) MSS-SP-44-1996 
Steel Pipeline Flanges and MSS MSS- 
SP-75—2004 Specification for High-Test, 
Wrought, Butt-Welding Fittings.

Post-incident findings were that in 
some cases the pipe and induction bend 
girth weld bevels were not properly 
transitioned and aligned during 
welding. In some cases, the girth weld 
pipe ends did not meet API 5L pipe end 
diameter and diameter out-of-roundness

girth welds did not meet API 1104 
misalignment and allowable “high-low” 
criteria.

Some girth welds that failed in- 
service had non-destructive testing 
(NDT) quality control problems. NDT 
procedures, including radiographic film 
and radiation source selection, were not 
properly optimized for weld defect 
detection and repairs. This was 
particularly the case where there were 
large variations in wall thickness at 
transitions. In some situations, NDT 
procedures were not completed in 
accordance with established API 1104 
and operator procedures.

Many of the integrity issues with 
transition girth welds were present on 
pipelines being constructed in hilly 
terrain and high stress concentration 
locations such as at crossings, streams, 
and sloping hillsides with unstable 
soils. These girth welds had high stress 
concentrations in the girth weld 
transitions due to the combination of 
large variations in wall thickness and 
improper internal bevels with 
inadequate pipe support, poor backfill 
practices and soil movement due to 
construction activities.

II. Advisory Bulletin ADB-10-03
To: Owners and Operators of 

Hazardous Liquid and Natural Gas 
Pipeline Systems.

Subject: Girth Weld Quality Issues 
Due to Improper Transitioning, 
Misalignment, and Welding Practices of 
Large Diameter Line Pipe.

Advisory: Owners and operators of 
recently constructed large diameter 
pipelines should evaluate these lines for 
potential girth weld failures due to 
misalignment and other issues by 
reviewing construction and operating 
records and conducting engineering 
reviews as necessary. The assessments 
should coverall large diameter, 20-inch 
or greater, high strength line pipe 
transitions and cut factory bends or 
induction bends installed during 2008 
and 2009, and should include material 
specifications, field construction 
procedures, caliper tool results, 
deformation tool results, welding 
procedures including back welding, 
NDT records, and any failures or leaks 
during hydrostatic testing or in-service 
operations to identify systemic 
problems with pipe girth weld 
geometry/out-of-roimdness, diameter 
tolerance, and wall thickness variations 
that may be defective.

The reviews should ensure that 
pipelines were constructed in 
compliance with the Federal pipeline 
safety regulations in 49 CFR Parts 192 
and 195. Operators of natural gas

.1: _ ___ J

hazardous liquids pipeline systems are 
required to use pipe and fittings 
manufactured in accordance with 49 
CFR §§ 192.7,192.53,192.55,192.143, 
192.144, 192.149, 195.3,195.101, 
195.112, and 195.118 and incorporated 
standards and listed design 
specifications.

With respect to the construction 
process, pipe, fittings, factory bends, 
and induction bends must be made in 
accordance with the applicable 
standards to ensure that weld end 
dimension tolerances are met for the 
pipe end diameter and diameter out-of- 
roundness. API 1104 specifies girth 
weld misalignment and allowable “high- 
low” criteria. API 1104—19th edition,
§ 7.2, Alignment, specifies for pipe ends 
of the same nominal thickness that the 
offset should not exceed Va inch (3mm) 
and when there is greater misalignment, 
it shall be uniformly distributed around 
the circumference of the pipe, fitting, 
bend, and other appurtenance. ASME 
B31.4, Figure 434.8.6{a)-(2), Acceptable 
Butt Welded Joint Design for Unequal 
Wall Thickness and ASME B31.8, Figure 
15, Acceptable Design for Unequal Wall 
Thickness, give guidance for wall 
thickness variations and weld bevels 
designs for transitions. API 5L, 43rd 
edition in Table 8—Tolerance for 
Diameter at Pipe Ends and Table 9— 
Tolerances for Wall Thickness, specifies 
tolerances for pipe wall thickness and 
pipe end conditions for diameter and 
diameter out-of-roundness. MSS-SP- 
44-1996 specifies weld end tolerances 
in § 5.3—Hub Design, § 5.4—Welding 
End, Figure 1—Acceptable Designs for 
Unequal Wall Thickness, and Figures 2 
and 3; and MSS-75-2004 specifies weld 
end tolerances in § 13.3 and Figures 1,
2, and 3 and Table 3—Tolerances.

Pipeline owners and operators should 
closely review the manufacturing 
procedure specifications for the 
production, rolling, and bending of the 
steel pipe, fittings, bends, and other 
appurtenances to make sure that pipe 
end conditions (diameter and out of 
roundness tolerances) and transition 
bevels are suitable for girth welding. 
Pipeline owners and operators should 
request or specify manufacturing 
procedure specification details for weld 
end conditions for the line pipe, fitting, 
bend, or other appurtenance from the 
manufacturer to ensure weld end 
conditions are acceptable for girth 
welding.

To ensure the integrity of the 
pipeline, field personnel that weld line 
pipe, fittings, bends, and other 
appurtenances must be qualified, follow 
qualified procedures, and operators 
must document the work performed.
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i
radices are conforming to API 5L, API 
104, ASME B31.4 or ASME B31.8 and 
perator procedures for weld bevel, pipe 

alignment, back welding, and 
transitions. If any bends are cut, the 
operator must have procedures to 
ensure that the pipe or bend cut ends 
are acceptable for welding in 
accordance with the listed 
specifications. Procedures, inspection, 
and documentation must be in place to 
ensure that when pipe, fittings, bends, 
and other appurtenances are welded, 
the field girth welds are made and non- 
destructively tested in accordance with 
49 CFR §§ 192.241,192.243,192.245. 
195.228,195.230, and 195.234. NDT 
procedures including film type and 
radiation source selection should be 
optimized for weld defect detection and 
repairs completed in accordance with 
established welding procedures. When 
there is a variation in wall thickness 
between line pipe and a segmented 
fitting, bend, or other appurtenance, 
consideration should be given to the 
installation of a segment of intermediate 
wall thickness pipe. Additionally, 
efforts should be taken to ensure pipe 
girth weld alignment is optimized by 
utilizing experienced and trained 

elders, suitable pipe and detailed 
ocedures.
Each material component of a 
peiine such as line pipe, fittings, 

bends, and other appurtenances must be 
able to withstand operating pressures 
and other anticipated external loadings 
without impairment of its serviceability 
in accordance with 49 CFR §§ 192.143 
and 195.110. In order to ensure pipeline 
integrity, the operator must take all 
practicable steps to protect each 
transmission line from abnormal loads 
while backfilling and other work 
continues along the right-of-way and to 
minimize loads in accordance with 49 
CFR §§ 192.317,192.319,195.246(a), 
and 195.252. Operators should give 
special attention to girth welds with 
variations in wall thickness when 
located in pipeline segments where 
significant pipe support and backfill 
settlement issues after installation may 
be present, specifically in hilly terrain 
and high stress concentration locations 
such as at crossings, streams, and 
sloping hill sides with unstable soils.

Even if no girth weld concerns are 
identified by reviewing construction 
records, if an operator has any 
knowledge, findings or operating history 

leads it to believe that its newly 
^^Vnstructed, high material grade, large 
^Hpuneter, line pipe segments contain 
^5ese type girth weld transitions, the 

operator should conduct engineering 
reviews as described above with those 
operating pipelines to ensure that

LIU

f
Wit

material, engineering design, and field 
construction procedures were in 
compliance with 49 CFR Parts 192 and 
195. Failure to conduct engineering 
reviews and to remediate findings may 
compromise the safe operation of the 
pipeline.

Authority: 49 U.S.C. chapter 601 and 49 
CFR 1.53.

Issued in Washington, DC, on March 18, 
2010.
Jeffrey D. Wiese,

Associate Administrator for Pipeline Safety'. 
{FR Doc. 2010-6528 Filed 3-23-10; 8:45 am] 
BILUNG CODE 4S10-6O-P

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Maritime Administration

Voluntary Intermodal Sealift 
Agreement

AGENCY: Maritime Administration, DOT. 
ACTION: Notice of Voluntary Intermodal 
Sealift Agreement (VISA).

SUMMARY: The Maritime Administration 
(MARAD) announces the extension of 
the Voluntary Intermodal Sealift 
Agreement (VISA) until October 1, 2011, 
pursuant to the Defense Production Act 
of 1950, as amended. The purpose of the 
VISA is to make intermodal shipping 
services/systems, including ships, ships’ 
space, intermodal equipment and 
related management services, available 
to the Department of Defense as 
required to support the emergency 
deployment and sustainment of U.S. 
military forces. This is to be 
accomplished through cooperation 
among the maritime industry, the 
Department of Transportation and the 
Department of Defense.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Jerome D. Davis, Director, Office of 
Sealift Support, Room W25-31Q, 
Maritime Administration, 1200 New 
Jersey Avenue, SE., Washington, DC 
20590, (202) 366-2323, Fax (202) 366- 
5904.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Section 
708 of the Defense Production Act of 
1950, as amended, (50 U.S.C. App.
2158). as implemented by regulations of 
the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (44 CFR Part 332), “Voluntary 
agreements for preparedness programs 
and expansion of production capacity 
and supply”, authorizes the President, 
upon a finding that conditions exist 
which may pose a direct threat to the 
national defense or its preparedness 
programs, “* * * to consult with 
representatives of industry, business, 
financing, agriculture, labor and other 
interests * * *” in order to provide the

making of such voluntary agreements. It 
further authorizes the President to 
delegate that authority to individuals 
who are appointed by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, upon 
the condition that such individuals 
obtain the prior approval of the 
Attorney General after the Attorney 
General's consultation with the Federal 
Trade Commission. Section 501 of 
Executive Order 12919, as amended, 
delegated this authority of the President 
to the Secretary of Transportation 
(Secretary), among others. By DOT 
Order 1900.9, the Secretary delegated to 
the Maritime Administrator the 
authority under which the VISA is 
sponsored. Through advance 
arrangements in joint planning, it is 
intended that participants in VISA will 
provide capacity to support a significant 
portion of surge and sustainment 
requirements in the deployment of U.S. 
military forces during war or other 
national emergency.

The text of me VISA was first 
published in the Federal Register on 
February 13, 1997, to be effective for a 
two-year term until February 13,1999. 
The VISA document has been extended 
and subsequently published in the 
Federal Register every two years. The 
last extension was published on 
November 7, 2007. The text published 
herein will now be implemented.
Copies will be made available to the 
public upon request.

Text or the Voluntary Intermodal 
Sealift Agreement:

Voluntary Intermodal Sealift 
Agreement (VISA)
Table of Contents
Abbreviations 
Definitions 
Preface 
I. Purpose 
n. Authorities

A. MARAD
B. USTRANSCOM 

in. General
A. Concept
B. Responsibilities
C. Termination of Charter, Leases and 

Other Contractual Arrangements
D. Modification/Amendment of This 

Agreement
E. Administrative Expenses
F. Record Keeping
G. MARAD Reporting Requirements

IV. Joint Planning Advisory Group
V. Activation of VISA Contingency

Provisions
A. General
B. Notification of Activation
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Kim Van Fleet response to Rebuttal 
24 June 2019

All previously submitted photographic images were taken by me on the property located at 1705 
McClures Gap Rd. Carlisle. Cumberland County PA from 2017 through 2019 including two more being 
provided with this addendum. The original photos are date time stamped and are stored on an external 
hard drive for my computer.

The first photo (taken yesterday evening (24 June 2019) show's the current condition of the still exposed 
pipeline on the property which individuals representing Energy Tranfer Partners Sunoco Logistics Energy 
Transfer Equity claimed to PHMSA that they had applied to and were awaiting a response from the 
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) on a permit to remedy the issue. Although 
there is now a lot of sediment in the streambed close examination of this image shows the exposed 
Mariner 1 pipeline.

The second photo shows another view of the side-by-side pipeline segments (submitted previously) in the 
trench traversing the wetland. Note the landscape in the background is that of two neighboring properties 
to the east of the McClures Gap Rd. property.

I have also included multiple documents concerning safety and safety issues, in support of a public siren 
warning system (Like Metropolitan Edison. GPU Nuclear, and Excelon energy have been responsible for 
installing and their cost and maintaining the system across the years), adding an odorant (ethyl mercaptan) 
to the NGLs being transported through these pipelines, product safety information for butane and propane 
and ETPs recommendations regarding what to do in the event of a leak. They are as follows:

ETP violations
1. table of Energy Transfer PHMSA violations ('Nationwide record of violations). PA violations 

highlighted in yellow's.
2. table of Energy Transfer EPA and OSHA violations (PA only record of violations)
3. Notice of Probable Violation and Proposed Compliance order (violation of safety regulations') 

Mariner 1 pipeline: Honeybrook, PA: February 4. 2019

Remov al of Ethyl Mercaptan from NGLs
first pages of three documents supporting the recommendation that the odorant (ethyl mercaptan) can be 
removed from NGL products, this is in support of my previous recommendation that ethyl mercaptan be 
put into products transported in Mariner 1, 2 and 2X pipelines for the purpose of detection and public 
safety across the state.

4. international patent application for the process,
5 . front page of article: Mercaptans removal from gases by absorption into amines and caustic
6. front page of article: remove mercaptans from hydrocarbons condensates and NGL streams

NGL pipeline products safety and w hat to do and not do in the event of a leak
7. Product information sheets for Butane and propane from the 2008 Emergency response 

Guidebook
8. ETP reccomendations

Exposed Pipeline on McClures Gap Rd. property
pertinent pages from PHMSA’s Operation and Enforcement Guidance’s for

9. 49 CFR 190-199 (note sections highlighted in yellow on both )
A, Part 192 Subparts L and M
B. Part 195 Subpart F



Energy Transfer Sunoco Logistics Energy transfer equity continues to have chronic issues with 
committing safety and environmental violations at both federal and state levels across a wide span of 
time. A pattern continually repeating itself which indicates a general disregard for public health and 
safety. Requiring installation of a warning system by ETR Sunoco Logistics Energy Transfer Equity and 
adding and odorant to the XGLs transported through the Mariner 1, 2 and 2\ pipelines will help to 
improve public safety aspects surrounding these pipelines.

Sincerely,

Kirn Van Fleet
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May 2017
Various sections of coated and bare 16' and 20" inch pipeline laying in field at 1705 McClures Gap Rd. Carlisle, PA 
before installation.
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Closer view of same bare pipeline segments.
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PUBLISHED DOCUMENT

r\

AGENCY:

Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), DOT.

ACTION:

Advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM).

SUMMARY:

PHMSA is seeking public comment on its existing class location requirements for natural gas transmission 

pipelines as they pertain to actions operators are required to take following class location changes due to 

population growth near the pipeline. Operators have suggested that performing integrity management 

measures on pipelines where class locations have changed due to population increases would be an equally 

safe but less costly alternative to the current requirements of either reducing pressure, pressure testing, or 

replacing pipe. This request for public comment continues a line of discussion from a Notice of Inquiry 

published in 2013 and a report to Congress in 2016 regarding whether expanding integrity’ management 

requirements would mitigate the need for class location requirements.

DATES;

Persons interested in submitting written comments on this ANPRM must do so by October 1,2018.

ADDRESSES:

You may submit comments identified by the Docket: PHMSA-2017-0151 by any of the following methods:

E-Gou lo.ebsife: hrips.•//u.'ujuj.regulations.pou (https://iafuaii.reguiations.gou). This site allows the public to 

enter comments on any Federal Register notice issued by any agency. Follow the online instructions for 

submitting comments.

Fax: 1-202-493-2251.

Mail: Hand Delivery: U.S. DOT Docket Management System, West Building Ground Floor, Room W12-140, 

1200 New Jersey Avenue SE, Washington, DC 20590-0001 between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday 

through Friday, except Federal holidays.

/nsfruefions: Identify the Docket ID at the beginning of your comments. If you submit your comments by 

mail, submit two copies. If you wish to receive confirmation that PHMSA has received your comments, 

include a self-addressed stamped postcard. Internet users may submit comments at 

https://www.regulations.gov/ (https://wnnv.regulations.gov/).

Note: Comments are posted without changes or edits to https://ufuiu.regu/arions.gou 

(https://www.regulations.gov), including any personal information provided. There is a privacy statement 

published on https://www.regulations.gov (https://www.regulations.gov).

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Technical questions: Steve Nanney, Project Manager, by telephone 31713-272-2855 or by email at 

steve.nanney@dot.gov (mailto:steve.nanney@dot.gov).

General information: Robert dagger, Technical Writer, by telephone at 202-366-4361 or by email at 

robert.jagger@dot.gov (mailto:robert.jagger@dot.gov).
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Outline of This Document

I. Class Location History and Purpose

A. Class Location Determinations

B. Class Location—“Cluster Rule" Adjustments

II. Changes in Class Location Due to Population Growth

III. Class Location Change Special Permits 

A. Special Permit Conditions

IV. Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty, and Job Creation Act of 2011—Sections

A. 2013 Notice of Inquiry: Class Location Requirements

B. 2014 Pipeline Advisory Committee Meeting, Class Location Workshop, and Subsequent Comments

C. 2016 Class Location Report

V. INGAA Submission on Regulatory Reform—Proposal To Perform IM Measures In-Lieu of Pipe

Replacement When Class Locations Change

VI. Questions for Consideration

VII. Regulatory Notices

Background

I. Class Location History and Purpose

The class location concept pre-dates Federal regulation of gas transmission pipelines W and was an early 

method of differentiating areas and risks along natural gas pipelines based on the potential consequences of 

a hypothetical pipeline failure. Class location designations were previously included in the American 

Standards Association 631.8-1968 version of the “Gas Transmission and Distribution Pipeline Systems* 

standard, which eventually became the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) International 

Standard, ASME B31.8 “Gas Transmission and Distribution Pipeline Systems." The class location definitions 

incorporated into tide 49, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 192.5 were initially derived from the 

designations in this standard and were first codified on April 19,1970.^ These definitions were like the 

original ASME B31.8 definitions for Class l through 3 locations but added an additional Class 4 definition 

and, with some modifications, still apply today.

Gas transmission pipelines are divided into classes from 1 (rural areas) to 4 (densely populated, high-rise 

areas) that are based on the number of buildings or dwellings for human occupancy in the area. This concept 

is to provide safety to people from the effects of a high-pressure natural gas pipeliue leak or rupture that 

could explode or catch on fire. PHMSA uses class locations in 49 CFR part 192 (/select- 

citation/20i8/07/3i/49-CFR-l92) to implement a graded approach in many areas that provides more 

conservative safety margins and more stringent safety standards commensurate with the potential 

consequences based on population density near the pipeline. When crafting the natural gas D regulations, 

DOTs Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) determined that these more stringent standards were necessary 

because a greater number of people in proximity to the pipeline substantially increases the probabilities of 

personal injury and property damage in the event of an accident. At the same time, the external stresses, the

0 Start Printed 
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concentrations of population.

The most basic and earliest use of the class location concept focused on the design (safety) margin for the 

pipeline. As pipelines are designed based, in part, on the population along their pipeline route and therefore 

the class location of the area, it is important to decrease pipe stresses in areas where there is the potential for 

higher consequences or where higher pipe stresses could affect the safe operation of a pipeline in larger* 

populated areas. Pipeline design factors are derating factors that ensure pipelines are operated below 100 

percent of the maximum pipe yield strength. From an engineering standpoint, they were developed based on 

risk to the public kl and for piping that may face additional operational stresses.141 Pipeline design factors 

vary, ranging from 0.72 in a Class 1 location to 0.40 in a Class 4 location. They are used in the pipeline design 

formula (§ 192.105) to determine the design pressure for steel pipe, and are generally reflected in the 

maximum allowable operating pressure (MAOP) based upon a percentage of the specified minimum yield 

strength (SMYS) at which the pipeline can be operated.^5 61 Design factors are used along with pipe 

characteristics in engineering calculations (Barlow's Formula) to calculate the design pressure and MAOP of 

a steel pipeline. More specifically, die formula at § 192.105 is P = (sSt/D) xpxExT, where P is the design 

pressure, 5 is the pipe's jield strength, f is the wall thickness of the pipe, D is the diameter of the pipe, Pis 

the design factor per the class location, E is the longitudinal joint factor,[7j and T is the temperature derating 

factor.183 The formula in § 192.105 can be used to calculate the MAOP of a 1000 psig pipeline with the same 

operating parameters (diameter, wall thickness, yield strength, seam type, and temperature) but in different 

class locations (and therefore different design factors), and the MAOP of that pipeline in the different class 

locations would be as follows:

■ No class location—design factor ■ 1.0 (none); MAOP = 1000 psig

■ Class 1—design factor - 0.72; MAOP = 720 psig

■ Class 2—design factor = 0.60; MAOP = 600 psig

■ Class 3—design factor = 0.50; MAOP = 500 psig

■ Class 4—design factor = 0.40; MAOP ® 400 psig

As therefore evidenced, pipelines at higher class locations will have lower operating pressures and maximum 

allowable operating pressures due to more stringent design factors to protect people near the pipeline.

As natural gas pipeline standards and regulations evolved, the class location concept was incorporated into 

many other regulatory requirements, including test pressures, mainline block valve spacing, pipeline design 

and construction, and operations and maintenance (O&M) requirements, to proride additional safety to 

populated areas. In total, class location concepts affect 12 of 16 subparts of part 192 and a total of 28 

individual sections.^!

A. Class Location Determinations

Pipeline class locations for onshore gas pipelines are determined as specified in § 192.5(a) by using a “sliding 

mile." The “sliding mile" is a unit that is 1 mile in length, extends 220 yards on either side of the centerline of 

a pipeline, and moves along the pipeline. The number of buildingswithin this sliding mile at any point 

during the mile's movement determines the class location for the entire mile of pipeline contained within the 

sliding mile. Class locations are not determined at any given point of a pipeline by counting the number of 

dwellings in static mile-long pipeline segments stacked end-to-end.

When higher dwelling concentrations are encountered during the continuous sliding of this mile-long unit, 

the class location of the pipeline rises commensurately. As it pertains to structure counts, a Class 1 location is 

a class location unit along a continuous mile containing 10 or fewer buildings intended for human 

occupancy, a Class 2 location is a class location unit along a continuous mile containing 11 to 45 buildings 

intended for human occupancy', and a Class 3 location is a class location unit along a continuous mile

ittps^/www .federalregister.gov/documents/2018/07/31/2018-16376/pipeline-safety-class-location-change-requirements



cause an apparent overlapping of class locations, the higher-numbered class location applies.

r\

B. Class Location—"Cluster Rule” Adjustments
After proposing the initial natural gas safety regulations in 1970, OPS received several comments stating that 

the proposed class location definitions could create 2-mile stretches of higher class locations for the sole 

protection of small dusters of buildings at crossroads or road crossings. Because part 192 regulations become 

more stringent as class locations increase from Class 1 to 4 locations, pipelines in higher class location areas 

such as these can result in increased expenditures to the pipeline operator in areas where there is no 

population. When finalizing the class location definitions as a part of establishing part 192 on August 19,

1970 (35 FR13248), OPS added a new paragraph to allow operators to adjust the boundaries of Class 2,3, 

and 4 D locations. Under this provision, operators can choose to end Class 4 location boundaries 220 yards 

from the furthest edges of a group of 4-story buildings, and operators can choose to end Class 2 and 3 

boundaries up to 220 yards upstream and downstream from the furthest edges of a group or "cluster” of 

buildings.“Clustering,” therefore, is a means of reducing the length of a Class 2,3, or 4 location in a 

sliding mile unit that requires a Class 2,3, or 4 location; in other words, it allows operators to cluster or 

reduce the amount of pipe that is subject to the requirements of a higher class location.!131

It is important to note that while clustering allows for the adjustment of the length of class locations in 

certain areas, it does not change the length of class location units themselves nor the method by which class 

location units are determined. Further, clustering does not exclude “buildings for human occupancy” in a 

class location unit/sliding mile, so all buildings within a specified class location unit must be protected by the 

maximum class location level that was determined for the entire class location unit. This concept becomes 

especially important when other buildings for human occupancy are built within a class location unit/sliding 

mile where a cluster exists and an operator has adjusted the class location length to exclude certain lengths of 

pipe outside of the cluster area.

For instance, assume there is a class location umt/slidingmile containing 47 homes close to one another. The 

class location unit would be a Class 3 location per the definition provided at § 192.5(b). An operator can 

consider these homes a “cluster" and appropriately apply the adjustment at § 192.5(c) so that the boundaries 

of the Class 3 location are 220 yards upstream and downstream from the furthest edges of the clustered 

homes (buildings for human occupancy-). Therefore, while the entirety of the pipeline is in a Class 3 class 

location unit, the only pipe subject to Class 3 requirements is the length of the cluster plus 220 yards on both 

sides of the cluster. The remaining pipe in the class location unit/sliding mile, the pipe that is outside of this 

clustered area, could therefore be operated at Class 1 requirements rather than at the otherwise-required 

Class 3 requirements.

However, what would happen if new buildings were built within that sliding mile but away from that single 

cluster? If, per the example above, there is a cluster of 47 homes at one end of a class location unit/sliding 

mile, and 3 homes are built at the other end of the class location unit, the operator must count and treat 

those 3 homes as a second cluster, with the length of the cluster plus 220 yards on both sides of the cluster 

subject to Class 3 requirements. The pipeline between these two dusters would still be in a Class 3 location 

per its dass location unit, as there would be 50 homes within die sliding mile, but the pipeline between the 

dusters could be operated under Class 1 location requirements. If the 220-yard extensions of any two or 

more clusters intercept or overlap, the separate dusters must be considered a single cluster for purposes of 

applying the adjustment.

D Start Printed 
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An operator must use the clustering method consistently to ensure that all buildings for human occupancy 

within a dass location unit are covered by the appropriately determined dass location requirements. Any 

new buildings for human occupancy built in a dass location unit where dustering has been used must also be 

clustered, whether they form a new, independent duster or are added to the existing duster. Note that even a
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the entire class location unit.

"1

PHMSA's interpretation to Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., issued on March 11,2015,^ explains and 

diagrams this concept further.

II. Changes in Class Location Due to Population Growth

Class locations can change as the population living or working near a pipeline grows and, as outlined earlier, 

are specifically determined based on the density of dwellings within the 440-yard-wide (quarter-mile-wide) 

sliding mile down the pipeline centerline. Class locations are used to determine a pipeline's design factor, 

which is a component of the design formula equation at § 192.105 and ultimately factors into the pressure at 

which the pipeline is operated. As population around a pipeline increases and the pipeline’s class location 

increases, the numeric value of the design factor decreases, which translates, via die formula at § 192.105, 

into a lower MAOP for the pipeline. To illustrate this, a Class 4 location containing a prevalence of 4-or- 

more-stoiy buildings has a safety factor of 0.4, whereas a Class 2 location containing 11 to 45 dwellings has a 

safety factor of 0.6. If a Class 2 location is very quickly developed to a point where there is a prevalence of 4- 

or-more story buildings, the corresponding difference in safety’ factor when the class location changes, from a 

0.6 to a 0.4, equates to a 33% reduction in MAOP per the design formula equation.

A change in class location requires operators to confirm safety’ factors and to recalculate the MAOP of a 

pipeline. If the MAOP per the newly determined class location is not commensurate with the present class 

location, current regulations require that pipeline operators (1) reduce the pipe's MAOP to reduce stress 

levels in the pipe; (2) replace the existing pipe with pipe that has thicker walls or higher yield strength to 

yield a lower operating stress at the same MAOP; or (3) pressure test at a higher test pressure if the pipeline 

segment has not previously been tested at the higher pressure and for a minimum of 8 hoursJ15^ Depending 

on the pipeline's test pressure and whether it meets the requirements in §§ 192.609 and 192.611 (“Change in 

class location: Required study," and “Change in class location: Confirmation or revision of maximum 

allowable operating pressure," respectively), an operator can base the pipeline's MAOP on a certain safety 

factor times the test pressure for the new class location as long as the corresponding hoop stress of the 

pipeline does not exceed certain percentages of the specified minimum yield strength (SMYS) of the pipe.*6 

D This is often referred to as a “one-class bump," as an operator can use this method when class locations 

change from a Class 1 to 2, a Class 2 to a 3, or a Class 3 to a 4.

The §§ 192.5 and 192.611 requirements to change-out pipe, re-pressure test, or de-rate pipe to a lower MAOP 
when population growth occurs and requires a class location change are the most significant reasons that 
operators request that class locations be revised or eliminated. Throughout the process of considering class 
location changes,[I7] comments PHMSA received from the trade associations state that reducing a pipeline’s 
operating pressure below that at which the pipeline historically operated may unacceptably restrict deliveries 
to natural gas customers. These same commenters suggest that pressure testing pipelines may be practicable 
in select cases, but the test pressure required for higher class locations may exceed what a pipeline is 
designed to accommodate. Operators also contend that they should not have to change out pipe when a class 
location change occurs if the operator can prove that the pipe segment is fit for service through integrity 
assessments.^*8^

III. Class Location Change Special Permits

As population growth occurs around pipelines that were formerly in rural areas, some operators have applied 

for special permits to prevent the need for pipe replacement or pressure reduction when the class location 

changes. A special permit is an order issued under § 190.341 that waives or modifies compliance with 

regulatory requirements if the pipeline operator requesting it demonstrates a need and PHMSA determines 

that granting the special permit would be consistent with pipeline safety’. PHMSA performs extensive 

technical analysis on special permit applications and typically grants special permits on the condition that

D Start Printed 
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received and tracks issued, denied, and expired special permits on its website.

Since 2004, PHMSA has approved over 15 class location special permits based on operators adopting 

additional conditions, including certain operating safety criteria and periodic integrity evaluations.^9 20^ 

Generally, the additional conditions PHMSA requires are designed to identify and mitigate integrity issues 

that could threaten the pipeline segment and cause failure, especially given the fact that the majority of class 

location special permits it receives and reviews are for older pipelines that may have manufacturing, 

construction, or ongoing maintenance issues, such as seam or pipe body cracking, poor external coating, 

insufficient soil cover, lack of material records, dents, or repairs not made to class location design safety 

factors.

Typically, PHMSA requires operators to incorporate the affected segments into the company's O&M 

procedures and integrity management plan, perform additional assessments for threats to the pipeline 

segments identified during an operator's risk assessment, perform additional cathodic protection and 

corrosion control measures, and repair any discovered anomalies to a specified schedule. Therefore, the 

additional monitoring and maintenance requirements PHMSA prescribes through this process help to 

ensure the integrity of the pipe and protection of the population bring near the pipeline segment at a 

comparable margin of safety and environmental protection throughout the life of the pipe compared to the 

regulations as written. The class location change special permits that PHMSA has granted have allowed 

operators to continue operating the pipeline segments identified under the special permits at the current 

MAOP based on the prerious class locations. PHMSA notes that it developed its class location special permit 

process by adapting Integrity Management (IM) concepts and published the typical considerations for class 

location change special permit requests in the Federal Register in 2004.^ Based on its experiences when 

renewing some of the earliest class location change special permits, PHMSA has extended the expiration date 

of its class location change special permits from 5 years to 10 years. This extension should proride additional 

regulatory certainty to operators that apply for these permits. Further, throughout the renewal process of 

existing special permits, PHMSA has not significantly changed the original conditions imposed on individual 

operators. While PHMSA can make modifications to its special permit conditions when it is in the interest of 

safety and the public to do so, PHMSA has determined that the present special permit conditions and process 

are consistent with public safety,

A. Special Permit Conditions

In the special permit conditions and criteria PHMSA published in the Federal Register on June 29,2004, 

PHMSA outlines several “threshold conditions" pipelines must meet to be considered for a special permit 

when class locations change. For instance, PHMSA does not consider any pipeline segments for a special 

permit where the class location those segments are in changes to a Class 4 location. Typically, PHMSA 

receives special permit requests D for pipeline segments where the class location is changing from Class 1 to 

Class 3. PHMSA also does not consider for class location change special permits any segments that have bare 

pipe or wrinkle bends. Other manufacturing" and construction-related items PHMSA considers include 

whether the applicable segments have certain seam types that maybe more prone to defects and failures, 

whether the pipe has certain coating types that proride an adequate level of cathodic protection, and the 

design strength of the pipe.

There are also operation and maintenance factors that PHMSA considers when evaluating pipeline segments 

for class location change special permit feasibility. For example, PHMSA doesn't consider for a Class 1 to 

Class 3 location change special permit any pipe segments that operate above 72 percent SMYS. Operators 

also need to produce a hydrostatic test record showing the segment was tested to 1.25 times the MAOP. Also, 

operators are required to have pipe material records to document the pipelines diameter, wall thickness, 

strength, seam type and coating type. For operators who do not have these records, PHMSA requires they 

make these records per the special permit conditions. PHMSA often requires operators to operate each 

applicable segment at or below its existing MAOP as well.

D Slart Printed 
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procedures. As an extension of this requirement, operators must perform in-line inspections on the 

applicable segments, and die segments must not have any significant anomalies that would indicate any 

systemic problems. Additionally, PHMSA’s published special permit criteria defines a “waiver inspection 

area,” also known as a “special permit inspection area," as up to 25 miles of pipe on either side of the 

applicable segment. Operators must incorporate these areas into their IM programs as well and inspect and 

repair them per the operator's IM program procedures. Some of the factors PHMSA uses when deciding the 

length of special permit inspection areas are based on factors including what class location the surrounding 

pipe is in and whether class location “clustering" has been used. For both the special permit segments and 

the special permit inspection areas, PHMSA also typically requires operators to perform assessments and 

surveys to identify pipe that may be susceptible to certain issues, especially scam or cracking issues in the 

pipe seam or pipe body, based on the coating type, vintage, or manufacturing of the pipe. Pipelines in the 

special permit segments or in the special permit inspection areas that have had a leak or failure history are 

also taken into consideration when PHMSA develops an individual special permit's conditions so as to 

prevent similar issues in the future. Further, PHMSA looks at the enforcement history of an operator 

appljing for a special permit as a benchmark for how the operator has followed the Federal Pipeline Safety- 

Regulations when developing the conditions following a special permit request.

In class location change special permit requests, PHMSA also ensures that integrity threats to pipelines in 

special permit segments and special permit inspection areas are addressed in operator operations and 

management plans, including a systematic, ongoing program to review and remediate pipeline safety 

concerns. Some of the typical integrity and safety- threats PHMSA would expect operators to address include 

pipe coating quality, cathodic protection effectiveness, stress corrosion and seam cracking, and any long

term pipeline system flow reversals. To this end, PHMSA often requires coating condition surveys, the 

remediation of coating, and cathodic protection systems for pipelines where the operator has requested a 

class location change special permit. Any data gathered on the special permit area and special permit 

inspection area would have to be incorporated into the operator's greater IM program.

PHMSA incorporates these conditions into class location change special permit requests to ensure that 

operators meet or exceed the threshold requirements with equivalent safety to the provisions in the Federal 

Pipeline Safety Regulations that are being waived and ensure that granting the special permit will not be 

inconsistent with safety.

IV. Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty, and Job Creation Act of 2011—Section 5

On January 3, 2012, the Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty, and Job Creation Act of 2011 (Pub. L. 112-go 

(https://api.fdsys.gov/link?collection=plaw&congress=ii28dawt>pe=publicSda\vnum=90&link-t>pe=html)) 

was enacted. Among the many provisions of the Act, Section 5 required PHMSA to evaluate whether IM 

system requirements, or elements thereof, should be expanded beyond high-consequence areas (HCA) and, 

with respect to gas transmission pipeline facilities, whether applying IM program requirements, or elements 

thereof, to additional areas would mitigate the need for class location requirements. PHMSA was required to 

report the findings of this evaluation to Congress and was authorized to issue regulations pursuant to the 

findings of the report following a prescribed review period.

A. 2013 Notice of Inquiry: Class Location Requirements

In August 2013, through a Notice of Inquiry, PHMSA solicited comments on whether expanding IM 

requirements would mitigate the need for class locations inline with the Section 5 mandate of the 2011 

Pipeline Safety ActJ2^ Several topics were discussed, including whether class locations should be eliminated 

and a single design factor used, whether design factors should be increased for higher class locations, and 

whether pipelines without complete material records should be allowed to use a single design factor if class 

locations w-ere to be eliminated.*24^
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lieu of class location designations might be too complicated to implement Many commeoters noted that any 

changes in class location requirements would impact not only the classifications of many pipelines but would 

also possibly create several unintended consequences within part 192, as the class location requirements are 

referenced or built upon throughout the natural gas regulations. .

Several industry trade groups had suggestions for changing the class location regulations, and these 

suggestions were developed further through subsequent discussions at advisory committee meetings and at 

public workshops. The Interstate Natural Gas Association of America (INGAA) noted that IM should be 

extended beyond HCAs with the caveat that PHMSA should examine the effects of such a change on other 

areas of the pipeline safety regulations. Along with this, it suggested that PHMSA revise certain operations 

and maintenance requirements that may no longer be necessary given technological advances and IM

activities.D D Start Primed
Page 36666

B. 2014 Pipeline Advisory Committee Meeting, Class Location Workshop, and Subsequent 
Comments

On February 25,2014, PHMSA hosted a joint meeting of the Gas and Liquid Pipeline Advisory Committees. 

t25l At that meeting, PHMSA updated the committees on its activities regarding the Section 5 mandate of the 

2011 Pipeline Safety Act, and committee members and members of the public provided their comments.

INGAA, reinforcing its comments on the 2013 Notice of Inquiry, noted that the original class location 

definitions in ASME B31.8 were intended to provide an increased margin of safety'for locations of higher 

population density and stated that IM is a much better risk management tool than class locations. INGAA 

reiterated that it intends for its members to perform elements of IM on pipelines outside of HCAs.

On April 16,2014, PHMSA sponsored a Class Location Workshop to solicit comments on whether applying 

the gas pipeline IM program requirements beyond HCAs would mitigate the need for gas pipeline class 

location requirements. Presentations were made by representatives from PHMSA, the National Energy 

Board of Canada (NEB), National Association of Pipeline Safety Representatives (NAPSR), pipeline 

operators, industry groups, and public interest groups.^

During the workshop, INGAA representatives noted that die current class location regulations require 

changes that result in the replacement of "good pipe,” and the special permit process for class location 

changes should be embedded in part 192. Representatives from the American Gas Association (AGA) noted 

that applying the current class location change requirements can cost more than $1 million per change. AGA 

claimed the special permit process for class location changes is burdensome, the renewal process is 

increasingly complex, and the outcome is uncertain.^ Therefore, AGA suggested eliminating the special 

permit process for class location changes and incorporating spedfic requirements for special permits into 

part 192 as part of the base regulations. AGA recommended two approach methods, one based on IM and the 

other using the current class location approach.

Public interest groups including Accufacts and the Pipeline Safety Trust (PST) pointed out how deeply the 

concept of class locations is embedded in part 192, while also noting that IM requirements and class 

locations overlap in densely populated areas to provide a redundant, but necessary, safety regime. The PST 

also suggested that, in time, the older class location method potentially could be replaced with an IM method 

for regulation. However, the PST noted that incidents and data suggest there is room for improvement in the 

IM regulations, as data shows higher incident rates in HCAs than in non-HCAs, and noted that pipe installed 

after 2010 has a higher incident rate than pipe installed a decade earlier. Similarly, Accufacts noted that the 

incident at San Bruno, CA, exposed weaknesses in the operator's IM program and demonstrated that the 

consequences resulting from the incident spread far beyond the potential radius in which they were expected 

to occur.[281 Therefore, Accufacts suggested that shifting the class location approach to solely an IM approach 

might decrease the protection of public safety.
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following a class location change. It noted that, in the past, it was logical to replace a pipeline when class 

locations changed because of the widespread belief that thicker pipe would take longer to corrode and would 

withstand greater external forces, such as damage from excavators, before failure. However, given current 

technology, improvements in pipe quality, and ongoing regulatory processes such as IM, operators can 

mitigate most threats without the need for pipe replacement. Therefore, INGAA offered an approach to class 

locations changes to not require pipe replacement for existing pipelines if pipe segments meet certain 

requirements that are inline with current IM requirements. Specifically, INGAA suggested that pipelines 

meeting a “fitness for service” standard in 18 categories of requirements could address potential safety 

concerns and preclude the need for pipe replacement.1295 The 18 categories are very similar to the special 

permit conditions that PHMSA uses for a Class i to 3 location special permit as noted in the 2004 Federal 

Register notice.5305

C. 2016 Class Location Report

The Pipeline Safety, Regulatory Certainty, and Job Creation Act of 2011 required that PHMSA evaluate 

whether IM should be expanded beyond HCAs and whether such expansion would mitigate the need for class 

location requirements. In its report titled “Evaluation of Expanding Pipeline Integrity Management Beyond 

High-Consequence Areas and Whether Such Expansion Would Mitigate the Need for Gas Pipeline Class 

Location Requirements,”5315 which was submitted to Congress in April 2016 concurrently with the 

publication of the NPRM titled "Safety of Gas Transmission and Gathering Pipelines” (81FR 20722 

(/citation/8i-FR-20722)), PHMSA noted that the application of IM program elements, such as assessment 

and remediation timeframes, beyond HCAs would not warrant the elimination of class locations.

PHMSA notes that class locations affect all gas pipelines and are integral to determining MAOPs; design

pressures; pipe wall thickness; valve spacing; HCAs, in certain cases; and O&M inspection, surveillance, and

repair intervals. While IM measures are a critical step towards pipeline safety and are important to mitigate

risk, the assessment and remediation of defects do not adequately compensate for these other aspects of class

locations. Thus, as outlined in the report, PHMSA determined the existing class location D requirements D Start Printed
were appropriate for maintaining pipeline safety and should be retained. Therefore, any Tensions to the class Pa9e 36867

location requirements would have to be forward-looking (t.e., applying to pipelines constructed after a

certain effective date) and would have to comport with the existing regulatory regime to provide

commensurate safety if any changes are made to aspects of pipeline safety related to design and construction,

which is where key safety benefits of class locations are realized.5325

As a part of the continuing discussion on class location changes and subsequent pipe replacement, PHMSA 

summarized at the end of the Class Location Report the concerns operators expressed regarding the cost of 

replacing pipe in locations that change from a Class 1 to a Class 3 location or a Class 2 to a Class 4 location.

As discussed throughout the document, operators submitted that die safe operation of pipelines constructed 

in Class 1 locations that later change to Class 3 locations can be achieved using current IM practices.

However, over the past decade, PHMSA observed problems with pipe and fitting manufacturing quality, 

including low-strength material; 5335 construction practices; welding; field coating practices; IM assessments 

and reassessment practices;534 355 and record documentation practices.536 371 These issues give PHMSA pause 

in considering approaches allowing a two-class bump (Class 1 to 3 or Class 2 to 4) without requiring pipe 

replacement, especially for higher-pressuie transmission pipelines.

PHMSA stated in the conclusion of its Class Location Report that it would further evaluate the feasibility* and 

the appropriateness of alternatives to address issues pertaining to pipe replacement requirements, continue 

to reach out to and consider input from all stakeholders, and consider future rulemaking if a cost-effective 

and safety-focused approach to adjusting specific aspects of class location requirements could be developed 

to address the issues identified by industry. In doing so, PHMSA would evaluate alternatives in the context of 

other issues it is addressing related to new construction quality- and safety-management systems and will

ttps.//www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/07/31/2018-16376/pipeline-safety-class-location-change-requIrements 10/21
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resulting in pipe replacement and alternatives to that practice.

V. INGAA Submission on Regulatory Reform—Proposal To Perform IM Measures 
in Lieu of Pipe Replacement When Class Locations Change

On July 24,2017, INGAA submitted comments to a DOT docket regarding regulatory review actions (Docket 

No. OST-2017-0057)- In its submission, INGAA estimated that gas transmission pipeline operators incur 

annual costs of $200-$300 million ^ nationwide replacing pipe solely to satisfy the class location change 

regulations and requested PHMSA consider revising the current class location change regulations to include 

an alternative beyond pressure reduction, pressure testing, or pipe replacement

INGAA's proposed alternate approach focuses on recurring IM assessments that would leverage advanced 

assessment technologies to determine whether the pipe condition warrants pipe replacement in areas where 

the class location has changed. INGAA states that such an approach would further promote IM processes and 

principles throughout the nation's gas transmission pipeline network, improve economic efficiency by- 

reducing regulatory burden, and help fulfill the purposes of Section 5 of the 2011 Pipeline Safety Act.

INGAA claims that the current alternatives to pipe replacement following a class location change do not 

reflect the substantial developments in IM processes, technologies, and regulations over the past 15-plus 

years. More specifically, in-line inspection (ILI) technologies, such as high-resolution magnetic flux leakage 

tools, can precisely assess the presence of corrosion and other potential defects, allowing an operator to 

establish whether a pipeline segment requires remediation or replacement.^

INGAA further notes that PHMSA's proposed rulemaking titled "Safety of Gas Transmission and Gathering 

Pipelines’ aims to expand IM assessments to newly defined “Moderate Consequence Areas” (proposed § 

192.710), and such an expansion provides a framework for developing an alternative for managing class 

location changes. INGAA suggests that the costs saved from avoiding pipe replacement using such an 

alternative could mitigate, to some degree, part of the costs of the proposed rulemaking. Additionally, INGAA 

notes that the proposed rulemaking contains several new provisions that will require operators to better 

manage the integrity of their pipelines by implementing more preventative and mitigative measures to 

manage the threat of corrosion. INGAA states that the inclusion of such corrosion control measures as a part 

of a program for managing the integrity of pipeline segments, including ones that have experienced class 

location changes, would further justify the development of an IM-focused alternative to class location 

changes.

Based on those statements, INGAA recommends PHMSA develop an alternative approach to § 192.611 that 

leverages the proposed § 192.710 for areas outside of HCAs and the IM requirements at § 192.921 to require 

recurring IM assessments and incorporation of those affected pipeline segments into IM programs. Further, 

INGAA suggests this approach require operators to reconfirm pipeline MAOP in a changed class location for 

any pipeline segment without traceable, verifiable, and complete records of a hydrostatic pressure test 

supporting the segment's previous MAOP.

PHMSA acknowledges that the class location change regulations predate the development of modern 

pipeline inspection technology such as ILI, above-ground surveys, and modem integrity management 

processes. In fact, it wasn't until the mid-1990s that PHMSA, following models from other industries such as 

nuclear power, started to explore whether a risk-based approach to regulation could improve public and 

environmental safety. PHMSA finalized the IM regulations for gas transmission pipelines on December D15, 

2003,[4°2 in response to tragic incidents on pipelines in Bellingham, WA, in 1999 and near Carlsbad, NM, in 

2000, which killed 3 people and 12 people, respectively. The IM regulations designated HCAs where 

operators would perform periodic assessments of the condition of their pipelines and make necessary repairs 

within specific timeframes if discovered anomalies met certain criteria. More specifically, the IM regulations 

outline the risk-based processes that pipeline operators must use to identify, prioritize, assess, evaluate, 

repair, and validate the integrity of gas transmission pipelines.

D Start Printed 
Page 36868
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technology to measure and record irregularities in the pipe and welds that may represent corrosion, cracks, 

deformations, and other defects. Now operators use ILI technology (“smart pigging or ILT) as a backbone of 

the modem IM program. ILI tools are inserted into pipelines at locations, such as near valves or compressor 

stations, that have special configurations of pipes and valves where the ILI tools can be loaded into 

launchers, the launchers can be dosed and sealed, and the flow of the product the pipeline is carrying can be 

directed to launch the tool down the pipeline. A similar setup is located downstream where the tool is 

directed out of the main line into a receiver so that an operator can remove the tool and retrieve the recorded 

data for analysis and reporting. ILI tools come in several different varieties that have distinct advantages and 

disadvantages over other methods of pipeline assessment. For instance, while some ILI tools might be able to 

reliably determine whether a pipeline has internal corrosion, the same tool might not be able to determine 

whether the pipeline has any crack indications. In selecting the tools most suitable for inline inspections, 

pipeline operators must know the type of threats that are applicable to the pipeline segment. Threats that ILI 

tools can identify' typically include existing pipe wall thickness, pipe wall changes, pipe wall loss, cracking, 

and dents.

At the time the class location regulations were promulgated, it was logical to replace a pipeline when 

population growth resulted in a class location change in order to restore the safety margin appropriate for 

that location because the industry did not have the technology that is available today to learn the in situ 

materia] condition of the pipe. Further, since the existing pipe would not achieve a similar safety margin as 

replaced pipe, operators would need to use applicable inspection technology and pressure testing to ensure 

pipe has the correct wall thickness; strength; seam condition; toughness; no detrimental cracking or 

corrosion in the pipe body or seam; and a pipe coating that has not deteriorated or shields cathodic 

protection currents to allow corrosion or cracking issues such as girth weld cracking, stress corrosion 

cracking, or selective seam weld corrosion.

Currently, operators are not required to inspect pipelines or otherwise perform IM on those portions of 

pipelines unless they are within high consequence areas (HCAs) or the operator otherwise voluntarily 

assesses them and performs remediation measures for threats to the pipeline. As such, while prudent 

operators may know the characteristics and conditions of their pipelines outside of HCAs and can be 

confident that they can manage class location change expectations through the performance of IM measures, 

some operators may not.

PHMSA notes that while class locations and HCAs both provide additional protection to areas with high 

population concentrations, they were designed for different purposes. Unlike class locations, which provide 

blanket levels of safety throughout the nation's pipeline network at all locations by driving MAOP and design, 

construction, testing, and O&M requirements, the purpose of the IM regulations is to provide a structure for 

operators to focus their resources on improving pipeline integrity in the areas where a failure would have the 

greatest impact on public safety. Whereas over time the safety margins that class locations provide can be 

reduced due to corrosion or other types of pipe degradation, IM requirements provide a continuing 

minimum safety margin for more densely populated areas because operators are required to inspect and 

repair those applicable pipelines at a minimum of every 7 years and more frequently based upon risk 

assessments of threats to the segment in the HCA,

PHMSA acknowledges that applying modern IM assessments and processes could potentially be a 

comparable alternative to pipe change-outs. PHMSA notes that if operators perform integrity assessments on 

significant portions of non-HCA pipe mileage, PHMSA could further consider operators using such 

assessments to determine whether pipe in a changed class location is fit for service rather than having to 

replace it

PHMSA is concerned, however, that some issues that result in pipeline failures, including poor construction 

practices ^ and operational maintenance threats, are not always being properly assessed and mitigated by 

operators, whether due to lack of technology or other causes. Further, as the incident at San Bruno in 2010 

showed, operators may not have traceable, verifiable, and complete records of pipe properties, such as pipe 
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pipelines are eligible? Why or why not?

4a.—If so, what factors should make a pipeline eligible or ineligible?

(i) Should grandfathered pipe (lacking records, including pressure test or material records) or pipe operating 

above 72% SMYS be eligible? Why or why not?

(ii) Should pipe that has experienced an in-service failure, was manufactured with a material or seam 

welding process during a time or by a manufacturer where there are now known integrity issues or has lower 

toughness in the pipe and weld seam (Charpy impact value) be eligible? Should pipe with a failure or leak 

history be eligible? Why or why not?

(iii) Should pipe that contains or is susceptible to cracking, including in the body, seam, or girth weld, or 

having disbonded coating or CP shielding coatings be eligible? Are there coating types that should disqualify’ 

pipe? Should some types of pipe, such as lap-welded, flash-welded, or low-frequency electric resistance 

welded pipe be ineligible? Should pipe where the seam type is unknown be ineligible? Why or why not?

(iv) Should pipe with significant corrosion (wall loss) be eligible for certain IM measures, or should it be 

replaced? Why or why not?

(v) Should anomalies be repaired similar to IM, allowed to grow to only a 10-percent safety' factor ^ (§ 

192.933(d)) before remediation in high population areas such as Class 2,3 and 4 locations, or should they 

have an increased safety factor for remediation should these class location factors be eliminated? Why or why 

not?

O

(vi) Should pipe that has been damaged (dented) or has lost ground cover due to 3rd party activity 

(excavation or other) be eligible? Why or why not?

(vii) Should pipe lacking cathodic protection due to disbonded coating be eligible? Why or why not?

(viii) Should pipe with properties such as low frequency electric resistance weld (LF-EKW), lap welded, or 

other seam types that have a history of seam failure due to poor manufacturing properties or seam types that 

have a derating factor below 1.0 be eligible? Why or why not?

4b.—Should PHMSAbase any proposed requirements off its criteria used for considering class location 

change waivers (69 FR 38948 (/citation/69-FR-38948); June 29,2004), including the age and 

manufacturing and construction processes of the pipe, and O&M history? Why or why not?

4c.—In the 2004 Federal Register notice (69 FR 38948 (/dtation/69-FR-38948)), PHMSA outlines 

certain requirements pipelines must meet to be eligible for waiver consideration, including nobare pipe or 

pipe with wrinkle bends, records of a hydrostatic test to at least 1.25 times MAOP, records of III runs with no 

significant anomalies that would indicate systemic problems, and agreement that up to 25 miles of pipe both 

upstream and downstream of the waiver location must be included in the operator's IM program and 

periodically inspected using ILI technology. Further, the criteria provides no waivers for segments changing 

to Class 4 locations or for pipe changing to a Class 3 location that is operating above 72% SMYS. Should 

PHMSA require operators and pipelines to meet the threshold conditions outlined earlier in this document 

(Section 3A; “Class Location Change Special Permits—Special Permit Conditions) or other thresholds to be 

eligible for a waiver when class locations change? Why or why not?

Q5—As it is critical for operators to have traceable, verifiable, and complete (TVC) records to perform IM, 

should operators be required to have TVC records as a prerequisite for performing IM measures on segments 

instead of replacing pipe when class locations change? Why or why not?
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test records; MAOP; class location; depth of cover; and ability to be in-line inspected?

5b.—If operators do not have TVC records for affected segments and TVC records were a prerequisite for 

performing IM measures on pipeline D segments in lieu of replacing pipe, how should those records be 

obtained, and when should the deadline for obtaining those records be?

Q6—Should PHMSA incorporate its special permit conditions regarding class location changes into the 

regulations, and would this incorporation satisfy the need for alternative approaches? Why or why not? 

(Examples of typical PHMSA class location special permit conditions can be found at 

/iftps://pnmis.phmsa.dof.pou/cZass/oc/documenfs.htm 

(Tittps.y/primjs.phmsa.dof.poL’/cZass/oc/documents./ifrnJ.)

6a.—What, if any, special permit conditions could be incorporated into the regulations to pro'ide regulatory 

certainty and public safety in these high population density areas (Class 2,3, and 4)?

Q7—For all new and replaced pipelines, to what extent are operators consulting growth and development 

plans to avoid potentially costly pipe change-outs in the future?

Q8—What is the amount of pipeline mileage per year being replaced due to class location changes for 

pipelines: (1) Greater than 24 inches in diameter, (2) 16-24 inches in diameter, and (3) less than 16 inches in 

diameter?

8a.—Of this mileage, how much is being replaced due to class locations changing when additional structures 

for human occupancy are built near clustered areas, if operators are using the cluster adjustment to class 

locations per § 192.5(c)(2)?

8b.—At how many distinct locations are pipe replacements occurring due to class location changes and that 

involve pipe with these diameters?

8c.—What is the average amount of pipe (in miles) being replaced and cost of replacement at the locations 

described in question 8b. and for these diameter ranges due to class location changes?

Q9—Should any additional pipeline safety equipment, preventative and mitigative measures, or prescribed 

standard pipeline predicted failure pressures more conservative than in the IM regulations be required if 

operators do not replace pipe when class locations change due to population growth and perform IM 

measures instead? Why or why not?

9a.—Should operators be required to install rupture-mitigation valves or equivalent technology? Why or why 

not?

9b.—Should operators be required to install SCADA systems for impacted pipeline segments? Why or why 

not?

Cl

Q10—Should there be any maximum diameter, pressure, or potential impact radius (PIR) limits that should 

disallow operators from using IM principles in lieu of the existing requirements when class locations change? 

For instance, PHMSA has seen construction projects where operators are putting in 42-inch-diameter pipe 

designed to operate at up to 3.000 psig. The PIR for that pipeline would be over 1,587 feet, which would 

mean the total blast diameter would be more than 3,174 feet.

Vil. Regulatory Notices

A. Executive Order 12866, Executive Order 13563, (/executive-order/13563) Executive Order 
13771, (/executive-order/13771) and DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures

D Start Printed 
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regulations that "impose the least burden on society." Executive Order 13771 (/executive-order/13771) 

("Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs"), issued January 30,2017, provides that “it is 

essential to manage the costs associated with the governmental imposition of private expenditures required 

to comply with Federal regulations.” One way to manage the costs of rulemakings is to propose new 

regulations that are deregulatory in nature, t'.e. regulations that reduce the cost of regulatory compliance. 

PHMSA seeks information on whether this rulemaking could result in a deregulatory action under E.O.

13771. (/executive-order/13771) meaning that a potential final rule could have “total costs less than zero.”

We therefore request comments, including specific data if possible, concerning the costs and benefits of 

revising the pipeline safety regulations to accommodate any of the changes suggested in the advance notice.

8. Executive Order 13132 (/executive-order/13132): Federalism

Executive Order 13132 (/executive-order/13132) requires agencies to assure meaningful and timely input by 

State and local officials in the development of regulatory policies that may have a substantial, direct effect on 

the States, on the relationship between the national government and the States, or on the distribution of 

power and responsibilities among the various levels of government. PHMSA is inviting comments on the 

effect a possible rulemaking adopting any of the amendments discussed in this document may have on the 

relationship between national government and the States.

C. Regulatory Flexibility Act

Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (5 U.S.C. 601 (https://api.fdsys.gov/link?

collection=uscode&title=5&year=mostrecent&section=6oi&type=usc&link-type=html) er seq.), PHMSA 

must consider whether a proposed rule would have a significant impact on a substantial number of small 

entities. “Small entities” include small businesses, not-for-profit organizations that are independently owned 

and operated and are not dominant in their fields, and governmental jurisdictions with populations under 

50,000. If your business or organization is a small entity and if adoption of any of the amendments discussed 

in this ANPRM could have a significant economic impact on your operations, please submit a comment to 

explain how and to what extent your business or organization could be affected and whether there are 

alternative approaches to the regulations the agency should consider that would minimize any significant 

negative impact on small business while still meeting the agency's statutory objectives.

□. National Environmental Policy Act

The National Environmental PolicyActof 1969 requires Federal agencies to consider the consequences of 

Federal actions and that they prepare a detailed statement analyzing them if the action significantly affects 

the quality of the human environment. Interested parties are invited to address the potential environmental 

impacts of this ANPRM, including comments about compliance measures that would provide greater benefit 

to the human environment or any alternative actions the agency could take that would provide beneficial 

impacts.

E. Executive Order 13175 (/executive-order/13175): Consultation and Coordination with 
Indian Tribal Governments

Executive Order 13175 (/executive-order/13175) requires agencies to assure meaningful and timely input 

from Indian Tribal Government representatives in the development of rules that “significantly or uniquely 

affect" Indian communities and that impose “substantial and direct compliance costs” on such communities. 

We invite Indian Tribal governments to provide comments on any aspect of this ANPRM that may affect 

Indian communities.

F. Paperwork Reduction Act

□ Start Printed 
Page 36671

Under 5 CFRpart 1320 (/seIect-citation/20i8/07/3i/5-CFR-i32O), PHMSA analyzes any paperwork 

burdens if any information collection will be required by a rulemaking. We invite comment on the need for 

any collection of D information and paperwork burdens related to this ANPRM.

G. Privacy Act Statement
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business, labor union, etc.)- DOTs complete Privacy Act Statement was published in the Federal Register 

on April 11,2000 (65 FR19477 (/citation/65-FR»i9477)).

Issued in Washington, DC, on July 25, 2018, under authority delegated in 49 CFR 1.97 (/select- 

citation/20i8/07/3i/49-CFR-i.97).

Alan K. Mayberry,

Associate Administrator for Pipeline Safety.

/*>.
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Footnotes
1. The Department of Transportation first proposed class location regulations on March 24,1970 (35 FR 
5012). The proposal was part of a series ofNPRMs published in response to the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety 
Act of 1968 (Pub. L. 90-481). The NPRMs were directed at developing a comprehensive system of Federal 
safety standards for gas pipeline facilities and for the transportation of gas through such pipelines. The 
class location rulemaking was finalized on August 19,1970, as part of a consolidated rulemaking 
establishing the first minimum Federal safety standards for the transportation of natural gas by pipelines 
(35 FR 13248).
Back to Citation

2. 35 FR 13248.
Back to Citation

3. For instance, the number of human dwellings near the pipeline or the type of dwelling (hospital, school, 
playground, nursing care facility, etc.).
Back to Citation

4. This can include piping at compressor stations, metering stations, fabrications, and road or railroad 
crossings.
Back to Citation

5. Design factors for steel pipe are listed in §192.111. Class 1 locations have a 0.72 design factor, Class 2 
locations have a 0.60 factor, Class 3 locations have a 0.50factor, and Class 4 locations have a 0.40 design 
factor.
6. SMYS is an indication of the minimum stress a pipe may experience that will cause plastic, or 
permanent, deformation of the steel pipe.
Back to Citation

7. The seam type of a pipeline, per this formula, has a limiting effect on the MAOP of the pipeline. While it 
is typically '1.00” and does not affect the calculation, certain types of furnace butt-welded pipe or pipe not 

manufactured to certain industry standards will have factors of 0.60 or 0.80, which will necessitate a 
reduction in design pressure.
Back to Citation

8. The temperature derating factor ranges from 1.000 to 0.867 depending on the operating temperature of 
the pipeline. Pipelines designed to operate at 250 degrees Fahrenheit and lower have a factor of 1.000, 
which does not affect the design pressure calculation. Pipelines designed to operate at higher temperatures, 
including up to 450 degrees Fahrenheit, will have derating factors that will lower the design pressure of 
thepipeline.
Back to Citation

9. §§192.5,192.8,192.9,192.65,192.105,192Jii, 192.123,192.150,192.175,192J79,192.243,1924327, 
192.485,192.503,192.505,192.609,192.611,192.613,192.619,192.620,192.625,192.705,192.706,192.707, 
192-713,192.903,192.933, andi92.935-
Back to Citation
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mtercnangeaoiy referred to as a "ftome," a “housed or a ’dwelling.’
Back to Citation

11. Under § 192.5, Class 1 locations also include offshore areas, and Class 3 locations contain areas where 
the pipeline lies within 100 yards of a building or a small, well-defined outside area (including 
playgrounds, recreation areas, and outdoor theaters) that is occupied by 20 or more persons at leasts 
days a week for 10 weeks in any 12-month period. The days and weeks need not be consecutive.
Back to Citation

12. See § 192.5(c)(1) & (2).
Back to Citation

13. For example, if all buildings for human occupancy in a sliding mile containing enough buildings to 
require a Class 3 location were clustered in the middle of that sliding mile, the Class 3 area would end 220 
yards from the nearest building (on either side of the c/uster through which the pipeline passes) rather than 
at the end of the i-mile class location unit that would otherwise be the basis for classification. Thus, if the 
cluster were 200 yards in length, the total length of the Class 3 area would be 640 yards (220 + 200 +

220).
Back to Citation

14. PHMSA Interpretation ^PI-14-0017, available at https://www.phmsa.dot.gov/sites/phmsa.dot.gov/ 
files/legacy/interpretations/Interpretation962oFiles/PipeHne/20i5/Air~Products_PI_i4~ooi7_iO_oi_
20i4_Part_ig2.spdf
(https://untnij.phmsa.dot.gou/s{tes/phmsa.dot.gou/^les/7egacy/;nterpretafions/Jnterprefarion&20J^tes/Pip€ttne/20i5/Air_Pro<fucts_PJ_J« 

Back to Citation

15. See § 192.611 as appropriate to one-class changes (e.g.t Class 1 to 2 or Class 2 to 3 or Class 3 to 4). As an 

example,for a Class 1 to Class 2 location change, the pipeline segment would require a pressure test to 1.25 
times the MAOPfor 8 hours. Following a successful pressure test, the pipeline segment would not need to 
be replaced miih neu>pipe, but the existing design/actor 0/0.72/or a Class 1 location mould be acceptable 

for a Class 2 location.
Back to Citation

16. See §192.611. Specifically, if the applicable segment has been hydrostatically tested for a period of 
longer than 8 hours, the MAOP is 0.8 times the test pressure in Class 2 locations, 0.667 times the test 
pressure in Class 3 locations, or 0.555 times the test pressure in Class 4 locations. The corresponding hoop 
stress may not exceed 72% ofSMYS of the pipe in Class 2 locations, 60% ofSMYS in Class 3 locations, or 
50% ofSMYS in Class 4 locations.
Back to Citation

17. See Section IV of this document. In the context of this rulemaking, PHMSA has been considering issues 
related to class location requirements since publishing an ANPRM on the gas transmission regulations in 
2011. Following that, PHMSA published a notice of inquiry soliciting comments on expanding gas IM 
program requirements and mitigating class location requirements (78 FR 46560 (/citation/78-FR-46s6o);
August 1,2013) and held a public meeting on the notice of inquiry topics on April 16,2014 (both actions 
under Docket Number PHMSA-2013-0161). PHMSA also received comments on the issues discussed in this 
rulemaking in the docket titled "Transportation Infrastructure: Notice of Review of Policy, Guidance, and 
Regulations Affecting Transportation Infrastructure Projects’ which was noticed in the Federal Register 
on June 8,2017 (82 FR 26734 (/citation/82-FR-26734); Docket Number OST-2017-0057).
Back to Citation

18. Operators did not outline the type of integrity assessments that would be appropriate from their 
perspective nor the factors that should be considered to determine whether a pipeline segment is fit for 
service (such as pipe, pipe seam, or coating conditions; OScM history; material properties; pipe depth of 
cover; non-destructive testing of girth welds; type pipe coatings used and if they shield cathodic protection; 
seam type; failure or leak history; and pressure testing or acceptance criteria and any re-evaluation 
intervals).
Back to Citation

19. Special permit conditions are implemented to mitigate the causes of gas transmission incidents and are 
based on the type of threats pertinent to the pipeline. The conditions are generally more heainly weighted 
on identifying: Material, coating and cathodic protection issues, pipe watt loss, pipe and weld cracking,

ittps^/www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/07/31/2018-16376/pipeIine-safety-cIass*location-change-requirements 18/21
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https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/classloc/docs/SpecialPermit_ExampleClassLocSP_Conditions_ogoi12_
drafti.pdf
(https://priTnis.phmsa.dot.gov/clas$lQc/docs/SpecialPermit_ExaTnpleCl<issLocSP_Conditions_090ii2__drafti.pdf), 
and more information about PHMSA's special permit process for class location changes can be found at: 
https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/classloc/docwnents.htm 
(https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/classloc/documents.htm)
Back to Citation

21. Cathodic protection is a technique used to control the corrosion of a metal surface by mafctng it the 
cathode of an electrochemical cell. This can be achieved loith a special coating on the external sur/ace of the 

pipeline along with an electrical system and anodes buried in the ground or with a “sacrificial''or galvanic 
metal acting as an anode. In these systems, the anode will corrode before the protected metal will.
Back to Citation

22. Federal Register (6g FR 38948 (/citation/6g-FR-38948), June 29,2004). Additional guidance is 
provided online at: http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/classloc/index.htm
(http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/classloc/index.htm). Public notices were published in Federal Register:
69 FR 22115 (/citation/69-FR‘22il5) and 69 FR 38948 (/citation/69-FR-38948), dated April 23,2004 and 
June 29,2004: Docket No. RSPA-2004-17401—Pipeline Safety: Development of Class Location Change 
Waiver (Special FermitJ.
Back to Citation

23. Federal Register (78 FR 46560 (/citation/78-FR-46s6o), August 1,2013).
Back to Citation

24. Regarding these questions, PHMSA received 30 comment letters, available at www.regulations.gov 
(http://www.regulations.gov) at docketPHMSA-20i3‘0i6i.
Back to Citation

25. The Pipeline Advisory Committees are statutorily mandated advisory committees that advise PHMSA 
on proposed safety standards, risk assessments, and safety policies for natural gas and hazardous liquid 

pipelines (49 US.C. 60115 (https://api.fdsys.gov/link?
coUection=uscode&title=49&year=mostrecent8csection=6oii5&type=usc&link-type=html)). These 
Committees were established under the Federal Advisory Committee Act (Pub. L. 92-463,5 U£.C. app. 1- 
16) and the Federal Pipeline Safety Statutes (49 U.S.C. chap. 601-603). Each committee consists of 15 
members, with membership divided among Federal and State agency representatives, the regulated 
industry, and the public.
Back to Citation

26. Meeting presentations are available online at: http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/meetings/MtgHome.mtg? 
mtg-95(http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/meetings/MtgHome.mtg?mtg~95).
Back to Citation

27. PHMSA notes that the special permit process is outlined in § 190.341 and is no different for the class 
location regulations than for any other pipeline sa/ety regulation. Of the 18 special permits up/or renewal 

from 2010-2017,9 of them were for class location changes. When reviewing the class location change 
permits up for renewal, PHMSAfound no safety reason to extensively modify any of the prior permits and 
made no major revisions to any of the previously imposed safety conditions.
Back to Citation

28. The potential impact radius for the ruptured pipe segment involved in the San Bruno incident was 
calculated at 414/eet. However, the NTSB, in its accident report (NTSB/PAR-n/01), noted that the 

subsequentfire damage extended to a radius of about 600 feet from the blast center.
Back to Citation

29. Those 18 categories were as follows: Baseline Engineering and Record Assessments—Girth Weld 
Assessment, Casing Assessment, Pipe Seam Assessment, Field Coating Assessment, Cathodic Protection, 
Interference Currents Control, Close Interval Survey, Stress Corrosion Cracking Assessments, In-line 
Inspection Assessments, Metal Loss Anomaly Management, Dent Anomaly Management, Hard Spots

■tttps://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/07/31/2018-16376/pipeline-safety-class-location-change-requirements
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50. See also: http://priTnis.phmsa.dot.gov/classloc/index.htm 
(http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/classloc/index.htm).
Back to Citation

31. https://\i)wui.reg\ilations.gov/documcnt?D-PHMSA-20ii‘0023-oi53 
(https://www.regulations.gov/documentPD-PHMSA-20u-0023-oi53).
Back to Citation

32. In its comments following the public workshop on Gass Locations in 2014, INGAA noted that, after 
further analysis, it appears that applying the Potential Impact Radius (PIR) method to existing pipelines 
may be unworkable.
Back to Citation

33. PHMSA has documented pipe material low-strength issues through an advisory bulletin and the 
following website link: http://prirhis.phmsa.dot.gov/lowstrength/index.htm 
(http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/lowstrength/index.htm).
Back to Citation

34. IM and operationaf procedures and practices were issues in the Pacific Gas & Electric (PGScE) San 
Bruno, CA, rupture in September 2010 and the Enbridge Marshall, MI, rupture in July 2010.
35. PHMSA issued Advisory Bulletins ADB-11-01 andADB-2012-io to operators regarding IM meaningful 
metrics and assessments on January 10,2011, and Decembers, 2012, respectively, which can be reviewed 
at: http://phmsa.dot.gov/pipeline/regs/advisory-bulletin (http://phmsa.dot.gov/pipeline/regs/advisory- 
bulletin).
Back to Citation

36. PHMSA issued Advisory Bulletin, ADB-J2-06, concerning documentation ofMAOP on May 7,2012, 
which can be reviewed at: http://phmsa.dot.gov/pipeline/regs/advisory-bulletin 
(http://pkmsa.dot.gov/pipeline/regs/advisory-buUetin).
37. Also note PHMSA's Advisory Bulletin titled "Deactivation of Threats, ” issued Ma rch 16,2017 (82 FR 
14106 (/citation/82-FR-i4io6)).
Back to Citation

38. PHMSA requests further substantiation of this estimate. In extrapolating the national data, PHMSA 
estimates this number is the cost incurredfor allpipe replacement projects on transmission lines, not just 
those projects triggered in response to class location changes.
Back to Citation

39. PHMSA notes that ILI and in-the-ditch evaluation technologies for crack identification are under 
development and couldfurther be improved.
Back to Citation

40. 68 FR 69778 (/citation/68-FR-69778); Pipeline Safety: Pipeiine Integrity Management in High 

Consequence Areas (Gas Transmission Pipelines).
Back to Citation

41. PHMSAhas met with operators constructing new pipelines on several occasions to discuss issues found 
during inspection. To reach out to alt members of the pipeline industry, PHMSA hosted a public workshop 
in collaboration with our State partners, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and 
Canada's National Energy Board (NEB) in April 2009. The objective of the workshop was to inform the 
public, alert the industry, review lessons learned from inspections, and to improve new pipeline 
construction practices prior to the 2009 construction season. This website makes available information 
discussed at the workshop andprovides a forum in which to share additional information about pipeline 

construction concerns. This workshop focused on transmission pipeline construction. 
http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/construction/index.htm 
(http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/construction/index.htm).
Back to Citation
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one-level to a higher level there are cut-off levels that may require a different design factor, pressure test, 

or maintenance criteria. For pipe to be replaced the class location change would have to be from a Class i 

to 3 or Class 2 to 4> whichisa large increase in dwellings along the pipeline.
Back to Citation

43. Sections involving class location requirements include §§ 192.5,192.609,192.611,192.619 and 192.620. 
Back to Citation

44- Section 192.933 has anomaly repair requirements based upon a predicted failure pressure being less 
than or equal to i.i times the MAOP.
Back to Citation

45. See OMS Memorandum M-17-21, “Guidance Implementing Executive Order 13771, (/executive- 
order/13771) Titled 'Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs,' ”(April5,2017).
Back to Citation

[FR Doc. 2018-16376 (/a/2018-16376) Filed 7-30-18; 8:45 am]
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Downtown Mechanicsburg, showing the area potentially within a 
flammable cloud from a Mariner East pipeline rupture.

For details on the consequences of the Ignition of a cloud like this, and for the assumptions that went into this diagram, 
https://dragonpipediarv.com/2019/01/30/mechanicsburg-could-sufrer-a-pipeline-catastroDhe/



Middletown (Dauphin County), showing the area potentially within a 
flammable cloud from a Mariner East pipeline rupture.
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Higher operating 
pressure prompts new 
safety concerns over 
Sunoco ’ s Mariner East 
2X pipeline
Pipeline safety advocates worry the 
pressure on the 16-inch Mariner East 
2x would pose greater dangers

Susan Phillips©

Reid Frazier / The Allegheny Front

A tree clearing crew member on a property in Huntingdon County along the 
Mariner East pipeline path.



myner operating pressure prompts new safety concerns over Sunoco's Mariner East 2X pipeline | Statelmpact Pennsylvania

Pipeline opponents are raising new concerns about the safety of 

Energy Transfer/Sunoco Logistics* Mariner East 2x natural gas 

liquids line, which the company says will have a maximum 

operating pressure much higher than that of the Mariner East 1 

and 2 lines.

The pressure on the Mariner East 2x had previously been 

reported in public documents as equal to the pressure of parallel 

Mariner East 2, which uses the same right-of-way. A 

pipeline's “Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure.” < 

http://www.puc.state.Da.us/transport/gassafe/pdf/Gas Safety Seminar 2C 

PPT-PUC MAOP Ver.pdf > or MAOP, is set by the Department of 

Transportation <

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2Q12/05/07/2Q12- 

10866/pipeline-safetv-verification-of-records> and, for safety 

reasons, is lower than what the design characteristics of the pipe 

can withstand.

In permit applications filed in 2016 with the Pennsylvania 

Department of Environmental Protection <

http://files.dep.state.pa.us/RegionalResources/SWRO/SWROPortalFiles/C 

%20Project%20Descr/Penn%20P?Deline%20Project%20Description 032:

, and with the Delaware River Basin Commission in 2015, Sunoco 

stated the MAOP for Mariner East 2 and 2x would be 1480 psig, 

or pounds per square inch gauge.

But a footnote in recent reports filed with the Pennsylvania 

Department of Environmental Protection point to a much higher 

number: 2100 psig.

Clean Air Council attorney Alex Bomstein, who says he 

discovered the difference while analyzing Sunoco's new 

horizontal directional drilling plans filed with DEP, said a risk 

assessment conducted of the pipeline project was based on a 

lower pressure.
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"Every risk assessment done on Mariner East has used the 1480 

psig figure in calculating destructive potential, because that's 

what Sunoco has always represented to the public and to 

regulators," Bomstein said.

Bomstein’s organization hired Quest Consultants to do a risk 

assessment <
httPs://stateimpact.nprtorg/pennsylvania/2018/Q8/29/risk- 
assessment-quantifies-mariner-east-hazards-for-residents-m- 

two-counties/>on the line. Quest's senior engineer Jeff Marx, 

who conducted the assessment, says the risks are greater with a 

higher pressure.

"Something up in the 2100 psi range would be a significant 

increase and will increase the hazard because the release rate of 

material is largely driven by pressure," Marx said.

What are natural gas liquids, and what happen...

Bomstein says air emissions are also impacted by the pressure, 

and in air permits filed with DEP<

http:/ffiles.dep.stat_e,pa.us/RegionalResources/SCRO/SCROPortalFiles/Co

%20Mount%20Union%20Pump%20Station%20%E2%809693%209-

17%20DEP%20Addendum%20Memo%20and%20Revised%20Draft%20Si

ttps://stateimiw:t.nnr nrrt/n«nnsvh/ania/0fH Q/fVJ/oi i*. i
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Only%200perating%20Permit%2031-Q3Q36.pdf> for pumping 

stations, the pressure is reported by Sunoco as 1480 psig.

"If the pressure were 2100, that would increase emissions, 

meaning Sunoco’s estimates would be off, meaning DEP's 

determination around air permitting of this would also be legally 

erroneous," Bomstein said.

Sunoco spokeswoman Lisa Dillinger confirmed in an email that the 

maximum operating pressure of the Mariner East 2x is 2100, but 

insists that is not a change.

"The pipe being used to construct ME2X is designed to safely 

accommodate a MOP up to 2100 psig” Dillinger wrote. "Its valves, 

wall thickness, grade, and hydrostatic testing <

https://primis.phmsa.dotgov/comm/factsheets/fshvdrostatictesting.htm> 

are all designed to that pressure. This is recognized in our 

documentation with the DEP, PUC and PHMSA. We tested the 

pipe at approximately 2600 psig - way above the design pressure 

and operating pressures."

In a review of public documents submitted to the DEP as part of 

their permit applications in 2016 and to the Delaware River Basin 

Commission in 2015, Statelmpact Pennsylvania could find no 

reference to the 16-inch Mariner East 2x line operating at 2100 

psig. The only references are from the footnotes in recent 

drawings submitted to DEP as part of the revised construction 

plans involving horizontal directional drilling. The company was 

forced to revise its HDD plans after dozens of drilling mud spills 

resulted in DEP penalties and a lawsuit by Clean Air Council.

"Our greatest concern is that Sunoco has put into the ground 

pipeline that has not been properly tested," Bomstein said. “And if 

it can't withstand those pressures, that means there's a great and 

needless risk of rupture and explosion."

^s^/stateimpact.npr.org/pennsvlvania/2019/03/21/sunnm-niflrinof^aaof-nir\oi:r1a_r-,faK,/
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Sunoco's Dillinger said the currently operating Mariner East 2 

pipeline is designed for 1480 psig and the line was tested at about 

2160 psig. The parallel Mariner East 2x remains under 

construction, as do sections of the Mariner East 2. Although the 

Mariner East 2 is operational, construction accidents and delays 

forced the company to use an older section of pipe as a 

workaround while work on the rest of the line continues.

The Mariner East pipeline project includes three lines that carry 

natural gas liquids from eastern Ohio and western Pennsylvania 

about 350 miles across the state to Marcus Hook, Delaware 

County. The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission shut down 

the Mariner East 1 line earlier this year after a sinkhole exposed 

the pipe in Chester County.

A spokesman for the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 

Administration said the agency is unaware that the maximum 

operating pressure on the Mariner 2x is now 2100 psig.

The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission's Pipeline Safety 

Division, Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement said it cannot 

discuss the specific pressures of pipelines because they "are 

confidential security information." The PUC said federal safety 

regulations do not change based on the maximum operating 

pressure of a line.

A spokesperson for the DEP said pipeline safety and operations 

are not a part of their jurisdiction.

Pipeline safety consultant Richard Kuprewicz of Accufacts, which 

conducted a safety review of the lines running through West 

Goshen Township <

httPSL/fetateimpact.npr.org/pennsyJvania/2017/01/16/consultants- 

report-endorses-safetv-of-mariner-east-2-critics-unmoved/>. 
said that historically, the pressure limits for natural gas liquids 

pipelines is at 1440 or 1480 psig.

ttps^/stateimpact.npr.orq/Dennsvfvania/2019/03/21/si mnrrumannar^.ac^ir.oin
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A pressure of 2100 psig, Kuprewicz says, is “in a whole different 

ball game.” He says components like valves and flanges may not be 

adequate for such a high maximum operating pressure.

“All I can say is federal regulations wouldn’t prevent you from 

running it at 2100, but you would be out of your mind” Kuprewicz 

said.

Both Kuprewicz and Marx said failure at a higher pressure 

translates to greater safety risks.

Kuprewicz says his review of Sunoco’s practices for the lines 

running through, or close to, West Goshen Township show the 

company exceeded federal safety standards with regard to the 

construction and operation of the Mariner East lines. He said he 

has not seen detailed information about the Mariner East 2x line.

EXPLAINERS

https://stateimpact.npr.org/pennsylvanSa/tag/dei3ware-
watershed/>
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CORPORATION

tmi <ul«arr>i.un eeu**nv STUPP JOB NUMBER: ER 9567 REVISION: 0 HEAT#: M06454

. 12SSS RonaMaon Rd. B^on Rouga, LA

CUSTOMER TEST PARAMETERS
Sunoco Logistics Partners, LP 
CUSTOMER ORDER SXL4500055301

ORDER DESCRIPTION
HFW / Fine Grained Steel / Aluminum Killed / Continuously 
Cast / Melted and Manufactured In

OD 20.000 Inches 
WALL 0.380 Inch

GRADE API5L-X65M-P5L2 
SPEC API-5L

VERSION 45th December 2012 
QUANTITY 
STEEL PO 6764-15

PRESSURE DURATION DRILL HOLE NOTCH ' MINIMUM
2,480 PSI 15 Seconds 0.125 In N10 1,650° F

CVN-46-32F (SS ftTlb. mTnlmum per 3/4-size).

Flattening tests accepteble per specifications.

CE=C+Mn/6+Cr/5+Mo/5+V/5+Nl/15+Cu/15
Pcm=C+Si/30+Mn/20+Cu/20+Cr/20+NI/60+Mo/15+V/10+5B
CE Max=0.42°/o; Pcm Max=21%; pipe manufactured, sampled, tested, and Inspected In accordance with the 
spedfkation(s) and meets requirements. Steel cast and coils roiled at US Steel, Gary, IN. Pipe manufactured 
at Stupp Corporation, Baton Rouge, LA.

TENSILE TESTS (in PSI) SPECIMEN SIZE 12.0Jn X2'’(1.5"x () DROP WEIGHT TESTS TRANSVERSE FULL SIZE
T^sii£f:MW^YtrfSb'c

2764 5 PIPE LONGITUDINAL 78,300 91,700 31 0.85
2764 5 TRANS PIPE 67,300 93,500 31 0.72
2764 5 TRANS PIPE WELD 91,700
2766 5 TRANSPIRE 73,200 91,900 29 0.80
2766 5 TRANS PIPE WELD 91,600

100 100.0

CHARPY TESTS

K764 5 TRANSVERSE BODY 3/4 32°F 100 100 100 100 134 117 158 136.3
*764 5 transverse’ WELD 3/4 32°F 100 100 100 100 116 158 228 167.3

2766 5 TRANSVERSE BODY 3/4 32°F 100 100 100 100 207 189 186 194.0
2766 5 TRANSVERSE WELD 3/4 32°F 100 100 100 100 198 219 206 207.7
2952 5 transverse BODY 3/4 32°F 100 100 100 100 227 178 217 207.3
2952 5 TRANSVERSE WELD 3/4 32°F 100 100 100 100 224 208 206 212.7

HARDNESS SURVEY
SSP

2764 ‘
IPE^TESTTYPE^f?’ 

5 VICKERS 10 KGF

w&

211

Wm

177 178 178 210

5?§?jp
'V/.KHi

2764 S VICKERS 10 KGF 218 176 190 184 220
2764 5 VICKERS 10 KGF 212 182 168 194 226

CHEMICAL TESTS

0.273 0.124 IADLE 0.050 1.270 0.016 0.004 0.220 0.038 0.069 0.001 0.015 0.004 0.040 0.004 0.020 O.Ololl.OOoi 0.0020 0.005
2764 5 0.279 0.121 PROD 0.043 1.350 0.016 0.001 0.218 0.038 0.069 0.003 0.015 0.007 0.039 0.004 0.021 0.009 0.0000 0.0019 0.004
2766 5 0.283 0.127 PROD 0.049 1.340 0.016 0.003 0.223 0.037 0.068 0.002 0.015 0.007 0.038 0.004 0.022 0.010 0.0000 0.0023 0.004

IV undersigned, on behalf of Stupp Corporation, hereby certifies that the above matertals have been Inspected and 
tested En accordance with the methods prescribed in the applicable specifications, and the results of such Inspection end 
"■ vs are shown above. In determining properties or characteristics for which no methods of Inspection or testing are 

/cribed by said spedftcatloa the standard mill Inspection and testing practices of Stupp Corporation have been 
tvpGed. Unless it appears otherwise in the results of such Inspection and tests shown above, the undersigned empfo 
jrj^^jp Corporation beSeves that said materials conform to said specification. / ^

10/9/2015

\4H)»rauiAi ooeves uwi sa« macmais comorm id sac speuncauon^

jeffjovies

^tupp Corporation^uthonzed Insp. Rep k^rCfr*

^ l-X/Z/^/r y
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FACT SHEET

Commerce Finds Dumping and Countervailable Subsidization of Imports of Large Diameter Welded
Pipe from Canada, Greece, Korea, and Turkey

• On February 21, 2019, the Department of Commerce (Commerce) announced its affirmative final
determinations in the antidumping duty (AD) and countervailing duty (CVD) investigations of imports of 
large diameter welded pipe from Canada (AD only), Greece (AD only), Korea, and Turkey.

* ‘ • The AD and CVD laws provide U.S. businesses and workers with a transparent, quasi-judicial, and
internationally accepted mechanism to seek relief from the market-distorting effects caused by injurious 
dumping and subsidization of imports into the United States, establishing an opportunity to compete on a 
level playing field.

• For the purpose of an AD investigation, dumping occurs when a foreign company sells a product in the 
United States at less than its fair value. For the purpose of a CVD investigation, a countervailable subsidy is 
financial assistance from foreign governments that benefits the production of goods from foreign companies 
and is limited to specific enterprises or industries, or is contingent either upon export performance or upon 
the use of domestic goods over imported goods.

In the Canada investigation, Commerce assigned a dumping rate of 12.32 percent for mandatory respondent 
Evraz Inc. NA. Commerce assigned a dumping rate of 12.32 percent to all other producers and exporters of 
large diameter welded pipe from Canada.

• In the Greece investigation. Commerce assigned a dumping rate of 9.96 percent for mandatory respondent 
Corinth Pipeworks Pipe Industry S.A. Commerce assigned a dumping rate of 9.96 percent to all other 
producers and exporters of large diameter welded pipe from Greece.

• In the Korea investigation. Commerce assigned a dumping rate of 14.97 percent for mandatory respondent 
Hyundai RB Co., Ltd.. Commerce assigned a dumping rate of 7.03 percent for mandatory respondent SeAH 
Steel Corporation. Commerce assigned a dumping rate of 20.39 percent for mandatory respondent Samkang 

• M&T Co., Ltd., based on adverse facts available. Commerce assigned a dumping rate of 9.30 percent to all 
other producers and exporters of large diameter welded pipe from Korea.

• In the Turkey investigation. Commerce assigned a dumping rate of 4.55 percent for mandatory respondent 
Borusan Mannesmann Bom Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S. Commerce assigned a dumping rate of 5.05 percent for 
mandatory respondent HDM Celik Boru Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S. Commerce assigned a dumping rate of 4.68 
percent to all other producers and exporters of large diameter welded pipe from Turkey.

In the Korea investigation. Commerce has calculated a subsidy rate of 0.01 percent (de minimis) for 
mandatory respondent Husteel Co., Ltd., 0.44 percent (de minimis) for mandatoiy respondent Hyundai Steel 
Company and 27.42 percent for mandatory respondent SeAH Steel Corporation based on adverse facts 
available. Commerce calculated a rate of 9.29 percent for all other Korean producers and exporters.

In the Turkey investigation, Commerce has calculated a subsidy rate of 3.72 percent for mandatory 
respondent HDM Celik Boru Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S. and 0.92 percent (de minimis) for mandatory



respondent Bomsan Mannesmann Born Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S. Commerce calculated a rate of 3.72 percent 
for all other Turkish producers and exporters.

Upon publication of the final affirmative AD determinations, Commerce will instruct U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection (CBP) to collect AD cash deposits equal to the applicable final weighted-average 
dumping rates. Further, as a result of the affirmative final CVD determinations, if the U.S. International 
Trade Commission (ITC) makes affirmative injury determinations, Commerce will instruct CBP to resume 
collection of CVD cash deposits equal to the applicable above-de minimis subsidy rates.

The petitioners are American Cast Iron Pipe Company (Birmingham, AL), Berg Steel Pipe Corp. (Panama 
City, FL), Berg Spiral Pipe Corp. (Mobile, AL), Dura-Bond Industries (Steelton, PA), Skyline Steel 
(Parsippany, NJ), and Stupp Corporation (Baton Rouge, LA).

The merchandise covered by the Canada, Greece, Korea, and Turkey investigations is welded carbon and 
alloy steel pipe (including stainless steel pipe), more than 406.4 mm (16 inches) in nominal outside diameter 
(large diameter welded pipe), regardless of wall thickness, length, surface finish, grade, end finish, or 
stenciling. Large diameter welded pipe may be used to transport oil, gas, slurry, steam, or other fluids, 
liquids, or gases. It may also be used for structural purposes, including, but not limited to, piling. 
Specifically, not included is large diameter welded pipe produced only to specifications of the American 
Water Works Association (AWWA) for water and sewage pipe.

Large diameter welded pipe used to transport oil, gas, or natural gas liquids is normally produced to the 
American Petroleum Institute (API) specification 5L. Large diameter welded pipe may also be produced to 
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards A500, A252, or A53, or other relevant 
domestic specifications, grades and/or standards. Large diameter welded pipe can be produced to 
comparable foreign specifications, grades and/or standards or to proprietary specifications, grades and/or 
standards, or can be non-graded material. All pipe meeting the physical description set forth above is 
covered by the scope of these investigations, whether or not produced according to a particular standard.

Subject merchandise also includes large diameter welded pipe that has been further processed in a third 
country, including but not limited to coating, painting, notching, beveling, cutting, punching, welding, or 
any other processing that would not otherwise remove the merchandise from the scope of the investigations 
if performed in the country of manufacture of the in-scope large diameter welded pipe.

Excluded from the scope of the Korea AD and Turkey AD investigations are any products covered by the 
existing antidumping duty orders on welded line pipe from Korea and Turkey, respectively. See Welded 
Line Pipe from the Republic of Korea and the Republic of Turkey: Antidumping Duty Orders, 80 FR 75056 
(December 1, 2015). Also excluded from the scope of the Korea AD investigation are any products 
covered by the existing antidumping order on welded ASTM A-312 stainless steel pipe from Korea. See 
Welded ASTM A-312 Stainless Steel Pipe from South Korea: Antidumping Duty Order, 57 FR 62300 
(December 30,1992). Also excluded from the scope of the Turkey CVD investigation are any products 
covered by the existing countervailing duty order on welded line pipe from the Republic of Turkey. See 
Welded Line Pipe from the Republic of Turkey: Countervailing Duty Order, 80 FR 75054 (December 1, 
2015).

The large diameter welded pipe that is subject to these investigations is currently classifiable in Harmonized 
Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTSUS) under subheadings 7305.11.1030, 7305.11.1060, 
7305.11.5000, 7305.12.1030, 7305.12.1060, 7305.12.5000, 7305.19.1030, 7305.19.1060, 7305.19.5000, 
7305.31.4000, 7305.31.6010, 7305.31.6090, 7305.39.1000 and 7305.39.5000. While the HTSUS

U.S. Department of Commerce [ International Trade Administration \ Enforcement and Compliance



subheadings are provided for convenience and customs purposes, the written description of the scope of 
these investigations is dispositive.

In 2017, imports of large diameter welded pipe from Canada, Greece, Korea, and Turkey were valued at an 
estimated $179.9 million, $10.7 million, $150.9 million, and $57.3 million, respectively.

• The Final Decision Memoranda are on file electronically via Enforcement and Compliance’s Antidumping 
and Countervailing Duty Centralized Electronic Sendee System (ACCESS). ACCESS is available to 
registered users at https://access.trade.gov, and to all parties in the Central Records Unit, Room B8024 of 
the main Department of Commerce building. Please refer to AD case numbers A-122-863 for Canada, A- 
484-803 for Greece, A-580-897 for Korea, and A-489-833 for Turkey and CVD case numbers C-580-898 
for Korea and C-489-834 for Turkey.

NEXT STEPS
• The ITC is scheduled to make its final determinations on or about April 5, 2019.

• If the ITC makes affirmative final determinations that imports of large diameter welded pipe from Canada, 
Greece, Korea, and/or Turkey materially injure, or threaten material injury to, the domestic industry, 
Commerce will issue AD and CVD orders. If the ITC makes negative determinations of injury, the 
investigations will be terminated.

FINAL DUMPING RATES:

EXP0R^IUra^^CER'; DUMPING RATES

k Canada Evraz Inc. NA 12.32%
J

[______________ All Others 12.32%

^:COt)NfRv': EXPOR CER DU^j^^TES

Greece Corinth Pipeworks Pipe Industry S.A. 9.96%

All Others 9.96%

COUNTRY EXPpRTER/PRODUCER
DUMPING 

• -RATES;;/
CASH

Korea

Hyundai RB Co., Ltd. 14.97% 12.86%

SeAH Steel Corporation 7.03% 4.92%

Samkang M&T Co., Ltd. 20.39% 18.28%

All Others 9.30% 7.19%

U.S. Department of Commerce International Trade Administration Enforcement and Compliance
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Turkey
Borusan Mannesmann Boru Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S. 4.55% 4.55%

HDM Celik Boru Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S. 5.05% 4.05%

AU Others 4.68% 3.68%

D

♦Rates are adjusted for export subsidies.

FINAL SUBSIDY RATES

wrn&immm

| SUBSIDY^TESp^^

Korea

Husteel Co., Ltd. 0.01% {de minimis)

Hyundai Steel Company 0.44Vo {de minimis)

SeAH Steel Corporation 27.42%

AH Others 9.29%

UlioUNTRY subsi^r^M..

Turkey Borusan Mannesmann Boru Sanayi ve 0.92% {de minimis)
) Ticaret A.S.

HDM Celik Boru Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S. 3.72%
AU Others 3.72%

* de minimis = less than 1 % for developed countries, less than 2% for developing countries.

CASE CALENDAR:

Petitions Filed January 17, 2018 January 17, 2018

DOC Initiation Date February 9,2018 February 9,2018

ITC Preliminary Determinations March 6,2018 March 6, 2018

DOC Preliminary Determinations June 29, 2018 August 27, 2018

DOC Final Determinations February 19, 2019 February 19,2019

ITC Final Determinations April 5, 2019 April 5,2019

Issuance of Orders* April 12, 2019 April 12, 2019

735(a)(1) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (the Act). For CVD investigations, the deadlines are set forth in sections 703(b) and 705(a) of the Act. These deadlines 
ay be extended under certain circumstances.

is will take place only in the event of affirmative final determinations from Commerce and the ITC.
P

U.S. Department of Commerce International Trade Administration Enforcement and Compliance



IMPORT STATISTICS

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, accessed through Global Trade Atlas. (HTSUS 7305.11.1030, 7305.11.1060,7305.11.5000, 
7305.12.1030, 7305.12.1060, 7305.12.5000, 7305.19.1030, 7305.19.1060, 7305.19.5000, 7305.31.4000, 7305.31.6010, 7305.31.6090, 
7305.39.1000, and 7305.39.5000.) Note: Currently there are AD and CVD orders on welded line pipe from Turkey and an AD order 

^^n welded line pipe from Korea. These three orders cover w elded line pipe not more than 24 inches in nominal outside diameter. The 
^^90ve import statistics include HTSUS subheadings that may also be covered under the AD and CVD orders; therefore, the above 
^_^5port statistics for imports of large diameter welded pipe from Korea and Turkey may be overstated.

1,
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ZYZTHMA A1AXEIPIIHI (lOIOTHTAI
CORINTH PIPeWORKS 5A
MU ft ttti null

(Quality Management System)
CPW-T-HS-190.0.1 Rev.1

A/A(S/N): 5381

HMNIA(Oat 9/3/2015

AEATIO AOKIMQN EOEAKYIMOY KA1ZKAHPOMETPHZEQN (TENSILE AND HARDNESS TEST REPORT)

neWirns/Customer
KINDER MORGAN C02 COMPANY L.P. 1001 LOUISIANA SUITE 1000 
HOUSTON TEXASJ77002 Purchase Order No. 4268582m-CONT CPW 
AMERICA Co Purchase Order No. 31-1187 RevS ITEM 3

EvtoAi^ napayuviW^SN F166/2

npo6tavpaq)iVSpec
Longfbidfnally .Hrgh Frequency. Induction Welded Steel Line Pipe ERW/HFI 
according to API 5L 45th Edition.PSL2, rTP_60_14_HFW_REV.1. Pipes Inside OSnYla^Procedure CPW-T-HS-190.0
bare and outslde’coated wlth FBE according to ITP_62_14_ARO_REV.1.

Ajdaraaq/SIze.. " 16.0bO,i;X 0.438“ noi6n}ra/Grade X70MPSL2
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Orientation
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Elg.
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Hardness Max HV10 Bend

Test

HAZ Base Weld

, : Spec •;
V • f 70300 . 82700 -22 ■ 82700-

, /. '. UfflitS ' max 92100 < 110200. 0,90 250 260 250

, 1 8458067- 730419844 39.349X11.146 7 , : 79916' . 94274 . .. 0,85 30 39.543X10.895 . -T. - 89198. 212 i222 201 - 12 \1 \12 -.12/99.

"2 8505114 730419556 39^53X11.109 <:■' 7 : . 77695 90068 - 0,86 33- 39718X10.874 • 'T- • 86586 214 226 -196: 7- >T9\2\1 1/99 .

s: 8505115 730427736 ► • * 39707X11.097 .-.7. . - 78901- 790794 . 0.87 ., « 33l. 39.154X10.726 T 86562 201’ 220 -200^ - '40\3\6 6/99 :

.• 5... .8485093 .730419555 Iv.v;,.:.. - . -' * 39^38X11.137 ' T ' 80351s. . 93259 it'O.Bfl''? r. 31'; 39.026X11.033 ...; -T 86297- 210- 220 '200- - -71 \5\7 7/99-

e 8325051 730419340 - 39.124X11.109 T 80496 95000 . 0,85 30 39.087X10.869 T 86733 210 220 200 87\6\8 8/99

-.8 • 8458078 730427736 39.088X11.096 - T - 79046 - ' 92389. •0,88- 32 39.013X10.979 T 86297' 203 220 200' ------- . "'117\8\7 ' 7/99

9 8445064' 730419646 . . .... 38.573X11.086 T - 79910" 93694 0,85- -30 i 38^63X11.100 T - ------- -85427 210 218 200 - 1321917 7/99’-

19 8251144 730427405. , .... V;' * 38.547X11.116 T 78030 932S9 0,84 31 38.675X11.042 T 85717 210 223 200 14611017 7/99 :

■ 12- ‘8251122 730419167< ;-a'. i 38.683X11.102 T ■ 78755 82534' '•0,85- 33 38.703X10.763 T; ‘88878 203 217 201 17611216 6/99

13 8307068 -730419344' o 31688X11.094 '• 'T - '81078 ‘ 95870 0,85 29 , 38.683X10.838 T1 86297 210 214 200 19011318 8/99

'14 "8261127 730427403 38.877X11.095 T ‘79048 93694 ' 0,84 32 38.654X11.040 T 85862 210 220 204' 20511416 6/69

-;.i5': 8302061 730427458 - ... ^ . ■ / • i- \ ..... ^ 39.252X11.120 ...T.. ... ... 76145. , 91519.-, .0.83 -32.. 39.387X10.731 T 88328 203 217 200 .21611511 1/9

17 8250076 730427408’ s■>.. ¥ ' 39.204X11:149 -T- .v :':78610.~ 93259 0,84 31 39.118X10.847 T 87313 210 217 200 24811711 1/9

18' 8325045 730427537 39705X11142 T ‘78755 92679 0,85 '.32':. 38.644X10.657 T 88328 210 217 203 26011811 1/99

19 6255070 730419168 39.211X11.040 T 75855.,, 91519 . 0,83 30- 39.084X10.835 T 87803 201 217 201 27611911 1/99

Laboratory Assistant

ACES-GQb

Third Part Inspection Client's Representative 1 \ 7
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A IYZTHMA AIAXEIP1SHE DOIOTHTAE CPW-T-HS-190.0.3 Rev.1

iJ CORINTH PIPGWORKSSA (Quality Management System) A/A(S/N); 5194

HM/NIA(Oate): B/3/201S

AEATIO AOKIMHN KPOYZHZ (IMPACT TEST REPORT)

ncXdrrn^Customer
KIKDER MORGAN CO£ COMPANY L.P. 1001 LOUtStANA SUITE 4000 HOUSTON TEXAS 
77002 Purchase Order No. 4268682*0*CONT CPW AMERICA Co Purchase Order No. 31-1187 
RevS ITEM 3

EvroAi) nopaywyripPSN FI 66/2

npo&ofpo^Spec
Longitudinally. High Frequency Induction Welded Steel Line Pipe ERW/HFI according to API 
&L 46th Edition PSL2, ITP_60_14_HFW_REV.1. Pipes Inside bare end outside coated vdth 
FBE according to 1TP_62_14_AR0_REV.1.

OSqvlalProceduie CPW*T-HS»190.0

Aidoraorysiza 16.000" X 0.438" noiOTTiTa/Grade X70M PSL2
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Laboratory Assistant
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Third Parflnspection Client's Representative 2 \ 2



Uriited
Steelworkers of 
___ America____

AFL-CIO/CLC

Five Gateway Center 
Pittsburgh, PA 15222

(412) 562-2400 • FAX (412) 562-2484

August 28, 1991

wilmer Jay Baker 
Local Union 4442, District 7 
United Steelworkers of America 
95 Beagle Club Road 
Carlisle, PA 17013

Dear Brother Baker:

This letter is to notify you that District 7 Director John 
Reck has recommended you for a four (4) day course in Hazardous 
Waste and Chemical Emergency Response training, September 29- 
October 4, 1991. This training is conducted under a National
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) grant to a 
consortium of the International Chemical Workers Union (ICWU), the 
United Steelworkers of America, the Greater Cincinnati Occupational 
Health Clinic and the University of Cincinnati. The course will be 
held at the Center for Worker Health and Safety Education in 
Cincinnati, Ohio. I am forwarding your name and address to the 
Center. You will be receiving a letter from them with all the 
details shortly.

The training is authorized by the Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA) for the education of workers 
engaged in activities related to hazardous waste removal, 
containment and emergency response. Your International Health, 
Safety and Environment Department selected plants where we believe 
workers should be trained, based on questionnaires returned to us 
by your Local Union and our experience with assisting members with 
safety and health problems in similar plants.

If your emergency response team has deficiencies or if no 
emergency response team currently exists in your plant, we are 
certain there should be one. This course will give you the 
education to return to the plant and inform other workers and 
management what programs are necessary or can be improved. It is 
still management's responsibility to establish or upgrade the 
programs.

VI (V'lt



District 10 Director

Bobby "Mac" McAuiiffe 

1945 Lincoln Highway 
North Versailles, PA 15137 
(412} 824-8140 
(412)824 9124 (Fax) 
rmcauliffe@usw.org

ponse Coordi

nator 

George Piasecki 
600 North Second Street 

5th Floor 
Harrisburg, Pa 17101 
0ffice-(717)232-0805 
/ Ceil -(610)~368-997(r?
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t/N/TFD STESl WORKERS

BH3CATMG • EMPOWBUNG • ENGAGING'-

R.ipid Response is the 

Steelworkers' -"nonpartisan; grassroots 

education, communication, and action 

program that provides the necessary 

structure to inform every USW 

member about pending legislation 

concerning labor and work-relate 

issue's. Rapid Response provides 

opportunity for all USW members to 

have a strong voice and an active part 

in the legislative activities that affect 

their daily lives and allows USW 

members to fight back on a daily basis 

on issues that affect them, their 

families, and their communities.

UNITY AND STRENGTH FOR WORKERS

' As the voice of over 52,000 active 
i members of the United Steelworkers 

Union from all across Pennsylvania, 

Rapid Response activists that 

came to your office today would like 

to thank you for your time.

\

I Here is a few of our key issues so

j that you may remember why we
\

i were here to see you today.
i:

i
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UNITED STEELWORKERS

USW District 10 State Issues
i/MTtD STEnwoexats

. fZXSCATWG • CMPOWOftVO • fNGAGiNQ

Right to Work Laws

• "Right to Work" Laws were designed specifically to under
mine the rights of the American worker. Despite its mis
leading name, these laws do not create or protect jobs. 
We strongly oppose "Right to Work" (RTW) Laws that re
strict workers rights by prohibiting employee organiza
tions from negotiating union security agreements. Right 
to Work Laws are an attack on unions by those seeking to 
undermine the power of hard working employees . Only 
CEO's and those in powerful management positions bene
fit from these laws. Existing Pennsylvania labor laws al
ready protect job applicants and incumbent employees 
who do not want to belong to a union and the rights of 
the majority of workers who want to negotiate worker 
fairness provisions in their contracts.

• State and Federal laws promote collective bargaining to 
ensure democracy by majority rule in workplaces. Noth
ing protects individual workers better than collective bar
gaining and a strong union.

Pavcheck Deception

• Paycheck Deception laws that weaken the ability of work
ing people to advance their issues are being proposed 
around the country. This type of legislation requires pub
lic sector unions to seek written permission from their 
workers before using their dues money for politics. Pro
ponents say that what they call "Paycheck Protection" 
laws will keep unions from using members dues for politi
cal activities against the members wishes. The reality is 
that members choose whether or not they want their 
dues to be used for political and legislative activities, and 
they have the power to change that at any time during 
their membership.

• We are opposed to Paycheck Deception laws that 
^would interfere with union members rights to partici- 
^pate in the political and legislative process.

Workers Rights

• The choice to form a union should be left to employ
ees without interference or intimidation from the em
ployer. Companies should not deny their workers the 
opportunity to organize together on the job.

• We support legislation to assure that all workers— 
public and private, professional and non-professional, 
part time and full time, guards, production and service 
employees—have the legally protected right to union 
representation.

• We also support legislation to assure that once a labor 
agreement is reached, the agreement will be enforce
able for its term and that employers and their succes
sors will not be permitted to evade their contractual 
obligations.

• Additionally, we are in favor of legislation to assure 
^bat both sides in a collective bargaining dispute have 
^|ual economic, judicial and political resources and

legislation that prohibits the hiring of permanent re
placements of strikers during a labor dispute.

Public Employee OSHA

• The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) was 
signed into law in 1970, safeguarding the health and 
safety of private sector workers. Currently, there are 
approximately 500,000 public workers in Pennsylvania 
who do not have any protections under OSHA. State 
legislation is needed to protect public workers in the

workplace.

• Public employees build and maintain our highways, wc^ 

in sewage plants, guard our over-crowed prisons, fight 
fires, protect against crime, work in state hospitals and 
preform a variety of hazardous jobs without OSHA safe
guards.

• Pennsylvania needs a well balanced public sector Safety 
and Health law that would provide needed safeguards 
by establishing safety and health committees, setting 
staffing levels for fire fighters, implementing a safety 
plan to remove asbestos dangers in public places, and 
provide many other safeguards that are provided by 
Federal OSHA.

Infrastructure

• Pennsylvania has been in desperate need of transporta
tion funding. Whether its our aging bridges, crumbling 
roads or underfunded public transportation, all aspects 
of Pennsylvania's transportation infrastructure need im
provement.

• The United Steelworkers supports funding that will pro^^ 
duce, continuous, sustainable and appropriate funding^P 

levels for ail sources of transportation. Using the Federal 
Highways Administrations conservative job multiplier,
we can expect the creation of 30,000 jobs for every $1 
billion invested, that means nearly 100,000 jobs will be 
created with a $3 billion proposal.

• Additionally, we oppose any efforts to privatize portions 
of our transportation system, such as mass transporta
tion, which is the life-blood to so many communities and 
businesses.
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Employers Copy
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completed, that are in accordance with our plan, and these 

items are taken very seriously, and we are very involved 

with the work that has taken place to make these activities 

take place.

The primary coal, as everybody can see, is to raise 

awareness with the public and other stakeholders with the 

presence of our pipelines that are associated -- and the 

other associated facilities within the community, and to 

ensure that everybody understands where those pipelines are, 

for what we operate.

So stakeholders, with regard to stakeholders, RP 1162 

talks about the various stakeholders that we have to engage 

with. As you can see, the emergency response organizations 

and excavators, we meet with them annually to comply with 

the recommended practice.

From a standpoint of the affected public, that is done 

every other year. It's on a two-year basis. And then we 

also meet with our public officials on a three-year 

frequency.

So with regard to the program inspections and what we've- 

done so far, we've met with PKMSA and the Pennsylvania 

Public Utility Commission on multiple occasions to talk 

about the activities that we've completed as part of the 

ME1, 12-inch, and the ME2 lines, and they have reviewed our 

public awareness plan and have not had any issues with th^^^ 

)00047
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plan as it is today. As a matter of fact, in November of 

2016, the Public Utility Commission reviewed the plan and 

had no citings.

JUDGE BARNES: Can I ash one question of 

clarity on that last slide regarding the affected public, 

every two years?

THE WITNESS: Yes, ma'am.

JUDGE BARNES: What does that mean? Does that 

mean you mail out the pamphlet every two years or does it 

mean you have a town meeting, or what does that mean?

THE WITNESS: Yes, Your Honor. Thank you.

Good question. These are the mailings. The mailings that 

everybody received and that's been covered today, that is 

what's sent out every two years.

Okay. Moving on to the next slide, so with 

regard to the mailings, so pipeline safety messages shared 

with the stakeholders, so the affected public. This kind of 

goes into some of the question Your Honor just had.

So we're not just looking at those that are 

the affected public that have pipelines on their property, 

but also addresses that extend 1,000 feet from the pipeline.

So this includes our residents, businesses, 

farms, schools, other places of congregation, And again, 

it's a 1,000 mailing zone either side of the pipeline, is 

the criteria that we use.

(O
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BY MR. SNISCAK:

Q. If I may interrupt, is that beyond the guideline, 

or is it less than the guideline?

A. Yes. API 1162 refers to a 660 foot criteria. We 

utilize the 1,000 feet. What we've seen is, during our 

conversations with our peers, that is something that's 

consistent, and we made a decision to go above and beyond 

the recommended practice with that number.

Q. Thank you.

A. With regard to public officials, governmental 

departments, officials within the county where the pipeline 

is located, so those bodies within a ten-mile mailing zone 

are sent the mailings.

We want to make sure that the neighboring counties are 

notified, and they will be done based on that criteria. 

Excavators, so companies who routinely and periodically 

engage in excavation as part of their normal business, 

they're sent out the same brochures, so they knew and 

understand the requirements of our plan.

And then lastly, on the emergency responders side, it's 

the organizations in the county where the pipeline is 

located, and again, the emergency organizations within a 

ten-mile mailing zone.

So, next slide. So with regard to the 2013 annual 

public awareness mailing that was sent in mid-September,

000049
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management agencies along the pipeline right-of-way and to . 

work with them on the scheduling, coordination and the 

logistics of the delivery of the classes.

The classes were approximately two to two and a quarter 

hours in length, and I believe it was a total of 23 programs 

that were delivered along the right-of-way, including three 

of those -- two of those were in Ohio and one was in West 

Virginia.

Q. And was there already some materials that had been 

drafted as the training as part of the MERO?

A. That is correct. There was already a basic MERO 

program that was already in existence and had previously 

been used for the training of responders along the right-of- 

way, in I think the 2015-2016 time frame.

Q. And what was your role with respect to reviewing 

that existing MERO paperwork?

A. I reviewed the previous program and then made some 

modifications to reflect several areas. One was just 

personal teaching preferences, how the material is 

developed, what makes sense. Second was the inclusion of 

what we refer to as risk based response. And third was to 

ensure that the materials, what we were teaching was 

consistent with the latest edition of the pipeline 

emergencies textbook and curriculum.

Q. I think you mentioned this, but just for emphasis,

COMMONWEALTH REPORTING COMPANY (717) 751-7150
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Q. Does that provide the emergency response procedures 

for non-ignition?

A. Yes, it does.

Q. And it lists what you're supposed to do. Can you 

just tell me generally what you're supposed to do in this 

circumstance as reflected in your MERO training?

A. Control ignition sources, do not start motor 

vehicles or electrical equipment. And then we also note 

that there are special considerations associated with butane 

in cold temperatures.

Q. And it goes on on 89 with more information about 

what not to do in the case of non-ignition?

A. That is correct.

Q. And actually, it also talks about air monitoring 

considerations on page 90. Could you explain that?

A. In this respective, as was noted yesterday in the 

testimony, it's very common for emergency responders, both 

the engine companies and for the hazmat teams, to have 

access to monitoring and detection equipment.

So as we say, this bring science to the process in terms 

of determining where, in a scenario where the vapors are not 

visible, where the vapors are at and at what concentration.

Q. Could you turn to page 91?

(Pause.)

Q. Does it also provide training to the emergency

o
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480^n
A. Yes.

Q. And as part of that pre-incident plan, does the 

MERO also provide public protective action procedures?

A. Yes. There are discussions on evacuation versus 

sheltering in place.

Q. We'll get to that specific question in a second. I 

think this is an important point because I think there's 

some confusion on this issue, and I know in our discussions 

this is critical, and I want to be clear on this. Who 

actually develops the emergency response and evacuation 

plans? Is it Sunoco or is it the local emergency

rer*- v Jcars?\ '

A. Within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, each 

county is responsible for the development of an emergency 

operations plan. That is typically developed through the 

county emergency management agency, and that would 

incorporate many of the questions that were asked yesterday.

After that point, there are also planning requirements 

that exist at the local .jurisdiction level, i.e. the 

townships, the towns and the boroughs.

Q. So just to be clear on this, the obligation on the 

pipeline operator is to provide information sufficient for 

the local or county planning and emergency responders to 

develop their emergency response plan?

A. Yes.

COMMONWEALTH REPORTING COMPANY (717) 761-7150
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events? That's independent of depth.

So when I look at all those threats, the only one that 

can possibly come to the surface is the possibility of an 

excavation damage incident. And like I say, we have the 

data that shows it's not driven by depth at all.

Q. How about in the, what I'm taking is the highly 

unlikely event that a pipeline were to fail? Would depth 

matter in terms of the extent of the damage?

A. Again, it does not matter. Whenever --

Q. And explain why.

A. I'm sorry, Your Honor. Whenever that fluid -- it's 

going to come to the surface whether it's 12 inches deep, 

two feet deep or three feet deep. That fluid's under 

pressure. It's going to find the path of least resistance, 

which is usually straight up.

It may be a millisecond or two longer if it's down three 

feet versus one feet, but it's a negligible amount as far as 

timing goes. It's going to come to the surface.

Q. There was I think a question by Ms. Kerslake -- I 

don't think there's been testimony of this -- but there was 

a question about the danger of a catastrophe to the ME2 line 

if there were a failure of the ME1 line and vice versa. Do 

you have an opinion within a reasonable degree of certainty 

about that risk?

A. Yes. I think you heard this morning, the testimony

n

0444
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was that Sunoco placed their pipelines, I believe he said^ 

ten feet apart. I couldn't quite hear in the back of the 

room, but I think he said ten feet apart.

And I will represent that that is a standard within the 

industry, as he suggested. And all that is based, again, on 

scientific evidence. It's the same distance, by the way, if 

you're going to blast near a pipeline. As long as you're 

more than ten feet away, you won't damage the pipeline from 

the blast.

So this all goes to say that there has never been a 

pipeline failure or one pipeline failing caused another one 

to fail. That has never happened. So as long as we 

maintain that proper separation, the one pipeline failure is 

not going to affect another.

Q. There's been an allegation by Senator Dinniman that 

the depth of ME1 creates a safety risk during construction 

of ME2 and ME2X. Do you agree with that allegation?

A. Again, yes, I do not agree with the allegation. 

Again, depth is irrelevant. But in addition to that, I've 

looked at the company's procedures for construction. They 

locate the exact position of that pipeline. It is marked.

And then they call the One Call Center as well, so all 

the other utilities are marked. And then during the 

construction process, there's a spotter out there that's 

watching that existing pipeline and is watching the

0445
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HoW would you fecogfiizea pipeiine leak?^Page54of318

I While pipelines are the safest method of transporting the fuel and products we use every day, 

i'knowing how to recognize a pipeline leak is important the following may indicate a pipeline leak: )

f . - i
! • Sight Liquid pools, discolored or abnormally, dry soil/vegetation, continuous bubbling in wet or ; 

| flooded areas, an oily sheen on water surfaces, and vaporous fogs or blowing dirt around a |

L pipeline area can all be indicative of a pipeline leak. Dead or discolored plants in an otherwise

|, healthy area of vegetation or frozen ground in warm weather are other possible signs. I

‘ • Sounrf; Volume can range from a quiet hissing to a loud roar depending on the size of the leak .

I and pipeline system.

j • Smell:hn unusual smell, petroleum odor, or gaseous odor will sometimes accompany pipeline 

leaks.

What to do in the event a leak were to occur:
« Public safety and protecting the environment are the top priorities/i

• Turn off any equipment and eliminate any ignition sources without risking injury.

• Leave the area by foot immediately. Try to direct any other bystanders to leave the area. 

Attempt to stay upwind.

• From a safe location, call 911 or your local emergency response number and call the 24-hour 

emergency number for the pipeline operator. Provide your name, phone number, a brief 

description and location of the incident so a proper response can be initiated.

What not to do in the event a leak were to occur:
• DO NOT cause any open flame or other potential source of ignition such as an electrical 

switch, vehicle ignition, light a match, etc. Do not start motor vehicles or electrical equipment. Do 

not ring doorbells to notify others of the leak. Knock with your hand to avoid potential sparks from 

knockers.

• DO NOT come into direct contact with any escaping liquids or gas.

• DO NOT drive into a leak or vapor cloud while leaving the area.

• DO NOT attempt to operate any pipeline valves yourself. You may inadvertently route more 

product to the leak or cause a secondary incident.

• DO NOT attempt to extinguish a petroleum product fire. Wait for local firemen and other 

professionals trained to deal with such emergencies.

What to do in case of damaging/disturbing a pipeline
If you cause or witness even minor damage to a pipeline or its protective coating, please immediately 

notify the pipeline company. Even a small disturbance to a pipeline may cause a future leak. A gouge, 

scrape, dent or crease is cause enough for the company to inspect the damage and make repairs.

All damages to underground gas or hazardous liquid pipeline facilities are required by law to be 

reported to the operator. Excavators must notify the pipeline company immediately upon damaging a 

pipeline.

2



SPLP Ex. No. 23
For more information regarding pipeline safety and an ovenjew tfJh&pioQtine industry 
please visit the following websites: ^

Pipeline Resources and Information

• 811 - www.call811.com
• Pipeline101-www.pipeline101.com
• Association of Oil Pipe Lines (AOPL) - www.aopl.org
• American Petroleum Institute (API) - www.api.org
• Common Ground Alliance (CGA) - www.commongroundalliance.com 

Govemment/Regulatory Agencies

• Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) - phmsa.dotgov
• Department of Transportation (DOT) - www.dot.gov

To learn more about Sunoco Pipeline L.P., or to take our survey, visit our website at: www.sunocologistics.com

Sunoco Pipeline LP. operates the Inland and Harbor pipeline systems.

PRODUCTS THAT MAY BE TRANSPORTED IN YOUR AREA
PRODUCT LEAK TYPE VAPORS
HIGHLY VOLATILE LIQUIDS [SUCH
AS: BUTANE, PROPANE, ETHANE,
E/P MIX]. ONLY IN GLOUCESTER 
COUNTY. Ni: NATURAL GAS

Gas
Initially heavier than air, spread along ground and may 
travel to source of ignition and flash back. Product is 
colorless, tasteless and odorless.

HEALTH
HAZARDS

May be ignited by heat, sparks, or flames and may form combustible mixture with air. Vapors 
may cause dizziness or asphyxiation and be toxic if inhaled at high concentrations. Contact with 
gas or liquefied gas may cause burns, severe injury and/or frostbite.

HAZARDOUS UQUIDS [SUCH AS: 
CRUDE OIL, DIESEL FUEL. JET FUEL. 
gasoune, AND OTHER REFINED 
PRODUCTS]

Liquid

Initially heavier than air and spread along ground and 
collect in low or confined areas. Vapors may travel to 
source of ignition and flash back. Explosion hazards 
indoors, outdoors or in sewers.

HEALTH
HAZARDS

Inhalation or.contact with materialmay irritate or bum'skih and eyes. Fire may produce 
irritating, corrosive and/or toxic gases. Vapors may cause dizziness or suffocation. Runoff from 
fire control or dilutioh.water may.cause pollution.. \.. 

LOS PRODUCTOS QUE TRANSPORTAMOS EN SU AREA
PRODUCTO TIPO DE FUCA VAPORES

LiQUIDOS ALTAMENTE VOLATILES (TALES COMO: 
Bl/TANO, PROPANO, ETANO, E/T MIX]. SOLO EN 
GLOUCESTER COUNTY. NJ: GAS NATURAL

Gas

inicialmente m£s pesado que el aire, se propaga en 
el suelo y puede viajar hasta fuentes de encendido y 
ocasionar retrocesos de llamas. El producto no tiene 
color, sabor ni clot

RIESGOSALA 
. SALOP

Puede incendiarse con calor, chispas o con llamas y puede forfriar una mezcla inflamable con el aire. Losvapores 
pueden c'ausar rhareos o aifixia si estos son inhalados eh concehtracibnes altas; El contactb con el gas o con el gas 
licuadopuedecausarquernaduras.lesionesgravesy/oconqela’cibn............. • ... . ... . .... 

UOUiOOS PEUGROSOS
[TALES COMO: PETROLEO CRUDO, COMBUSTIBLE 
DIESEL. COMBUSTIBLE PARA JETS, GASOUNA Y 
OTROS PRODUCTOS REFINADOS]

Liquido

Inicialmente mds pesado que el aire y se propaga en 
el suelo y se acumula en dreas bajas o confinadas. los 
vapores pueden viajar hasta fuentes de encendido 
y ocasionar retrocesos de llamas. Los peligros 
de explosidn ocurren adentro, afuera o en los 
akantarillados.

RfESGOSALA
SALUD

La inhalaci6n o el contacto con el material pueden irrrta'r o quemar la piel y los ojos. El fuego puede producir gases 
irritantes, corrosives y/ tdxicos. Los vapores pueden causar mareos o sbfocacibn. La escorrentfa que proviene del 
control del fueqo o de las aquas de diluci6n puede causar contaminaci6n. ...... . . . .

24-Hour Emergency Number: 800-786-7440

Sunoco Logistics
Sunoco Pipeline l_R

Non-Emergency Number. 877-795-7271 
Website: www.sunocologistics.com

7 ©Sunoco Logistics Partners L.P. Ail Rights Reserved.
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Mariner East 1 entered service over four years ago and the operator, Sunoco /Energy Transfer, still has not shared

critical, potentially life-saving information with local hazmat teams, emergency responders, schools, townships, counties and 
homeowners along the pipeline route. There is currently no possibility of creating adequate evacuation route, early warning 

systems, and a meaningful hazard response. Instead of demonstrating transparency and compliance with our laws and regula
tions, Sunoco/Energy Transfer has rushed to put into operation their mis-matched, cobbled together workaround pipeline, once 
again putting their profit above best engineering practices and public safety.

While the operator has now admitted to making mistakes and promised 'to do better:, it is too little, to late. Years of making 

mistakes while constructing, maintaining, and operating their pipelines has lead to the highest leak and accident rate in the in
dustry. Sunoco/ET continues to operate above the law and abuse their power. Pennsylvanians are continually being exposed to 
grave danger each day this pipeline is in service and thousands of lives are at stake. The PUC along with Governor Wolf has 

acknowledged the same.

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH The people of Pennsylvania demand that our Title 35 rights met and that 

the Governor will use his authority and direct his state agencies to protect the public from the 

involuntary, unmitigated and unconscionable risks NOW!

^PUBLIC AWARENESS PROGRAMS ARE INADEQUATE People within only the first 1,000 feet are being given infor

mation by the operator, which they claim to be sufficient for" Awareness". The instruction to run upwind, on foot, to a 'safe 

distance' are neither realistic nor adequate. Even if the proper information and education was being given, those outside of the 

1,000 fee and still within the probable impact radius need to knowledge to protect themselves and their neighbors.

TITLE 35 PA Section 7313 (5) Indicates every person at risk of a known hazard must be warned and Informed. There are over 
40 schools across the Commonwealth who have not been able to plan for this hazard.

The operator has never disclosed vital information to our schools regarding who to plan for the safety of our students. 
The continually meet with school officials and provide them with essentially marketing information on the construction and 
operations of pipelines. They have never disclosed actual risks. Schools must plan for all local hazards as dictated In TITLE 35 

Section 7701 (g)

Early detection systems provided by SPLP arc not compliant mth state standards for public notificatioiL The operator 

does not have an odorant, a warning siren or other known system that is proven method of public early warning. Their SCADA 
systems have failed to notify them of leaks.

TITLE 35 part III Section 7313 (6) Indicates that PEMA and local emergency response agencies are responsible for such an 
alarm system to protect the public from known hazards. Why has the operator not worked with our state agencies and com
plied with state law? Mariner 1 has been operating for 4 years and Mariner 2 and 2x have been in the planning and construction 

state for far longer.

Early warning systems do not comply with federal guidelines.

The operator tells those living, learning and working in the blast zones not to use cell phones. How can we inform emergency 
responders of life-threatening situations concerning a release? How should emergency responders inform those of us in danger 
to begin evacuations without exposing us to more high consequence hazards. TITLE 35 Section 7503 indicates that PEMA is re
sponsible to provide Pennsylvanians with an appropriate emergency alert system. Why has the operator not attempted in 4 
years of service of Mariner East 1 to comply with this measure?

Emergency Plans and Response are inadequate. Without hazard planning by emergency responders we are unprepared and 

risk catastrophes. TITLE 35 PART III #7505 indicates that political subdivisions are required to maintain and keep current disas
ter prevention and response plans that are reflective of ALL local hazards. Why hasn't the operator given the information to our 
emergency responders for an emergency of a known hazard running past our schools, homes and public spaces?

Our State has been Forced out of Compliance with our Health and Safety Statute, Sunoco has had ample time to comply 

with agencies responsible to protect life and property. Sunoco has relied on 'homeland security1 to shield this vital information 
from those charged with ensuring domestic tranquility. No private entity should be allowed to violate school code or deny Penn
sylvanians of their rights and prevent heroic first responders from planning disaster prevention. TITLE 35 part III 7313 (12) Indi
cates PEMA has the power and duty: "To cooperate with the Federal Government and any public or private entity in achieving 
any purpose of this part and implementing programs for disaster prevention, preparation and recovery". Sunoco has not al
lowed these brave men and women to comply with their sacred oath. This obfuscation risks a catastrophe, is criminal and puts 
our first responders at additional risks.



To Whom It May Concern,

The Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (PEMA) has significant power over 

pipelines as they relate to emergency preparedness, mitigation, and response. These powers 

are explicitly spelled out under Title 35, the Health and Welfare Statue of Pennsylvania. 

Sunoco’s plan to export colorless, odorless, heavier than air combustibles through our 

communities has been a haphazard idea from the start and an emergency management 

disaster waiting to happen.

Legislation has not kept pace with advances in the technological innovations the oil and gas 

industry have made since the creation of the Natural Gas Act. The fact that Pennsylvania has 

no pipeline siting agency, even though the PA Supreme Court rules the PUC has this authority, 

means that hard working Pennsylvanians are not safe in their homes and their children are not 

safe in their schools. Emergency planning does not work in a linear bottom up approach as has 

been suggested to the public. In fact, responsible planning combines the perspective and 

expertise of all our community stakeholders. The fact remains that the community’s demands to 

life, liberty, and property have not been properly realized when recovery is the only aspect 

accounted for in our Emergency Response plan and the all-hazards approach currently in place 

ignores the mitigation and preparedness requirements as outlined in Pennsylvania Emergency 

Management Services Code (35 Pa. C.S. §§ 7101 et seq. And 7103).

This approach, to do what we can with what we have, is not legally or morally appropriate fora 

new and identified risk. It is unproductive at best; and grossly negligent at worst There has 

been more than enough information acquired and brought to the attention of our officials in the 

last four years to see this project for what it is- a dangerous proposal to our Commonwealth that 

limits our ability as a community to properly identify, mitigate, and respond to the hazards 

presented by the Mariner East project. The linear model of emergency planning has failed to 

give residents information or assurances about their safety. Respectfully, and in the spirit of 

giving our community the due diligence it deserves and is lawfully entitled to, it is time lor PEMA 

to exercise all of its powers and duties under Title 35. b. 7313. In fact, it is the obligation of our 
local government and the expectation of the community to directly involve PEMA in our planning 

process to correct the deficiencies in our hazard mitigation and response plans that we have 

been unable to execute ourselves. Safe and reliable service is something that can no longer be 

touted by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission when compared to the requirements as 

outlined by Title 35 and the requirements our local municipalities must comply with. In fact, the 

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission should be asked to determine, IF, service is safe and 

reliable to the public, as stated in Title 66 Sec 1501. given the unknowns with our current 

planning, preparedness, and recovery plans.

Attached, please find notes that explicitly outline the facts surrounding the Manner East project 
and the obligation of our state to act.

Notes:
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Pipeline Incidents

Emergency Response Procedures
□ If the pipeline release is NOT

ignited,
m DO NOT cause any open flame 

or other potential source of 
ignition such as an electrical 
switch, vehicle ignition, 
lighters/matches, road flares, etc.

m DO NOT start motor vehicles or 
electrical equipment

■ Special considerations for 
butane liquid in cold temps
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